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Abstract 
This study investigated and described the experiences and perspectives of Hispanic immigrant 
parents on heritage language maintenance and bilingual education in the City of Brandon, 
Manitoba. Hispanic immigrant parents were interviewed to explore how they perceived and 
experienced the maintenance of the home language and bilingual education of their children.   
The study used a qualitative embedded case study methodology (Yin, 2014). Data collection 
methods included five individual semi-structured interviews and three focus group interviews. 
Sixteen first-generation Hispanic immigrant parents took part in this study, and they were 
divided into two subunits of analysis: Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran immigrant parents 
and non-Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran immigrant parents. The results of this study 
reveal that despite the importance that both groups of Hispanic immigrant parents place in their 
native language as a fundamental core value in their ethnic identity, they perceived a gradual 
erosion of their children’s home language. Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran immigrant 
parents had more challenges and difficulties in preserving their home language in comparison 
with Hispanic non-Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran immigrant parents. Data suggest that 
the Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran immigrant parents were less aware of the cognitive 
advantages of bilingualism and heritage language preservation in comparison with the Hispanic 
non-Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran immigrant parents. However, both groups of parents 
perceived the need to implement heritage and bilingual programs in the school and in the 
community for supporting their efforts to preserve the home language. Language barriers that 
parents faced, along with socioeconomic conditions, repercussions of intrafamilial conflicts, 
separation, and family disruption were factors negatively influencing home language 
maintenance in children. In summary, this research sought to raise awareness of heritage 
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language maintenance issues that affect the Hispanic immigrants in a rural city of Manitoba. The 
results confirm that changes in heritage and bilingual policy are needed to support the Hispanic 
immigrant community in their efforts to maintain the heritage language. Teachers, school 
personnel, and parents need to develop ‘collaborative power relations’ (Cummins, 2001; 
Ntelioglou, Fannin, Montanera, & Cummins, 2014) to achieve the outcome of empowering 
Hispanic immigrant children. 
Keywords: Language maintenance, bilingual education, heritage language, Hispanic 
immigrants  
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Chapter 1  
Background to the Research 
Introduction to the Importance of Home Language Maintenance 
Evidence suggests that for immigrant children the process of acquisition of the 
dominant language often comes with a gradual erosion of their mother tongue (Fishman, 2006). 
As their second language begins to prevail, many immigrant children tend to lose their home 
language skills surrounded in an educational and social context that puts a strong emphasis on 
the dominant language and excludes the children’s native language and home culture from 
school curriculum (Cummins, 2000; Fillmore, 1991). Despite the existence of solid and 
multidisciplinary research in the field of heritage language and of heritage and bilingual 
education programming in Manitoba, there is a dissonance between research, policy, and the 
reality happening on the ground in the schools of rural communities with an increase of 
immigrant population.   
This qualitative case study, informed by the work of critical theorists in the field of 
language learning and heritage and bilingual language education, investigates and describes the 
experiences and perspectives of Hispanic immigrant parents on heritage language maintenance 
and heritage and bilingual education in the City of Brandon Manitoba. This study contributes to 
the area of investigation that focuses on the role of language attitudes and perceptions in 
influencing language maintenance.  
Some cultural groups view their language as a fundamental component of their culture. 
This perception has a direct impact in home language maintenance. Parents’ perspective and 
attitudes toward the heritage language influence the development of immigrant children’s 
bilingual skills and identity formation (Garcia, 2009).  
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In the Canadian context, studies affirm that, in general, immigrant parents have positive 
attitudes toward language retention (Farrugio, 2010; Guardado, 2002; Tannenbaum, 2002). 
While the heritage language issue in the Canadian society has been acknowledged for decades, 
the immigrant parents’ perspectives toward heritage language maintenance and bilingual 
education in rural communities have received little attention.  
Studies in home language maintenance show a positive correlation between language 
retention and the construction of ethnic identities, higher self-esteem and confidence, and 
socioeconomic and personal psychological development, (Farrugio, 2010; Guardado, 2002). 
For instance, in two studies of Hispanic/Latino cultural identity among Hispanic parents 
residing in areas of high Hispanic population in Vancouver and California, Farrugio (2010) and 
Guardado (2002) found that Hispanic parents perceive their language as a cultural value and 
highly value its maintenance as a way to secure cultural identity. The researchers found that 
these immigrant parents were aware of the value of bilingualism, and this motivated them to 
send their children to programs that help them maintain connections with their mother language 
and culture.  
Despite the positive attitudes toward the maintenance of the native language among 
most immigrant families in Canada, other studies have found that there is a strong parental 
desire for assimilation in some immigrant communities (Abdi, 2009). For instance, many 
Hispanic parents expect their children to learn English quickly and speak the mainstream 
language like native Canadian speakers. This sometimes causes these parents adopt coercive 
strategies, such as prohibiting the use of Spanish at home, which has negative repercussions in 
the maintenance of the native language (Farrugio, 2010).   
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The challenges and difficulties of immigrant groups maintaining their home language in 
contexts of immigration are largely documented from diverse disciplines and approaches. In 
Canada, there are some studies that have explored the challenges that Hispanic immigrant 
parents face in accessing resources, opposing to unequal educational provisions and in enrolling 
their children in bilingual or heritage programs in metropolitan cities such as Toronto and 
Ontario (Guardado, 2002; Park & Sarkar, 2007) but there are no similar studies in rural areas of 
Manitoba.  
Studies on academic performance among linguistic minority children reveal that a 
collaborative parent-teacher partnership and the inclusion of home language in the school 
curriculum support the biliteracy and the academic achievement of these students (Cummins, 
2009). Extensive research highlights the benefits of bilingualism and L1 maintenance in the 
home, school, and work domains (Baker, 2011; Garcia 2009; Pauwels, 2016).   
In their efforts to preserve the home language, immigrant parents consciously or 
unconsciously use strategies to support the bilingualism of their children; however, they do not 
always succeed, and home language attrition occurs. Research indicates that with the loss of the 
native language there are adverse effects on individuals, families, society, and nations 
(Cummins, 2000; Kouritzin, 2006). Studies also reveal that when the loss of the L1 occurs, 
parents become concerned about the gap or distance between them and their children. In the 
United States, for instance, immigrant Hispanic parents often “associate the loss of Spanish 
among their U.S. schooled children with a potential diminution of parental authority and 
disruption of cultural values” (Farrugio, 2010, p.7).  
To explore Hispanic immigrant parents’ perceptions and experiences in detail, the study 
first examined the views that Hispanic immigrant parents have about the maintenance of Spanish 
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among their children. Second, the study identified what challenges and difficulties Hispanic 
immigrant parents in Brandon Manitoba are experiencing in their effort to preserve Spanish as 
the heritage language. Third, the research identified strategies that Hispanic immigrant parents 
are using in their homes to help their children to preserve Spanish. Fourth, the research examined 
power relations reflected in the experiences of Hispanic parents in their interactions with the 
school and examined how the nature of these relations impacts the home language maintenance 
among children. Finally, the study described the parents’ perspectives of how the school’s 
authorities, teachers, and the community can support them in preserving the native language of 
their children and in making informed decisions regarding heritage language maintenance and 
bilingual education. 
By investigating these issues, this case study research sheds some light on the possible 
causes for the difficulties that the Hispanic community have in accessing heritage language and 
bilingual education. The study also creates a foundation for a strategic intervention to address 
challenges related bilingual and heritage language education in Western Manitoba where there is 
no specific research about the instructional heritage language needs of the Hispanic immigrant 
community. The results of this study will serve as a source for policymakers, school authorities, 
and teachers to address and fulfill the needs of Hispanic parents regarding bilingual and heritage 
language education.  
Introduction to the Research 
The next section introduces the components of this study. The section includes the 
research questions, the purpose, the problem statement, and the rationale and significance of the 
study. The chapter also provides an overview of the methodology. Additionally, this section 
includes the delimitations, limitations, assumptions, and the context in which the research was 
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situated. The chapter ends with a description of how the thesis is organized and of key 
terminology of the study.  
Research Question 
The main research question that orientated this study was “How do Hispanic immigrant 
parents in the City of Brandon view their experiences with the issue of heritage language 
maintenance and bilingual education?” To explore this inquiry in detail the following sub-
questions were addressed: 
1. How do Hispanic immigrant parents perceive the maintenance of Spanish as 
heritage language? 
2. What Hispanic immigrant parents view as challenges and/or difficulties in their 
effort to preserve Spanish as heritage language? 
3. How do Hispanic immigrant parents perceive their relationship with their 
children’s school and how the nature of this relationship impacts the home 
language maintenance among Hispanic immigrant children? 
4. What are some strategies that Hispanic immigrant parents are using in their 
homes to help their children to preserve Spanish as their native language? 
5. What are parents’ perspectives of how the school’s authorities, teachers, and the 
community can support them in preserving the native language of their children 
and in making informed decisions regarding heritage language maintenance and 
bilingual education? 
Problem Statement 
Two of the main challenges for Hispanic immigrant parents in helping their children to 
maintain their home language are the access to bilingual and heritage language programs and the 
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exclusion of the minority linguistic students’ culture and L1 in the school curriculum. The 
tendency of first-generation children to lose their native language and to disassociate themselves 
from their family’ Hispanic cultural practices was reported in recent research on Hispanic 
immigrant families in Canada (Abdi 2009; Arraiz, 2010; Baergen, 2007; Guardado, 2002, 2008, 
2014; Pacini-Ketchabaw, Bernhard & Freire, 2001). Research also suggests that despite the 
existence of provincial language policies for heritage language instruction, based on principles of 
cultural diversity and multiculturalism, and despite the positive attitudes of Hispanic immigrant 
parents toward the maintenance of Spanish as the heritage language, children often face the loss 
of their mother tongue over the course of few generations. Evidence suggested that the lack of 
access to heritage and bilingual language educational opportunities may accelerate the attrition 
of the L1 among the immigrant population (Park, 2013).   
Research indicates that the loss of the native language brings negative effects in 
individuals and in their families, society, and nations (Kouritzin, 2006). On the other hand, many 
studies demonstrate the socioeconomic and cognitive benefits of bilingual literacy and L1 
maintenance (Baker, 2011; Garcia, 2009). In this line, studies also suggest that there is a positive 
connexion between language retention and higher self-esteem, empowerment, and confidence as 
well as socioeconomic and personal psychological development. (Farrugio, 2010; Guardado, 
2002). Research on language learning, second language acquisition, and bilingualism provide 
substantial evidence that point to a link between home language maintenance, academic 
achievement in the dominant language and empowerment. As Cummins (1986) pointed out,  
Considerable research data suggest that, for dominated minorities, the extent to which 
students’ language and culture are incorporated into the school program constitutes a 
significant predictor of academic success (…). As outlined earlier, student school success 
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appears to reflect both the more solid cognitive/academic foundation developed through 
intensive L1 instruction and the reinforcement of their cultural identity. (p.25) 
A significant body of research reveals that in context of migration in North America 
mainstream education has been and continues to be in most cases a powerful agent of linguistic 
assimilation and language loss (Pauwels, 2016). Public schools tend to marginalize many 
linguistic minority students by, for instance, limiting heritage language maintenance 
opportunities, placing them in foreign language classes intended for native speakers of English, 
making difficult for their parents the process of requesting new home language programs at the 
school division level, and having study them in an official language without value and integrate 
their home language and culture in their instruction.  
Research reveals that there is a correlation between native language loss, the exclusion of 
home language and culture in the school curriculum and the lack of access to material resources 
and bilingual instructional opportunities at community level among linguistic minority children 
(Garcia, 2009). Garcia has supported this idea by arguing that immigrant population is often the 
least successful minority in accessing heritage and bilingual language education that would 
support their bilingualism.  
Hispanic immigrant parents face many personal barriers, such as a lack of dominant 
language proficiency, low literacy skills in their native language, and heavy work responsibilities 
which often make it difficult for parents to be involved in their children’s academic or school 
lives. Therefore, many of them are not aware of significant issues regarding native language 
preservation such as minority language rights, benefits of bilingualism, bilingual and 
multilingual literacy strategies, and bilingual instructional opportunities in their communities. 
These adverse situations and lack of information are often misinterpreted by teachers and school 
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authorities as an absence of interest among immigrant parents about their children education. As 
Cummins (1986) noted: 
parents from dominated groups retain their powerless status and their internalized 
inferiority is reinforced. Children’s school failure can then be attributed to the combined 
effects of parental illiteracy and lack of interest in their children education. In reality, 
most parents of minority students have high aspirations for their children and want to be 
involved in promoting their academic progress (Wong-Fillmore, 1983) academically, and 
they are excluded from participation by the school. In fact, even their interaction through 
L1 with their children in the home is frequently regarded by educators as contributing to 
academic difficulties. (p.26) 
While evidence of the relationship between L1 preservation, incorporation of the home 
language and culture in school curriculum and immigrant children empowerment has been 
established in urban Canadian cities such as Toronto and Ontario, no such relationship has been 
investigated within the City of Brandon. I have observed that Hispanic parents in Brandon face 
isolation and socioeconomic and language barriers that make it difficult for them to 
communicate their needs on heritage and bilingual education to school authorities and to request 
programs to support the bilingualism of their children. In this sense, the process of requesting the 
incorporation of the L1 in the curriculum and of participating in the implementation of bilingual 
and heritage language programs in the Brandon School Division represents a big challenge for 
these immigrant parents. This request process is described in the following extract taken from 
the website of Education and Training Manitoba (2016) in response to the question “Who 
decides if and what new bilingual education programming opportunities are offered in Manitoba 
schools?” 
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As stated earlier, instruction in a language other than English or French is not a 
right and is subject to the discretion of the school division or school, as it must 
be authorized by the school board. Therefore, the introduction of new bilingual 
programming will be the result of a school division initiative or more often 
because parents and community members make a petition to the school division 
or school to offer such programming. Briefly, the process is described as 
follows: 
 The parents or community group request/petition the school division to offer a bilingual 
programming in a specific language. 
 The school board considers the request and decides whether to support the 
parents’/group’s request/petition. 
 Once a school division has decided to support the launching of a new bilingual 
programming opportunity, students and parents in the division are surveyed as to their 
interest in participating in such programming. 
 If the response is positive and sufficient students are identified, then the school division 
will identify a school to house the programming and parents will be requested to register 
students for the program. 
 If sufficient students are registered the program is launched.  
 A curriculum development team is formed to begin developing pilot curriculum and 
identify learning resources. (Who decides if and what new bilingual education 
programming opportunities are offered in Manitoba schools? section, para.8) 
Hispanic immigrant parents in the City of Brandon have adverse socioeconomic and 
sociolinguistic circumstances. Petitioning the implementation of bilingual and heritage language 
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programs demands from these parents a high level of human capital, in terms of capacity 
building, community organization, and bilingual awareness. This required level will be difficult 
for them to achieve without the support and orientation of school authorities.   
There are psycholinguistic elements but also sociological elements that must be taken 
into consideration to achieve successfully the goals of heritage language instruction for Hispanic 
immigrant children in the city. I argue that the conceptualization of “Heritage Language courses” 
in provincial policy documents must be re-examined to accommodate heritage language and 
bilingual instruction to the needs of the Hispanic community in Brandon, Manitoba. This 
heritage language education cannot be implemented without acknowledging the degree of 
bilingualism that most of these Hispanic children already have. Furthermore, the implementation 
of heritage language and bilingual programming for Hispanic communities in Brandon requires 
perceiving the Spanish language not only as a medium of instruction but also as a mechanism for 
reversing historical patterns of social injustice. It cannot reduce the language to a simple code of 
communication or the instruction to a simple process of acquisition and development of 
linguistic skills, without considering the emotional, historical, and personal connection that 
members of the Hispanic community have with their language, as it appears in the Policy for 
Heritage Language Instruction of the Manitoba Education and Training (1993) expressed in the 
following extract:   
Basic Heritage Language Courses 
In basic heritage language courses, also known as “language of study” courses, 
the target language is taught as a subject, in the same manner as other school 
subjects. The emphasis is on the acquisition of the four language skills 
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(listening, speaking, reading, and writing) within the recommended time 
allotment. (para.15) 
Finally, a general search revealed that no specific research has been conducted on 
language maintenance and Hispanic immigrants in Manitoba, although Hispanic communities 
exist in some provincial cities such as Winnipeg. This study attempted to bridge these gaps in the 
literature by including Hispanic immigrant parents’ experiences and perspectives on heritage 
language maintenance and bilingual education and by examining these issues within the contexts 
of home, school, and community in the City of Brandon. 
Purpose of the Study 
Overall, the purpose of this case study research was to investigate and describe the 
experiences and perspectives of Hispanic immigrant parents on heritage language maintenance 
and bilingual education in the City of Brandon, Manitoba. First, the research focussed on 
describing and exploring the perceptions that the participants have about the role of Spanish as a 
value in their identity. Second, the study described and explored how Hispanic immigrant 
parents perceive their relationship with their children’s school and how the nature of this 
relationship impacts the home language maintenance among Hispanic immigrant children. Third, 
the research explored and described challenges and difficulties faced by Hispanic immigrant 
parents in their efforts to preserve Spanish as the heritage language. A fourth aspect analyzed 
was the strategies that Hispanic immigrant parents were using in their homes to help their 
children to preserve Spanish as their native language. Finally, the study described the 
perspectives that Hispanic immigrant parents have about how the school’s authorities, teachers, 
and the community can support them in preserving the native language of their children and in 
making informed decisions regarding heritage language maintenance and bilingual education. By 
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exploring these issues, it is hoped to shed some light on the potential causes for the current 
difficulties faced by the Hispanic community in preserving the home language. In doing so, it is 
expected that the information could be used to address the needs of immigrant parents and their 
children regarding bilingual and heritage language education. Finally, it is my hope that this 
study raises awareness among parents, teachers, school authorities, and policymakers about the 
relationship between bilingualism and social empowerment.     
Rationale and Significance 
The rationale for this research emanates from the desire to uncover ways of empowering 
immigrant Hispanic children and their families through the effective incorporation of their home 
language and culture in school’s curriculum. My analysis is guided by principles of social justice 
in language education and by a commitment to advocate for a fairer distribution of power than 
the one currently operating in the provincial and local educational system in terms of heritage 
and bilingual education.  
Based on the understanding that home language preservation is essential for the 
empowerment of linguistic minorities and that linguistic minority children benefit from the 
incorporation of their culture and language into school curriculums, it is my intention through 
this study to explore the experiences and perceptions of Hispanic immigrant parents about the 
maintenance of Spanish as heritage language and, in so doing, to uncover adverse forces 
affecting the bilingualism of Hispanic children in the region. The study is needed because 
previous research has demonstrated that Hispanic immigrant parents face challenges maintaining 
the home language of their children as a result of socioeconomic and educational structural 
factors (Pacini-Ketchabaw et al., 2001).  
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Research in the field of psycholinguistics found that there is a correlation between home 
language preservation, academic achievement, and personal empowerment (Cummins, 2000). 
When heritage language is not maintained, and the loss occurs, immigrant parents, who usually 
have limited proficiency in the dominant language, often feel that they are losing their children. 
Additionally, with the loss of their L1, immigrant children may lose part of their identity, and, 
they lose the potential to access the cognitive and social benefits that bilingualism brings in a 
globalized society (Baker, 2011). Therefore, it is my belief that schools and communities, from a 
collaborative perspective, need to support and work with Hispanic immigrant parents in their 
efforts to achieve bilingual education for their children through the development of heritage 
language and bilingual education programs and through the inclusion of the home language in 
the schools’ curriculum.  
There is a significant number of studies about heritage language maintenance among 
immigrants in Canada from Chinese, Korean, Philippines, Portuguese, Iranian, Italian, and 
German communities, among others ethnocultural groups. Research on language maintenance 
among Hispanic/Latino has been conducted predominantly on families living in large 
metropolitan areas such as Vancouver (Guardado, 2002), Ontario (Baergen, 2007), British 
Columbia (Abdi, 2009), and Toronto (Pacini-Ketchabaw et al., 2001). However, Hispanic 
families living in the rural areas in Manitoba are receiving little or no attention. Currently, there 
is a dearth of literature related to their bilingual and heritage language education in this province. 
Taking this into consideration, this study is unique in its efforts to contribute to the advancement 
of heritage and bilingual education in rural communities in Manitoba. In current literature, a 
minimal emphasis has been placed on reproducing the words of immigrant Hispanic parents 
dealing with language maintenance and bilingual education in rural Canadian communities. The 
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study of Hispanic parents’ perspectives about language maintenance and bilingual education is 
crucial in the context of Brandon, Manitoba.  
There were several reasons for conducting this investigation. First, the study is a 
foundation for a strategic approach to addressing the maintenance of Spanish as a heritage 
language in Western Manitoba. Second, no studies about the difficulties of the immigrant 
Hispanic community in maintaining the native language and about the needs of bilingual and 
heritage language education in this population have been done in the region. Third, 
understanding through the experiences of Hispanic immigrant parents how power relations 
operate in the educational and community settings of the participants allows me to identify 
inequitable social structures, unfair policies and ways to challenge such ‘coercive relations of 
power’ (Cummins, 2009). The sociological elements of the Hispanic immigrant community need 
to be considered in an effective heritage, bilingual and multilingual education for this population. 
Most Hispanic immigrants in Brandon came to the city because of the Maple Leaf Foods 
company in need of workers. The big majority of this community are low-pay workers that came 
to Canada with low English proficiency, who also have been labeled in academic and 
government literature as “low-skill” workers (Jowett, 2014). The sociohistorical context of 
immigration of this population puts this ethnic community at a disadvantage in terms of 
accessing resources and heritage and bilingual instruction. Therefore, this study is needed to give 
this community a means to express its voice and to be heard. Finally, the exploration of the 
perspectives of Hispanic immigrant parents about language maintenance and bilingual 
instruction generates valuable insight into language issues affecting the Spanish-speaking 
population in Manitoba which can be used by school authorities and community-based 
organizations to increase bilingual and heritage language educational opportunities in this region. 
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Overview of Methodology  
This study took a descriptive qualitative embedded case study approach to investigate 
and describe the experiences and perspectives of Hispanic immigrant parents on heritage 
language maintenance and bilingual education in the City of Brandon Manitoba. I conducted one 
pilot interview, and five individual face-to-face semistructured interviews followed by three 
focus group interviews where eleven Hispanic immigrant parents participated.  
 The study utilized purposeful sampling for selecting participants for the individual 
interviews and focus group interviews. For these semistructured interviews I recruited 
participants according to the following criteria, they a) were first-generation Hispanic parents 
born in Colombia, El Salvador, and Honduras, b) have children attending preschool, elementary 
or high school by the moment of the interview, c) immigrated to Brandon as part of the 
recruitment of foreign workers made by Maple Leaf Foods. I also conducted three focus group 
interviews with Hispanic immigrant parents with the participation criteria of being a) native 
Spanish speaking first-generation immigrant parents in the city. 
I used reputational sampling to identify and select participants for the focus group 
interviews among the members of the Hispanic Association of Manitoba Inc (HAMI)with the 
support of a “gatekeeper”, who according to Creswell “ is an individual who has an official or 
unofficial role at the site and provides entrance to a site, helps researchers locate people, and 
assists in the identification of places to study” (Creswell, 2008, p. 211).. In reputational 
sampling, consulting a community expert helps with identifying participants by drawing on the 
expert’s knowledge of community members in the research sites (McMillan & Schumacher, 
2001). 
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I used semi-structured interviews for the study because this instrument helps to gain in-
depth knowledge of respondents’ thoughts and gives the flexibility to present new questions 
when needed (Cohen & Crabtree, 2006). I chose focus group interviews as a second instrument 
of data collection because it provides insight into participants’ attitudes, experiences, knowledge, 
and motivations within the participants’ cultural context (Kitzinger, 1994). By involving 
multiple research instruments, the study aimed to enhance trustworthiness (Fraenkel, et al., 
2012). I used thematic analysis to examine the data collected from individual interviews, focus 
group interviews and field notes. Braun and Clarke (2006) stated that thematic analysis 
specifically relates to the process of identifying, examining, and recording patterns in data sets 
that are related to a specific research question and describe a specific phenomenon. I read several 
times the data to identify key ideas, topics, patterns, or themes that emerged. Inductive analysis 
was achieved by developing “a model incorporating the most important categories” (Thomas, 
2003, p. 6). I also compared and/or triangulated the findings from the data collection to identify 
common elements as well as differences. I transcribed and translated from Spanish into English 
representative examples from the interview data to support the major findings. I included direct 
quotes from participants to illustrate findings as well. Prior data collection, this study obtained 
the approval from the Brandon University Research Ethics Committee (BUREC) (See Appendix 
Delimitations and Limitations 
This study examined the experiences and perspectives of Hispanic immigrant parents 
with children attending elementary school and high school in the City of Brandon. This sample 
population of Hispanic immigrant parents was from Colombia, Honduras, El Salvador, Cuba, 
and Chile. For the one-on-one interviews, I selected participants from Colombian, Honduran, 
and Salvadoran nationalities. I did not specify country of birth Hispanic participants in the focus 
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group interviews. I restricted the study to work with first-generation immigrant Hispanic parents 
who have settled in Brandon Manitoba for a period no longer than fifteen years. 
There are several limitations to my study. First, the case study approach employed in this 
study is a primary limitation. This research design allows to obtain a detailed picture of the 
experiences and perceptions of the sixteen Hispanic immigrant participants, but the case 
represents only a small sample in the City of Brandon. Then, the research does not intend to 
generalize its findings to the larger population and to represent the entire views of the Hispanic 
immigrant parents in Brandon. Second, this research studied Hispanic immigrant parents from 
Honduras, El Salvador, Cuba, Chile, and Colombia which excluded other members of the 
Hispanic community in Brandon. Third, the study only investigated first generation immigrant 
Hispanic parents. Fourth, the sample I selected was from the Hispanic immigrant parents who 
arrived in Brandon in a period no longer than 15 years ago, excluding those who came before 
this period. Finally, the study excluded the views of children’s participants, which may influence 
the perspectives of parents. I selected a qualitative methodology that aimed to investigate and 
describe the experiences and perspectives of Hispanic immigrant parents on heritage language 
maintenance and bilingual education in the City of Brandon Manitoba.  
Assumptions 
Based on the findings gathered from the literature review and from my experience as an 
immigrant member of the Hispanic community in Brandon, as a Spanish instructor in the local 
university, as an active member of two community based Hispanic non-profit organizations, and 
as a parent as well, it was my assumption at the beginning of this study that Hispanic immigrant 
parents perceive the maintenance of Spanish as a core value in their identity. A preliminary 
assumption was that Hispanic immigrant parents from Colombia, El Salvador, and Honduras 
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who came to Canada associated with the recruitment of workers made by Maple Leaf Foods 
were perceiving higher levels of language attrition in their children in comparison with Hispanic 
parents who immigrated to the city for other reasons not associated with this company. Also, I 
assumed that parents’ heavy workload, socioeconomic conditions, and family disruption were 
potential factors affecting negatively the home language maintenance among Hispanic 
immigrants from Colombia, El Salvador, and Honduras. Besides, I assumed that the relationship 
that Hispanic immigrant parents have with the school was characterized by coercive and 
collaborative relations of power that directly affect the level of L1 maintenance among Hispanic 
children. It was also my assumption that Hispanic immigrant parents were facing difficulties and 
challenges because of the current policies in heritage language program implementation, the lack 
of printed recourses in Spanish, and the absence of heritage language programming in the city. 
Finally, it is assumed that parents positive or negative perceptions of heritage language 
preservation and bilingual education are valuable evidence for future language programming 
development and implementation in the City of Brandon.  
Research Context: 
Hispanic Immigration in Brandon Manitoba  
Patricia Harms, one of the few academics who has investigated the history of Hispanic 
immigration in the City of Brandon, Manitoba, affirmed that immigrants have changed the City 
of Brandon, specifically those who speak Spanish. Harms (2015) argued that although these 
immigrants are not fleeing war or political conflict, they came to the city because of the damage 
in the economy that neoliberal reforms have caused in their countries.   
The arrival of thousands of foreign workers and Spanish speakers, in particular, has 
changed the City of Brandon. They are not refugees of a violent conflict, nor are they 
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political exiles fleeing a tyrant. They are ordinary men and women who want to work, go 
to school and raise their children. These immigrants add new dimensions to the dominant 
immigration stories across the hemisphere. Unlike the immigrants that have captured 
recent media attention as we see in the United States with undocumented workers, they 
have documents and are able to openly participate within all aspects of society without 
fear. Unlike immigrants that arrived in Canada earlier in the twentieth century, 
contemporary immigrants have arrived as individuals, not as entire villages as in the case 
of many ethnic groups in Manitoba. The contemporary immigrants also represent a cross 
section of society, with many people holding university and master’s degrees and they 
represent a new twenty first century refugee, exiles of neoliberal reforms. (para. 5) 
Harms stated that these workers and their families came to Brandon because Maple Leaf 
Foods which opened in 1999 and has now become the largest employer in Brandon. Starting 
with two hundred employees the company focused first in trying to employ local population. The 
low wages and the intensive work employees were expected to do, made this labour opportunity 
less attractive to locals. The company found it necessary to look somewhere else for cheap 
labour, and they looked first in Canada, in places such as the Atlantic region. Later, Maple Leaf 
Foods opted for recruiting people overseas in countries such as Mexico, el Salvador, Ukraine, 
Mauritius, and Ethiopia. By 2005, 44 percent of their workforce were from immigrant origin 
while 25 percent were locals. The rest were people from anywhere else in Canada. In 2006, the 
plant announced the opening a second shift and therefore the hiring of another one thousand 
people. To meet that goal, Maple Leaf Foods extended its recruiting efforts to Colombia and 
China bringing two hundred Chinese and two hundred Colombians along with two hundred 
spouses and more than four hundred children. This influx of immigrants impacted the Brandon 
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school system which had to implement new programs to help these immigrant students and help 
them to go through the cultural and linguistic bridge. Instruction has been offered for these 
children in called ‘shelter’ classrooms where newcomer students receive intensive English 
instruction along with regular academic subjects. 
Maple Leaf Foods changed its recruiting policy and in the last years has tried to recruit 
family members of workers from countries such as Honduras and El Salvador who are already 
settled in Brandon and who also must have a higher proficiency in English before arriving in 
Canada. Harms (2015) argued that within that context and with that new profile for immigrants 
coming to Brandon, traditional definitions of human rights need to be redefined. These 
newcomers face the same cultural, physical, linguistic, and psychological challenges of an 
immigrant, but the economic crisis in their home countries adds another factor. As she explained: 
Unlike the complex reasons many immigrants come to Canada, the reason for these 
immigrants in Brandon is quite clear. The Maple Leaf pork processing plant is at the 
center of this immigration story. Opened in 1999, Maple Leaf Foods is now the largest 
private employer in Brandon. They began with 200 workers and within a year, they 
employed more than one thousand. They first reached out to the local community, 
focusing first on the under employed aboriginal population. Low wages and the labor 
intensive work soon made it necessary for them to widen their search. By 2001 they were 
recruiting in the Atlantic region and eventually across Canada. On September 11, 2001, 
the plant announced the first workers from Latin America had been hired. In 2002, the 
first 24 Mexicans along with 3 children arrived in Brandon holding 2-year work visas. 
More workers from Mexico soon arrived and by the end of the year an additional 44 El 
Salvador had made Brandon home. Maple Leaf soon had workers from the Ukraine and 
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Ethiopia. By 2005, they had more than 1,300 44 percent of which were foreign, 25 
percent are aboriginal and the rest from various ethnicities within Canada. In 2006, the 
plant expanded to a second shift which necessitated an additional 1000 workers, this 
decision represented a watershed for both the industry and the town of Brandon. (para. 8)    
Besides these Colombian, Honduran, Mexican, and Salvadoran families, the city has 
recently experienced an increase in the arrivals of immigrants from other Latin American such 
Cuba, Venezuela, Costa Rica, and Ecuador. Many of these immigrants came through streams 
such as the Provincial Nominee Program and the International Students and Federal Skilled 
Worker Class. In some cases, as it was the case of the two Cuban participants in this study, they 
arrived in the country with the Canadian permanent resident status already granted.   
Organization of the Thesis  
This study is divided into five chapters. This first chapter introduced the general issue 
under investigation, the problem statement, the purpose of the study, the rationale and 
significance, an outline of methodology, the questions that guide the study, delimitations, 
limitations, and assumptions. Additionally, the conceptual basis of the research was established 
through a list of key definitions. Finally, this chapter closed with a brief description of the 
research context concerning the Hispanic immigration in Brandon Manitoba. Chapter 2 contains 
the theoretical framework and research related to the broad topics of a) language maintenance, b) 
immigrant parent’s perceptions of heritage language maintenance, c) immigrant parent’s 
challenges in accessing heritage language and bilingual education, d) heritage language and 
bilingual education and e) ethnic identity and language maintenance. Methodology for this study 
is presented in Chapter 3 and includes the research design, research context, selecting sampling 
procedure, participants, profile of participants, research instruments, data collection procedure, 
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data analysis procedure, the trustworthiness of the study, role of the researcher and ethical 
considerations. Chapter 4 presents the findings and its the discussion. The last chapter discusses 
implications of this study and suggests further research possibilities.  
Definition of Key Terms 
The following definitions apply to the study:  
Additive Bilingualism: A situation when learning a second language does not interfere 
with the learning of the first language, and ultimately both languages are developed (Baker, 
2011).  
Attitude: Defined early by Gardner (1985), “attitude has cognitive, affective, and 
conative components (i.e., it involves beliefs, emotional reactions, and behavioral tendencies 
related to the object of the attitude) and consists, in broad terms, of an underlying psychological 
predisposition to act or evaluate behavior in a certain way” (as cited in McGroarty, 1996, p. 5).  
Bilingualism: An ability to use more than one language (Baker, 2011; García, 2009). 
Coercive Relations of Power: The exercise of power by a dominant individual, group, 
or country to the detriment of a subordinated individual, group, or country (power over) 
(Cummins, 2009). 
Collaborative Relations of Power: Relations of power that operate in the assumption 
that power is not a fixed pre-determined quantity but rather can be generated in interpersonal and 
intergroup relations. As Cummins argued, “the more empowered one individual or group 
becomes, the more is generated for others to share” (Cummins, 2009, p.263). 
Empowerment: It is understood as the collaborative creation of power (Cummins, 
2009). This distinction translates very directly into a definition of empowerment as a 
collaborative creation of power where power is being generated in the interactions between 
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individuals or between groups such that the more power one individual or group gains the more 
is generated for the other group to share. (Cummins, 2009).  
First Language (L1): This term refers to one’s native language learned from birth. The 
L1 forms the basis of all future language development (Schon et al, 2008). 
I have used the terminologies of First Language (L1), Heritage Language, and Home 
Language interchangeably throughout the thesis.  
Home Language: The term is used for the language that a person learned at home 
usually from his or her parents (Cummins, 2001).  
Heritage Language: Lee and Shin (2008) pointed out that the term heritage language is 
also interchangeable with “mother tongue,” “native language,” and “community language,” in 
the sense that it is a language other than English used by immigrants and their children. In this 
study, all terms mentioned above are interchangeable; however, the term heritage language is 
mainly used. 
Heritage Speaker: First used in Canada in the mid-1970s, the term heritage speaker 
includes children and adults from linguistic minority groups who were exposed to their home 
language while growing up learning and speaking the majority language (Montrul, 2010, p. 4). 
Language Maintenance: The continued use or retention of a L1, a minority or heritage 
language in one or more spheres of language use (Pauwels, 2016).  
Subtractive Bilingualism: A situation when learning of a second language interferes 
with the learning of the first language, eventually leading to the loss of the first language (Baker, 
2011). 
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Chapter 2 
Theoretical Framework and Literature Review 
This chapter presents the broader context and issues that surround language maintenance 
in a migrant setting. The first section begins with a brief introduction to the main theories that 
guide this study. The second section opens with a summation of the literature regarding heritage 
language maintenance and bilingual education. The third section provides a brief overview of 
research on heritage language maintenance and immigrant parents. Finally, the last section 
includes a discussion about the connection between language maintenance and ethnic identity. 
Language maintenance and identity, and language maintenance and power were the two 
main concepts that I focused on in this study. To examine these two concepts theoretically, I 
drew on critical theory (Giroux, 2009; McLaren, 2009; Horkheimer 1972), core value theory 
(Smolicz, 1981), and collaborative and coercive relations of power in the wider society proposed 
by Cummins (2009). 
Critical Theory  
The nature of the problem of this study, the conditions to preserve home language, and 
the socio-historical conditions of the population under investigation, Hispanic immigrants, make 
it necessary to frame my analysis in a long tradition of critical thinking. This tradition establishes 
a link between knowledge, power and domination, challenges inequitable social relations of 
power and seeks a mayor grade of humanization, transformation, emancipation, and social 
justice. Critical theory is understood as a dialectical critique of a society characterized by power 
relationships and inequality (Giroux, 2009). Hispanic immigration in Brandon Manitoba is the 
result of a private initiative toward full fill the needs of a corporation, Maple Leaf Foods, in need 
of low-cost labour. Most of the participants in this study came to the city as low-pay workers in 
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such company or as their spouses. Therefore, their experiences have necessarily to be examined 
through the lens of a theory that exposes the relationship between dominant and dominated.  
Critical theory is a tradition that works to understand the barriers and problems through 
questioning, creating awareness for the problem and conducting to action toward the achievement 
of social change, liberation, and equality (Giroux, 2009). Giroux (2009) argued that critical theory 
refers to the nature of self-conscious and to the need to develop an autocratical discourse of social 
transformation and emancipation. In critical theory, all critical theorists agree that a transition from 
the current condition of society to another one is theoretically possible. 
Critical theorists pursue the emancipation of marginalized populations through social 
change. As McLaren suggested “critical theorists begin with the premise that men and women are 
essentially unfree and inhabit a world rife with contradictions and asymmetries of power and 
privilege” (McLaren, 2009, p.61). This theoretical tradition has its roots in the work of scholars at 
the Frankfurt School who were influenced by the legacy of Marx and Engels. From this 
perspective, a theory is critical to the extent that it searches for human “emancipation from 
slavery”, acts as a “liberating influence”, and seeks “to create a world which satisfies the needs 
and powers” of human beings (Horkheimer, 1972, p.246). 
The dialectical nature of critical theory intents to uncover exploitation, to emancipate the 
disempowered, to redress inequality and to promote the freedom of the individual within a 
democratic society (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2011). Critical theory has a transformative 
intention where the researcher cannot be neutral or claim ideological or political innocence. It is 
compromised with the issues of repression, legitimacy, voice, ideology, power, participation, 
representation, inclusion, and interests. This critical approach seeks to transform society and 
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individuals in a more equalitarian system, and in order to achieve this social transformation, it is 
necessary an understanding of the ways people are oppressed in micro and macro levels.  
Core Value Theory  
This theoretical approach has had a considerable impact on language maintenance studies 
(Pauwels, 2016). The primary focus of this framework is the relationship between core values 
and cultural identity. This theory states that there is a correlation between language perceived as 
a core value by a specific group and the level of language maintenance. The core value theory 
was first introduced by the sociologist J. J. Smolicz whose work was focused on interethnic 
differences in language maintenance in Australia. In the criteria of this sociologist, core values 
form one of the most fundamental components of the culture of a group. He argued that core 
values represent “the heartland of an ideological system and act as identifying values which are 
symbolic of the group and its membership” (Smolicz, 1981, p.75). What is relevant to my study 
from this approach is the notion of language as a core value and its potential impact on language 
preservation. According to this theory, if a group assigns core value to its language, then it 
follows that its distinctive identity is threatened if the group cannot maintain that language. The 
group will then, according to this theory, make significant efforts to keep its language going, 
most likely resulting in a higher language maintenance rate. In contrast, a group whose set of 
core values does not include language may be less concerned about its loss, as it may impact 
only marginally on its distinctive identity.     
“Relations of Power in the Wider Society” 
The work of Cummins is the third theory on which I have drawn in my study. This 
critical theorist has offered a prolific corpus of literature that provides a rationale to support the 
home language maintenance among immigrant and minority linguistic children. His extensive 
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analysis of linguistic minorities and their challenge in maintaining heritage language in several 
countries, including Canada, makes his theoretical contribution an indispensable reference to any 
study related minority groups and heritage language maintenance. Therefore, several of his 
theories support this study, specifically those that link positive identity development, 
empowerment, and academic achievement with home language preservation and its inclusion in 
mainstream school’s curriculum. Particularly useful is to this investigation Cummins’s 
theoretical framework that he has presented under the name of “coercive and collaborative 
relations of power manifested in macro-and micro-interactions” or empowerment of minority 
linguistic learners through multilingual education (Cummins, 2009). This theoretical approach 
(Cummins, 1986, 1997, 2000, 2001, 2005, 2009) directly relates to politics, policy, provision, 
and practice with minority linguistic communities. It exposes the psycholinguistic and 
sociological dimensions of multilingual education for marginalized groups or linguistic 
minorities.  
According to Cummins, multilingual education is a matter of focusing on the need to 
develop literacy in students’ first language and getting students involved in both the native and 
the dominant language. In the context of immigration and minority linguistic children’s 
education multilingualism generates empowerment. This concept is defined as the collaborative 
creation of power, and it has been emphasized because there is a connection between social 
justice and social injustice and power relations in the society.  
Cummins affirmed that there are coercive relations of power when the exercise of power 
by a dominant group, individual or country is in detriment of a subordinated individual, country 
or group (power over). In contrast, as he stated, “collaborative relations of power operate in the 
assumption that power is not a fixed pre-determined quantity but rather can be generated in 
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interpersonal and intergroup relations” (Cummins, 1997, p.424). Cummins argued that through 
collaboration individuals are empowered. When this occurs, their identity is affirmed as well as 
their sense of efficacy to create a change in their lives or social situation (power with). In the 
education domain, Cummins’s notion means that educators need to be focusing in pedagogy that 
communicates strong and affirming messages about the students personal worth, to their home 
language and culture, to their academic potential and to what they can do with their lives. The 
critical examination of the context of a marginalized group is vital in this theory. According to 
Cummins, power relations are crucial to examine the position and interventions required with 
linguistic minority students. From this perspective, any educational reform that seeks to close the 
achievement gap between dominant and marginalized communities will only be effective to the 
extent that this restructuration challenges the operation of coercive relations of power within 
school and classroom.  
Culturally diverse students are typically denied their identity, culture, and home language 
in contexts where dominant-subordinate role expectations and relationships are found. In 
contrasts, where collaborative relations occur students are empowered, developing a positive 
self-expression and identity, allocating power to the powerless. Cummins (1986) suggested that 
linguistic minority students are empowered or disable by four major characteristics of the school: 
Cultural linguistic incorporation: Referred to the extent to which minority language 
student’s home language and culture are incorporated into the school curriculum. 
Community participation: Referred to the extent to which minority communities are 
encouraged to participate in their children education. 
Pedagogy: Referred to the extent to which education promotes their inner desire for 
children to become active seekers of knowledge and not just passive receptacles. 
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Assessment: Referred to the extent to which the assessment of minority language 
students avoids locating problems in the student and seeks to find the root of the 
problem in the social and educational system or curriculum wherever possible.  
When these elements are part of the school’s idiosyncrasy, minority students are 
empowered what means they move from coercive, superior -inferior (subordinate) relationships, 
to collaborative relationships, power sharing and power creating, where the identities of 
minorities are affirmed and voiced. Crucial for this study are the ideas behind this theory 
regarding the role of the home language in academic achievement.  
Cummins maintained that students from minority linguistic groups “instructed through 
the home language (for example, Spanish) for all or part of the school day, perform as well in 
English academic skills as comparable students instructed totally through English” 
(Cummins,1986, p. 20). From this perspective, teaching children using their home language 
usually leads to the positive development of their English academic skills. In opposition, when 
there is a simultaneous denial of children’s mother tongue and culture and the home language is 
substituted with the dominant language, this replacement generates a failure. Then, this academic 
failure is justified by the argument of ‘blaming the victim’, and it conduces to more intense 
efforts to eradicate bilingualism and multilingualism in children (Cummins, 2009). Cummins 
also affirmed that this dynamic of home language exclusion opens the door to a vicious circle 
whereby the method −submersion education− is used as a way of reducing the perceived threat 
of social disruption and division. However, this intervention often produces low achievement 
outcomes that reinforce the myth of bilingual children as linguistically and culturally deprived.  
The idea of the ‘interdependence hypothesis’ developed by Cummins is also relevant to 
my analysis as studies show that the attitudes of Hispanic immigrant parents toward language 
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maintenance are affected by their concern that preserving the home language may interfere 
negatively with the academic success of their children in mainstream Canadian classrooms 
(Guardado, 2002, 2010). The interdependence hypothesis establishes that “to the extent that 
instruction through a minority language is effective in developing academic proficiency in the 
minority language, transfer of this proficiency to the majority language will occur given 
adequate exposure and motivation to learn the language” (Cummins,1986, p. 20).  
  While these three fundamental theoretical approaches offer analytical possibilities for the 
study, the research finds its rationale in a large corpus of studies and academic work that 
highlights the value of heritage language maintenance and bilingual education. The following 
section reviews the literature related to the status of heritage language maintenance in migrant 
settings in Canada and the United States. It examines the challenges faced by immigrant 
population in retaining their home language and how these groups experience heritage and 
bilingual education in the host country. It focuses primarily on the central or pivotal research on 
language maintenance and heritage and bilingual education and review literature related to 
Hispanic immigrant population.  
Home Language Maintenance 
The concept of language maintenance refers “to relative stability in language usage 
patterns in the number and distribution of its speakers, its proficiency usage by children and 
adults, and its retention in specific domains (e.g., home, school, religion)” (Baker, 2011, p.72). 
Tannenbaum and Howie defined language maintenance as the actual use of a minority language, 
but also as a concept related to attitudes toward it (Tannenbaum & Howie, 2002).  
  Heritage language maintenance has been studied extensively in Canada and United 
States. Most of these studies agree that the daily use of a minority language, at the individual 
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family and community level, is crucial for its survival. However, literature reveals that the 
language retention of minority populations not always has been looked up favorably while, in 
contrast, the language maintenance of mainstream groups has been considered natural (Baker, 
2011). Citing the work of Conklin and Lourie, Baker (2011) enumerated political, demographic, 
social, cultural, and linguistic factors associated with the encouragement of language 
maintenance. These are: 
Political, Demographic, and Social Factors  
 The number of speakers living closely together. 
 Recent and/or continuing immigration. 
 Close proximity to the homeland and ease of travel to homeland.  
 Preference to return to homeland with many actually returning. 
 Homeland language community intact.  
 Stability in occupation.  
 Employment available where home language is spoken daily. 
 Low social and economic mobility in main occupations.  
 Low level of education to restrict social and economic mobility, but educated and 
articulate community leaders loyal to their language community.  
 Ethnic group identity with majority language community via nativism, racism, and ethnic 
discrimination. 
Cultural Factors: 
  Mother tongue institutions such as schools, community organizations, mass media, and 
leisure activities.  
 Cultural and religious ceremonies in the home language.  
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 Ethnic identity strongly tied to the home language; nationalistic aspirations as a language 
group; mother tongue is the only national language.  
 Emotional attachment to the mother tongue giving self-identity and ethnicity. Emphasis 
on family ties and community cohesion; emphasis on education if in majority language; 
culture unlike majority language. 
Linguistic Factors: 
 Mother tongue is standardized and exists in a written form. 
 Use of alphabet which makes printing and literacy relatively easy.  
 Home language has international status. 
 Home language literacy used in community and with homeland.  
 Flexibility in the development of the home language. (pp.73-74)     
Cummins explained that the promotion of heritage language in Canada is a result of the 
increasing diversity brought mainly by economic migration, by the influx of refugees, and by the 
economic globalization. Responding to this growing diversity, in 1971 the Canadian government 
empathized the significance of languages in achieving the objective of a multicultural society 
and affirmed its commitment preserving the use of languages other than French and English.  
Cummins has argued that despite the adoption of an official Multiculturalism policy in 
1972, there has been an acceleration of the loss of immigrant children’s heritage languages due 
in part to racial discrimination and intolerance against linguistic and cultural minorities. He also 
claimed that these federal and provincial policies of multiculturalism have been, to some extent, 
ambiguous in supporting the teaching of non-official languages. Other researchers have been 
reinforced this critique (Kondo-Brown, 2006; Garcia, 2009; Guardado, 2010) who have studied 
the heritage language maintenance in different ethnic minorities in Canada. Scholars have also 
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shown that, as a whole, there is acceptance of multiculturalism and a high tolerance for diverse 
cultural groups among Canadian population (Nicoladis, Rose & Foursha-Stevenson, 2010). 
However, this recognition appears to be insufficient when most immigrant groups show a decline 
in the use of their L1. Cummins also maintained that while in Canadian urban centres, such as 
Toronto, Vancouver, and Montreal, the education that supports heritage language maintenance 
has been a topic of constant debate, in other provinces such as Alberta and Manitoba it has been 
accepted with little or no controversy. He suggested that these different attitudes are associated 
with factors that include the size of the population and program type. In summary, in the 
Canadian context, the two visions, the one that sees the language maintenance as a resource and 
the other one that perceives it as a problem, appear to dominate in the struggling for heritage 
language maintenance and heritage education. 
Heritage Language Maintenance and Bilingual Education. Language maintenance is 
used in situations where the first language continues to be used in some context by generations 
of speakers (Pauwels, 2016). Pauwels affirmed that there are some main elements in identifying 
a situation of language preservation, these are the period of continued use since the initial 
language contact, the extent to which it is the exclusive language in any given context, and the 
number of contexts usually called domains in which the native language continues to be used 
either exclusively or in conjunction with another language. The educational domain is relevant to 
promote the use, maintenance, and presence of heritage languages. The discipline of education is 
one of the major contributors to language maintenance studies, focusing on language learning, 
educational provisions, and models for the instruction of minority and heritage languages 
(Pauwels, 2016).  
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The review of the related literature reveals that the meaning of the term heritage language 
differs depending on the social and political context where it is used. The concept of heritage 
language and its use have been a subject of extensive debate in the literature of bilingual 
education. As Gounari pointed out “There is much more in the name that the simple choice of 
words; these labels produce real or constructed subjectivities and inform material practices as 
well as pedagogies” (Gounari, 2014, p. 256). Baker affirmed that the term heritage language 
education in the United States often has been used by some scholars to refer the language spoken 
by those raised in a non-English home and by individuals who understand and may speak a 
language other than English (Baker, 2011). Cummins described heritage languages as a term 
used by “students who have either learned the language as their home language or who have 
some form of family or “heritage” connection to the language” (Cummins, 2005, p.586). 
Regarding educational programs, Baker sustained that other terms such as ‘native language’, 
‘ethnic language’, ‘minority language’, and ‘aboriginal language’ have been used also to 
designate heritage language.   
In North America, there is important research supporting the benefits of home language 
maintenance, biliteracy, multiliteracy, and bilingualism in linguistic minority students’ education 
(Cummins, 2001; Dagenais et al., 2008; Garcia, 2009; García et al., 2007; Naqvi et al., 2012a, b). 
The pedagogy of multiliteracies theoretical framework proposed by the New London Group 
(1999) has had a significant influence in the work of most of these academics.  
In Canada for example, research with teachers and students in classrooms with high 
numbers of English language learners have evidenced the significance of multilingualism, 
multimodality, and multiliteracies in their learning-teaching process (Yaman Ntelioglou et al., 
2014). In the United States, for instance, a national report from a panel of thirteen experts in 
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second-language development, cognitive development, curriculum and instruction, assessment, and 
methodology also found that oral proficiency and literacy in the first language can be used to 
facilitate literacy development of a second or an additional language (August, & Shanahan, 
(Eds.), 2006).   
While in the United States heritage language education is also called ‘maintenance 
bilingual education’ or ‘developmental maintenance bilingual education,’ in Canada, there is a 
distinction between the heritage language lessons and heritage language bilingual education 
(Garcia, 2009). In the Canadian education system, heritage language lessons have some 
characteristics that differentiate them from bilingual heritage programs. For instance, heritage 
language lessons offer students two and a half hours per week language teaching. These lessons 
often occur during lunch hours, after school and at weekends. In heritage language and bilingual 
education programs in provinces such Manitoba and Alberta, the heritage language becomes a 
medium of instruction for about 50% of the day.   
The traditional conceptions behind heritage language and heritage bilingual education 
have been questioned by Garcia (Garcia, 2009). This scholar argued that the term ‘heritage’ in 
language instruction is problematic because the conceptualization behind the word has a 
connotation of ancient, old, and past when the modern context demands thinking about 
languages of the future. She argued that the idea of bilingualism for children of minority origin is 
a much better focus because it does not insist in only one language, and, in so doing, it does not 
limit their bilingual identity and their translanguaging possibilities. According to Garcia, in 
applying this term instead of heritage, “there is recognition of the fluidity of bilingual language 
use, the possibilities of bilingual acquisition and the potentiality of accessing a full range of 
expressive and communicative possibilities now and in the future” (Garcia, 2009, p.60).    
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Immigrant Parents and Heritage Language Maintenance. Several studies in countries 
such as United States, Australia, and Canada have explored parents’ perceptions and attitudes 
towards their children heritage language retention. There is a vast corpus of research suggesting 
that positive parental attitudes toward home language are crucial factors it successful 
maintenance by children in contexts of immigration (Farrugio, 2010; Guardado, 2002; Park & 
Sarkar, 2007; Tannenbaum & Howie, 2002). The results of these studies agree on the fact that 
there is a generalized support among parents towards the heritage language of their children, 
even though there are significant differences in their views and motivations. Research also 
suggested that there is a direct correlation between positive attitudes toward the home language 
and culture and language maintenance (Pauwels, 2016).  
Related to other minorities, an important contribution to the literature of parent’s 
attitudes towards language maintenance is the study of Fillmore (1991). This researcher 
conducted a qualitative study of a Chinese immigrant family in the United States experiencing 
language shift and language family loss. The results of this research showed that there is a 
tendency among immigrants of losing their family language, especially among young members 
attending school. Besides, Fillmore found that the loss of the family language was led by 
children. The author also described the negative impact that the language loss brought to the 
family relations due to the different languages used by children and their adult relatives. Fillmore 
argued that family has a crucial role in helping minority children in the retention of their family 
language. She suggested that is the family who should provide cultural values and a sense of 
belonging to their ethnic community because these aspects cannot be learned at schools.    
A second study about L1 maintenance and parents’ attitudes is the one conducted on 
Chinese population by Lao (2004). The author conducted a survey of 86 parents in the United 
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States. Most of these parents strongly supported the development of bilingualism on their 
children. These Chinese parents saw bilingualism as a chance for their children of accessing to 
better employment opportunities. They also considered that bilingualism would allow their 
children to develop a positive self-identity and an effective communication with their ethnic 
community. The author highlighted the crucial role of the parents and their commitment to the 
development and maintenance of heritage language.        
A third study consulted was made by Park and Sarkar on Korean parents’ attitudes 
towards L1 maintenance (Park & Sarkar, 2007). This research project was conducted among 9 
Korean-Canadians immigrants settled in the city of Montreal. The study examined not only the 
parents’ attitudes towards L1 retention but also their efforts to help their children maintain 
Korean as their heritage language. All nine parents in this study wanted their children to retain 
the L1 as a way to maintain Korean identity and communicate effectively with their 
grandparents. These parents also view bilingualism as an academic benefit for the learning and 
acquisition of English as a second language. The author suggested that the vision of these 
Korean parents echoes the argument expressed by Krashen (1981) that establishes that the 
subject matter knowledge gained in the L1 facilitates the comprehension of English input, and, in 
the same way, the development of English literacy is facilitated by the development of literacy in 
the first language. The role of the family as a fundamental factor for language maintenance is a 
recurrent finding in all these studies. Fishman emphasized the importance of families as crucial 
to “intergenerational mother tongue transmission” (Fishman, 1991, p. 6).  
The relationship between L1 maintenance and family was also studied by Tannenbaum 
and Howie (2002). These scholars examined the connection between family factors and L1 
maintenance in Chinese immigrant children settled in Australia. The authors hypothesized that 
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there is a correlation between cohesive and close family relationships and the easiness to 
maintain the L1 by children. This hypothesis was tested in 40 second-generation children from 
ages between 9 and 12 years old. Tannenbaum and Howie used different assessment tools such 
as the Family Relations Test, the Family System Test, the Separation Family Test and the 
Language Maintenance Questionnaire. This last instrument of data collection was used to obtain 
information about language retention patterns. The results of this research showed that when a 
family is more cohesive and close, children are more likely to maintain their L1.   
In Canada, parental views on heritage language maintenance of have been studied on 
different ethnic minorities such as Hispanic (Guardado, 2002) Chinese, (Mam, 2006), Iranian 
(Babaee, 2014) Italian (Bortolato, 2012), Korean (Park, 2013), Japanese (Noro, 2103; Sakamoto, 
2006; Shiho, 2013) groups. Some parents in these studies were interested in the retention of the 
L1 by their children because they viewed heritage language maintenance as a culture value and 
as an instrument or way that helps them to preserve their cultural identity. These studies also 
demonstrated that parents also are leaders in establishing, organizing, and running programs 
intended to preserve their native language.  
In Manitoba, there are few contributions to the field of research on language maintenance 
and heritage language education among immigrant groups. For instance, Babaee (2014) studied 
the experiences of Iranian families in the City of Winnipeg. He found that parents from this 
community perceived heritage language, culture, and ethnic identity as interwoven aspects. His 
study also revealed that heritage language schools available for these parents in the city played 
an important role in immigrant children’s heritage language maintenance especially in 
households where parents were unable to facilitate heritage language maintenance opportunities 
for the children at home. 
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 Mota (1997) studied the maintenance of Portuguese as a heritage language among 
members of the first and second generations in the Portuguese community in Winnipeg. He 
examined the extent to which the Portuguese language has been used by first and second-
generation members and determined the differences in language proficiency present in both 
generations. He found that both generations showed high levels of comprehension skill, but there 
was a wide gap between first and second generations in speaking, reading, and writing skills. 
The data of his study indicated a gradua1 loss in language despite the conscious and continuous 
efforts by the Portuguese community to promote and maintain the Portuguese linguistic and 
cultural values in Winnipeg. 
Hispanic Immigrant Parents and Heritage Language Maintenance. The scrutiny of 
literature suggested that there is a significant corpus of in investigations on bilingual education, 
heritage language and Latino/Hispanic population in North America, particularly in United 
States where, in 2016, Hispanics accounted for 18% of the nation’s population and were the 
second-largest racial or ethnic group behind whites (U.S. Census Bureau, 2016). However, in 
Canada and the United States there are few investigations focused on the issue of language 
maintenance and the attitudes and perspectives of Hispanic/Latino parents. Among the studies on 
Hispanic/Latino population in United States, the research of Farruggio (2010), with 36 Latino 
parents in California, explored the parents’ motivations for preserving Spanish and Latino 
cultural values for their children. Framed in a Vygotskian theoretical orientation that understands 
the formation and re-formation of human personality as the continual interplay between 
individuals and their social conditions, the author found that parents who had long-term exposure 
to bilingual education showed a higher desire to preserve a Latino heritage for the second 
generation in comparison with those who never had direct experience with bilingual education. 
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Moreover, the motivation to preserve the native language among participants of this study was 
strongly influenced by their experiences in bilingual programs. Based on his findings, Farruggio 
advised that bilingual programs with high standards are needed in order to raise immigrant 
parent’s expectations for the growing of the children’s intellectual capability.  
In the Canadian context, an important contribution to understand the relationship between 
parents’ attitudes and language maintenance among Hispanic immigrant parents are the studies 
of Guardado (2002), Baergen (2007), and Pacini-Ketchabaw et al. (2001). 
In his study, Guardado examined the loss and maintenance of Spanish in Hispanic children in the 
city of Vancouver. The results suggested that in the families where there was strong language 
retention, parents used more positive and entertaining methods to encourage their children to use 
the L1. In contrast, families where there was a high level of language loss, parents showed a 
minimal concern about the L1 maintenance by their children.   
Baergen (2007) used a life history approach to explore how Hispanic mothers view their 
family’s experience of language learning and language losing/language keeping in a new country 
and how they perceive the familial effects and consequences of mother tongue loss. The author 
found that from mothers’ perspective, family communication and family relationships have the 
most to lose from loss of the mother tongue. She also found that these mothers shared the same 
concern about the school not valuing the language of their children and grandchildren.   
A similar perception was found by Pacini-Ketchabaw et al. where “the researchers used 
participant observation and action research techniques to report on the home language practices 
of 45 Latino families and how the school’s routine processes influenced those practices” (Pacini-
Ketchabaw et al., 2001, p.1). The authors found that parents saw Spanish maintenance as a way 
to foster family cohesion, professional advancement, and Latino identity. They also found that 
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“the strong assimilative pressures experienced by parents often resulted in their doubting the 
desirability of openly speaking Spanish at home” (p.1). This study demonstrated “the necessity 
for schools to proactively recognize and build on the family’s cultural capital, including their 
home language” (p.1). 
Challenges in Accessing Heritage Language and Bilingual Education. Several studies 
have suggested that the positive attitudes of immigrant parents toward the L1 maintenance 
sometimes can be discouraged by a subtractive and discriminatory educational system (Baker, 
2011; Garcia, 2009; Pacini-Ketchabaw et al., 2001). These parents often face not only 
socioeconomic challenges but also the psychological tension that demands the successful 
acquisition of the dominant language by their children. Garcia (2009) argued that parents 
frequently suffer the consequences of an education system that often ignores the advantages of 
bilingual development. She claimed that parents are continually instructed by teachers, 
psychologists at school, and speech therapists to communicate with their children only in the 
language used at the school, and “not to bother raising children bilingually” (p. 94). She also 
affirmed that, in the particular case of immigrants, parents from this group often struggle with 
the lack of opportunities to access formal programming that help them with the preservation of 
their children’s home language. Furthermore, often immigrant families encounter educational 
programs conceived from a monoglossic theoretical approach. This perspective of bilingual 
education sees as legitimate linguistic practices only those enacted by monolinguals (Garcia, 
2009). Therefore, the bilingual programs offered from this philosophical view to immigrants are 
ones of the type of non-diglossic bilingual education where the L1 is used only as a transitional 
instrument to develop proficiency in the dominant language. From this monoglossic orientation, 
students are seemed only as monolingual and their bilingualism is perceived as a problem. 
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Programs with these orientations have monocultural, linguistic, and cultural assimilation as the 
ultimate goal. These programs promote among minority children the feeling that their L1 is 
useless at the school. This unidirectional and dominant vision, which often encompass 
oppression, facilities the erosion and loss of children’s bilingual abilities. As Baker (2011) 
stated, “power, prejudice, discrimination, marginalization, and subordination are some of the 
causes of language decline and death” (p.47).   
The challenges and conflicts between parents and educational institutions are also 
reflected in the studies about parents’ attitudes towards language maintenance. For instance, in 
the study of Wang (2009), the author depicted a conflict between the school officials in a small 
Midwestern town in the United States and Chinese parents who claimed unfear the lack of 
heritage language support from the public school. Even though 16% percent of the total 
population of the school was Chinese students, the school denied to the Chinese parents their 
request of having a Chinese language class. The authorities at the school justified its decision 
arguing that the school had a lack of bilingual teachers and not enough financial resources.  
Ethnic Identity and Home Language Maintenance. Language is one of the strongest 
symbols and boundary markers in having a group, regional, cultural or national identity (Baker, 
2011). Immigration is a context that affects how language and identity interact. In this setting, 
where relations of power become more evident, the preservation of the first language is a key 
instrument of ethnic identity empowerment of linguistic minority children (Cummins, 2000). 
There is an integral relationship between language and home culture reinforcement, ethnic 
identity development, and the success or failure of students growing up in multilingual contexts. 
The patterns of success and failure in the school are directly related to how power has been 
exercised and how identities of subordinated groups have been denied and negatively portrayed.  
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The concept of ethnic identity has its origins in social identity theory. From this 
theoretical perspective, Tajfel (1981) defined ethnic identity as the self-concepts developed by 
individuals knowing that they are part of a particular social group that share aspects such as 
language, customs, and cultural values to which they are significantly and emotionally attached. 
In Tajfel’s own words, ethnic identity is “that part of an individual’ self-concept which derives 
from his knowledge of his membership of a social group or groups together with the value and 
emotional significance attached to that membership” (p.255). Other scholars have argued that the 
meaning of ethnic identity differs from one person to another, and therefore plays differently into 
each’s identification process (Phinney & Ong, 2007).  
Critical and postmodern interpretations of this concept have perceived identity as 
complex, fluid, non-static, and not determined by birth. From this perspective, ethnic identity is a 
personal, individual, social, and political construction profoundly affected by power 
relationships in a society. Indeed, these scholars have claimed that ones’ identity is socially 
constructed and historically situated rather than predetermined by biological factors; therefore, it 
cannot be conceived as a static and framed concept. Despite its intricacy, researchers have 
stressed the fundamental role that ethnic identity plays in the psychological well-being of ethnic 
minority immigrant youths (Cummins, 2001).  
The knowledge and use of an ethnic language is a crucial aspect of ethnic identity 
according to some scholars. Research suggests that the ethnic identity management and cultural 
adaptation style of immigrant youth are determined mostly by their sociolinguistic orientation. 
Researchers from an ethnolinguistic identity theoretical perspective have suggested that language 
represents a core aspect of individuals’ social group identity. This idea is consistent with the 
proposition that establishes that there is a correlation between language knowledge use and 
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preference, and how the individuals perceive the surrounding culture and their heritage culture 
(Matsunaga et al., 2010).    
The relationship between language maintenance, values, and beliefs has also been included 
in ethnic identity studies. Values are important indicators of proximity with one’s ethnic group. 
The maintenance of the language represents a strong value for many ethnic groups. However, it is 
necessary to be aware that there is not always a group consensus about what values and beliefs are 
typical of that ethnic group. For instance, familism has been identified as a strong value among 
Hispanic and Latino populations. Hispanic families are known for a high degree of familism, 
giving more emphasis to the importance of the family’s well-being over that of individual 
members (Guardado, 2008). As pointed out by Arraiz (2010) for Hispanic immigrant youth in 
Canada the intrinsic differences between the Hispanic culture and the Canadian can induce cultural 
conflicts that make the processes of ethnic identity development and identity formation more 
challenging. For instance, the messages received by immigrant children in educational institutions, 
such as independence and personal freedom, are likely to conflict with parent-child relations 
hierarchical relations that often exist in many Hispanic immigrant families.  
Summary 
This chapter presented the theoretical constructs of critical theory, core value theory, and 
relations of power in the wider society as analytical concepts that explain the sociological and 
psycholinguistics dimensions of the phenomena of home language maintenance in Hispanic 
immigrant families in the context under studied. The section also reviewed the relevant research 
that has direct implications for the problem and research questions of this study. Issues selected 
correspond to studies from different approaches that have focused its attention in the relation 
between language maintenance, identity, heritage language, and bilingual education as well as 
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immigrant parent’s perceptions and challenges in accessing heritage language and bilingual 
education.  
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Chapter 3 
Methodology of the Study 
This chapter describes the methodology, the research design, methods and procedures 
used in this study. In seeking to investigate and describe the perspectives and experiences of 
Hispanic immigrant parents in the City of Brandon regarding the issue of heritage language 
maintenance and bilingual education, this study took a qualitative descriptive/exploratory 
embedded case study approach.  
The main research question that orientated this study was “How do Hispanic immigrant 
parents in the City of Brandon view their experiences with the issue of heritage language 
maintenance and bilingual education?” The following questions also guided this study: 
1. How do Hispanic immigrant parents perceive the maintenance of Spanish as 
heritage language? 
2. What Hispanic immigrant parents view as challenges and difficulties in their 
effort to preserve Spanish as heritage language? 
3. How do Hispanic immigrant parents perceive their relationship with their 
children’s school and how the nature of this relationship impacts the home 
language maintenance among Hispanic immigrant children? 
4. What are some strategies that Hispanic immigrant parents are using in their 
homes to help their children to preserve Spanish as their native language? 
5. What are parents’ perspectives of how the school’s authorities, teachers, and the 
community can support them in preserving the native language of their children 
and in making informed decisions regarding heritage language maintenance and 
bilingual education? 
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Research Methodology 
As a researcher, I embrace the philosophical assumption that social reality is constructed 
and interpreted by the individuals that participate in it (Merriam and Tisdell, 2016). There are 
several reasons why a qualitative approach was suitable for this study. First, this research 
intended to report multiple realities and multiple perspectives about heritage language 
maintenance and bilingual education using the actual words of Hispanic immigrant parents. 
Second, I collected subjective evidence from the views of the participants in their natural setting 
(e.g., their homes), and through the establishment of a close relationship with the participants, 
favored by the fact that I speak Spanish as my native language, and I am part of the Hispanic 
immigrant community in the City of Brandon. Third, my interpretation, values, and my 
positionality are present in the study. Fourth, I believe that the research activity cannot be 
neutral, and it should contribute to transform the world in positive ways. As Denzin and Lincoln 
(2008) suggested, qualitative research is not only about describing and interpreting the world but 
also about transforming it. Rather than viewing data collection as a neutral activity, qualitative 
research tradition positions itself among that inquiry that speaks from the margins and works 
with real people in real situations (Creswell, 2008). Following this idea, I tried to investigate and 
describe the experiences and perceptions of Hispanic immigrant parents on heritage language 
maintenance and bilingual education with the intention that the final report can be used by 
policymakers and school authorities to improve the experiences of immigrant families in dealing 
with home language preservation and bilingual education. 
Embedded Case Study Methodology 
This section explains the case study approach within the qualitative research tradition 
adopted for this study. Given the interpretive position adopted and the nature of the research 
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question, I considered the case study as the most appropriate approach because it provided a 
systematic way to collect data, analyze information, and report the results (Yin, 2014). This 
research selected a descriptive/exploratory single embedded case study methodology to 
investigate and describe the experiences of Hispanic immigrant parents on heritage language 
maintenance and bilingual education in depth.  
Several academics from different epistemological perspectives have defined the case 
study methodological approach. Main references that guided the application of this design in this 
study were the works of well known methodologists such as Creswell (2008), Creswell and Poth, 
(2017), Merriam (1998), Merriam & Tisdell (2016), Gall, Gall, and Borg (2003), Thomas 
(2016), and Yin (2014). Yin (2014) was, in particular, a crucial reference since this author offers 
a more structured analytic guide to use with this methodological approach, what, as a novice 
researcher, I found extremally useful.  
Yin (2014) defined case study as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary 
phenomenon (the ‘case’) within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between 
phenomena and context may not be clearly evident” (p.16). This author also argued that case 
study is relevant “when the questions that guide the research require an extensive and “in-depth” 
description of some special phenomenon” (Yin, 2014, p.4). Yin (2014) also suggested that this 
methodology allows researchers “to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life 
events” (p.2). In line with Yin’s definition, Gall et al. (2003) defined case study as “the in-depth 
study of instances of a phenomenon in its natural context and from the perspective of the 
participants involved in the phenomena” (p.436). Merriam (1998) affirmed that what 
differentiates a case study method from other methodological approaches lies in the focus on a 
single and specific entity (e.g., a family, an individual, an event, etc.), which is bounded and 
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closed. In a simple way, Thomas (2016) also defined case study as “a frame that offers a 
boundary to your research” (p. 21).  
All these definitions convey the idea that case study stresses singularity and in-depth 
examination of a bounded phenomenon. The case study is a research method that makes possible 
to analyze phenomena as a single but also as an integrated whole (Gagnon, 2010). As Gagnon 
(2010) argued:  
The main advantages of case study research are that it can produce an in-depth analysis 
of phenomena in context, support the development of historical perspectives, and 
guarantee high internal validity which is to say that the observed phenomena are 
authentic representations of reality. (p.2)   
Research in methodology suggests that depending on the objectives and research 
questions, a case study can be framed in various ways. A case study may be mainly descriptive 
when the focus is providing a detailed descriptive account of the findings (Merriam, 2009). Case 
studies can also be explorative (Merriam, 1998).  
As mentioned in the literature review, not much research has been conducted on the 
Hispanic immigrants in Brandon Manitoba. In that sense, the case studies, which are presented in 
this thesis, can be considered descriptive as well as explorative. Therefore, the rationale for 
choosing a case study approach in this study was that it conformed to the overall purpose of the 
research, that was, producing an in-depth description and exploration of the experiences and 
perceptions of Hispanic parents on heritage language maintenance and bilingual education.  
There are different types of designs for case studies. Yin (2014) distinguished between a 
holistic design with one unit and a single embedded case study design with several units of 
analysis. This study used a single embedded case study design that “involve units of analyses at 
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more than one level” (p. 55). According to Yin, a single embedded case encompasses a “larger 
unit of analysis”, the case, which in the present study is the Hispanic immigrant parents in the 
City of Brandon, Manitoba which is bonded by a common culture and language, by the 
immigration experience, and by place.  
The primary embedded unit of analysis is the Hispanic immigrant parents who 
participated in the one-on-one interviews and are from the three biggest Latin American ethnic 
groups in the city which are Colombian, Honduran and Salvadoran. These participants are first-
generation Hispanic immigrant parents living in Brandon for no longer than 15 years, who have 
children attending preschool, elementary or high school by the moment of the interview, and 
whose arrival to the city is related in some way with the recruitment of workers made by the 
Maple Leaf Foods company. The secondary embedded unit of analysis is the non-Salvadoran, 
Colombian, and Honduran parents who participated in the focus group interviews and are 
bounded by their parental condition and by being first-generation immigrants in the city and by 
having Spanish as native language.   
The structure of the single embedded case is displayed in Figure (1) to facilitate the 
comprehension of this study, which was adapted from Yin (2014, p. 50), and which also shows 
the prevalent role of context. The lines between the case and the context are dotted to indicate 
that boundaries between them may be rather vague.  
The phenomenon of language maintenance among the Hispanic immigrant community in 
Brandon Manitoba has many aspects. The general propositions in studying the perspectives and 
experiences of Hispanic immigrant parents on heritage language maintenance and bilingual 
education were limited in this study as follows. First, the research focussed on describing and 
exploring the perceptions that the participants have about the role of Spanish as a value in their 
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identity. Second, the study described and explored how Hispanic immigrant parents perceive 
their relationship with their children’s school and how the nature of this relationship impacts the 
home language maintenance among Hispanic immigrant children. Third, the research explored 
and described challenges and difficulties faced by Hispanic immigrant parents in their effort to 
preserve Spanish as the heritage language. A fourth aspect analyzed was the strategies that 
Hispanic immigrant parents were using in their homes to help their children to preserve Spanish 
as their native language. Finally, the study described the perspectives that Hispanic immigrant 
parents have about how school’s authorities, teachers, and community can support them in 
preserving the native language of their children and in making informed decisions regarding 
heritage language maintenance and bilingual education.  
Figure 1: A Case Study of the Experiences and Perspectives of Hispanic Immigrant 
Parents  
 
Figure 1: Single-Case Study with an Embedded Design. Adapted from Yin (2014, p. 50) 
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Research Context 
The study took place in the rural City of Brandon, in Western Manitoba. According to 
Statistics Canada in their 2016 census, this city has a population of 48,860 habitants with an 
immigrant population of 7,570. The census showed that from this immigrant population 2,305 
are from Latin America. From this total 2,175 individuals declared having Spanish as the home 
language. The census also revealed that the mayor ethnic origin groups living in the city coming 
from Latin American are Salvadorans (910), Hondurans (420), Colombians (405), and Mexicans 
(85) while there is another minor number from other ethnic backgrounds such as Bolivian (20), 
Ecuadorian (20), Nicaraguan (40), Paraguayan (10), and Venezuelan (10). The predominance in 
the number of Salvadorans, Hondurans, Colombians, and Mexicans is explained by the fact that 
the Maple Leaf Foods plant in Brandon recruited workers from these four groups, and then, after 
a few years, these workers were able to bring their families and settle in the city.   
As the 2016 census suggested, Spanish is a language highly spoke by the Hispanic 
community in the city. Since the arrival of the first Mexican workers, the Hispanic presence and 
the use of Spanish have developed in the city. Hispanic community organizations have grown in 
the last years. The is a few number of Hispanic ethnic-based organizations including the 
Colombian Association, the Salvadoran Association, and the Honduran Association. These 
associations have had active participation promoting the Hispanic culture and the language 
through cultural expositions and artistic performances in local activities and celebrations such as 
the Brandon Multicultural Festival and the annual Royal Manitoba Winter Fair. The community 
also has the new presence of the Hispanic Association of Manitoba Inc (HAMI) founded at the 
beginning of 2016 which has as a purpose to increase and maintain the well-being of Hispanics 
in the province by facilitating cultural preservation, educational opportunities, and community 
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engagement. Some Hispanic businessmen/women have established their own businesses in the 
City of Brandon. Karla’s International Foods, (La Tienda Mexicana), Brandon Hispano store, La 
Bendición de Dios Pupuseria, Sabor Latino restaurant, Victor’s Bakery are some local business 
where Spanish is commonly used.  
Despite the presence of a large Hispanic community, the existence of courses or 
programs in Spanish as heritage language are absent in the city. All the Spanish courses offered 
at the moment of the study in the city seem to follow the approach of teaching Spanish as a 
foreign language. At elementary and secondary level, the offering of Spanish programming is 
still very limited. There are twenty-two schools in the Brandon School Division, nineteen of 
which are located within the City of Brandon. By the time of this study, the Common 
Curriculum Framework for Spanish Language and Culture: Four-Year High School Program 
(WNCP) was implemented only in one high school. At the postsecondary level, the Department 
of Classical and Modern Languages at Brandon University has offered only two introductory 
Spanish courses in the last five years. The Assiniboine Community College also offers basic 
conversational Spanish courses. There is not a formal Spanish program in any of these 
institutions.    
At the community level, the Manitoba Alliance for International and Heritage Language 
Education Inc offered, with the support of the Department of Classical and Modern Languages 
of Brandon University, basic conversational Spanish non-credit courses for English speakers 
during the summers of 2015 and 2016. A similar community program is offered in the present 
year by the Hispanic Association of Manitoba Inc (HAMI). The program consists in 
conversational courses that the organizers have called “English and Spanish By Doing language 
courses” and it is administrated by the president of the association, Eliana Osorio who is a 
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Colombian member of the immigrant community and by Dr. Patricia Harms, professor in the 
Department of History at Brandon University.  
Selecting Sampling Procedure and Rationale 
Hispanic immigrant parents were purposely selected to participate in the study. The 
decision of adopting this procedure was based on “the assumption that the investigator wants to 
discover, understand, and gain insight and therefore must select a sample from which the most 
can be learned” (Merriam, 1998, p. 61). Creswell (2008) stated that in purposeful sampling, the 
researcher “selects individuals and sites for study because they can purposefully inform an 
understanding of the research problem and [central] phenomenon in the study” (p. 125). 
Embedded case studies require sampling on two levels, first for the larger unit of analysis, then 
for subunits (Merriam, 2009). In this embedded case study, the community of Hispanic 
immigrant parents is the larger case, while Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran participants 
are a primary embedded subunit and the non-Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran participants 
are represented in a secondary embedded subunit.   
The community of Hispanic immigrant parents as a larger unit of analysis or as the 
“case” was selected for several reasons. Hispanic as an ethnocultural community represents a 
significant number in the population of the City of Brandon. Among this community, there is a 
socioeconomic vulnerable portion that requires being studied to improve their social conditions. 
The immigration process and the access to community resources and services are 
experienced differently depending on the stream Hispanic immigrants used to enter in Canada. 
The three immigration streams through which a foreign national may become a permanent 
resident are the economic, the family, and refugee streams. Each stream has pathways. For 
instance, Temporary Foreign Workers class, the Federal Skilled Worker class, Canadian 
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Experience class, and Business Immigrants are some federal pathways in the economic stream. 
The Hispanic immigrant community in the City of Brandon is integrated by immigrants that 
arrived using some of these pathways and streams. In this line, Hispanic immigrants in Brandon, 
Manitoba can be placed in two groups, those who are part of a big majority that came as 
temporary foreign workers or as a family member of a temporary foreign worker, and those who 
are part of a small minority that arrived in the city as professional or technical workers, 
entrepreneurs, or as international students who opted to stay and become permanent residences 
and citizens of Canada, as it was my case.  
Parents from Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran nationalities were selected as a 
sampling primary embedded subunit for several purposes. These parents belong to the three 
biggest ethnic groups in the city and share a common reason for immigration. Therefore, parents 
were invited to participate in the face to face interviews according to the following criteria, they: 
 were first-generation Hispanic parents born in Colombia, El Salvador, and 
Honduras. 
 have children attending preschool, elementary or high school by the moment of 
the interview. 
 immigrated to Brandon because of the recruitment of foreign workers made by 
Maple Leaf Foods. 
The study considers the nature of the immigration process experienced by most 
Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran members who were linked to the Maple Leaf Foods’ 
recruitment. Previous studies demonstrated that immigrant workers who came to Canada as 
temporary foreign workers under the National Occupational Classification C and D stream of the 
Government of Canada’s Temporary Foreign Worker Program have experienced social 
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exclusion and difficulties accessing social rights and community resources (Jowett, 2014). A big 
part of the Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran members of the Hispanic community arrived 
at the City of Brandon as temporary foreign migrant workers. They have been labeled in the 
literature as ‘low-skill workers’ (Jowett, 2014). Even though many of them and their families are 
now permanent residents or have gained the status of Canadian citizens, Jowett (2014) affirmed 
that “they came to the city “with temporary visas stamped in their passports and work permits 
authorizing them to work for Maple Leaf – and exclusively for Maple Leaf Foods– for a 
specified period of time, not as Canadian citizens or permanent residents, but as temporary 
foreign workers” (p. 2). Another reason for selecting these three Hispanic ethnic groups was my 
familiarity with their settlement experiences and the intimate knowledge (gained during my 
involvement working as a member of the Brandon Latina Women’s Association Inc) that I have 
about their difficulties maintaining Spanish and having access to heritage and bilingual 
education.  
The study selected sampling from non-Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran 
participants to have the opportunity to compare perceptions and experiences from other members 
of the Hispanic immigrant community. The arrival of these participants in the city does not have 
a connection with the recruitment of workers made by Maple Leaf Foods.  
The experiences and perceptions the non-Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran parents 
were analyzed in this study as a secondary embedded unit of analysis. Thus, parents from the 
Hispanic immigrant community were eligible to participate in the focus/group interview sessions 
if they were: 
 native Spanish speakers  
 first generation immigrant parents in the city  
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Participants 
Two parents participated in a face to face pilot case study interview. I conducted one-on-
one interviews with five Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran immigrant parents. Nine 
Hispanic immigrant parents participated in three focus group interviews: six were Colombian, 
Honduran, and Salvadoran immigrant parents and three were non-Colombian, Honduran, and 
Salvadoran immigrant parents. One Cuban Hispanic non-parent member participated as a 
facilitator during the three focus group interviews, and no data was collected from her.  
Profile of Participants 
Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran Immigrant Parents. To protect the anonymity 
of the participants, I used a pseudonym to identify the parents who were one-on-one interviewed. 
Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran parents who participated in the focus group interviews 
are not identified with a pseudonym as their perspectives and experiences were not presented in 
the findings as individual cases, as it was the case of Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran 
parents who participated in one-on-one interviews. However, when quotes from Colombian, 
Honduran, and Salvadoran parents who participated in the focus group interviews were 
presented in the findings, I identified the parent by his/her nationality.  
The profiles of the five participants interviewed individually (three females, Gabriela, 
Lucy, and Rosa, and two males, Juan and Daniel) are introduced in Table 1. The information 
described in the table contains the pseudonym, the nationality, the length of time of each 
participant in Canada, and the higher level of education achieved in their home country or in 
Canada. Table 2 presents the profiles of the Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran immigrant 
parents who took part in the focus group interviews. 
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Table 1  
Participants’ Profiles in one-on-one Interviews: Colombian, Honduran, and 
Salvadoran Parents 
Pseudonym  Nationality  Length of 
Time in 
Canada 
Higher level of Education 
achieved in home country or 
Canada 
 
Gabriela Colombian Six years High school 
Lucy Colombian Six years  High school 
Rosa Honduran Seven years Elementary School 
Juan Colombian Nine years  Elementary School 
Daniel Salvadoran Five years Health Assistant  
 
Table 2  
Participants’ Profiles in Focus Group Interviews: Colombian, Honduran, 
and Salvadoran Parents 
Gender Nationality  Length of Time in 
Canada 
Higher level of 
Education achieved in 
home country or 
Canada 
 
Female Colombian Five years High school 
Female Colombian Six years  University/ 
Bachelor in Education  
Male  Colombian One year University/  
Engineering 
Male Salvadoran Nine years  High school 
Female Salvadoran Five years High school 
Female Salvadoran Four years  High school 
Female Salvadoran  Six years High school  
Female Honduran Seven years Elementary school 
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Non-Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran Immigrant Parents. Three non- 
Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran parents participated in the focus group interviews and 
they are identified by the pseudonyms as Mayela, Dunia, and Sofia in Table 3 below.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Research Instruments 
In qualitative research, the investigator “is the primary instrument for data collection and 
analysis” (emphasis in original) (Merriam, 2009, p. 15). The researcher seeks to gain an 
understanding of the phenomenon under study from participants’ perspective and chooses 
techniques and develops instruments that are consistent with the purpose of the study and the 
research questions (Creswell, 2008).  
I employed a variety of data collection methods to gain in-depth knowledge of the 
participants’ experiences and perspectives of heritage language maintenance and bilingual 
education and to enhance the trustworthiness of findings through triangulation. The instruments 
that I used were (a) a semi-structured interview with two parents for the pilot case study (b) five 
semistructured one-on-one interviews with each parent, and (c) three focus group interviews 
Table 3 
Participants’ Profiles in Focus Group Interviews: Non-Colombian, Honduran, 
and Salvadoran Parents 
Gender Nationality & 
Pseudonym 
Length of Time  
in Canada 
Higher level of Education 
achieved in home country or 
Canada 
 
Female Cuban /Dunia  Three years University/ Bachelor in 
Education 
Female Cuban/ Mayela Five years University/Bachelor in 
Education 
Female Chilean/Sofia Four years University/ Dentistry 
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with nine participants, (c) field notes from one-on-one semistructured interviews, and (d) field 
notes from focus group interviews.  
Two parents participated in a pilot case study interview, Alejandro and Ines. A pilot 
interview allows the investigator to practice interview questions and gain feedback on the 
interview method and questions themselves (Merriam, 2009). This pilot interview was conducted 
in order to further develop the questions for the interview guide that later I used with the five 
Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran immigrant parents and to see if new aspects where 
enlightened. After finishing the pilot semistructured interview, I reviewed the guide and I 
modified the questions according to the feedback received from Alejandro and Ines and based on 
the field notes that I wrote after the interview. This pilot interview also helped me to gain 
confidence and to develop/practice my interview skills. The questions included in this pilot 
interview were based in the literature review and were developed under four major focal areas: 
parent’s profile, home language use, parental attitudes, efforts to maintain Spanish language, and 
challenges in maintaining Spanish and accessing heritage and bilingual education. After this 
pilot interview, I included the issue of parents/school relationship in the future interviews.  
Consulting the database of the Brandon Latina Women’s Association, looking for 
potential participants, I found a Honduran couple that matched the initial criteria, Alejandro and 
Ines. They were a Honduran couple (husband and his wife) with one child attending high school. 
Alejandro came to Brandon in 2009, and Ines and her son arrived three years later. By the time 
of the interview, he was working at Maple Leaf Foods, and Ines was not working outside the 
home. Both use Spanish as primary language at home. Alejandro described his English as 
intermediate level while Ines described her English as “almost nothing.” I visited them in their 
home and gave them an invitation letter with a detailed description of the purpose of the study. 
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After two days, I received a phone called, and we agreed to have an interview at their house with 
the two of them. After a week, I arrived at Alejandro and Ines’ house for the interview. At the 
beginning of the interview, I asked whether they would prefer the interview in Spanish or 
English. Both parents asked me to conduct the interview in Spanish. After explaining the 
purpose of the study briefly and reading the consent form, I conducted a semistructured 
interview with both parents at the same time. Based on the literature review, I elaborate a guide 
with 37 questions for this pilot interview (Appendix B). The interview lasted approximately one 
hour and twenty minutes. With their consent, I recorded the interview. In the following week, I 
transcribed the entire interview and translated it into Spanish. A few days later, I visited 
Alejandro and Ines’ a second time. I asked both parents to read the transcription and comment on 
the document for any clarification or improvement.  
The pilot interview allowed me to take some informed decisions on different aspects of 
the case study. First, one decision regarding terminology in data collection instruments was the 
renouncing of the terms heritage language and heritage education in the individual interviews. 
Both parents had difficulties understanding this concept that in their own words “were new and 
unknown to them.” They expressed that these concepts were never used by them in their home 
country. Instead, I decided to use home language and education to preserve Spanish. Second, 
regarding format of data collection instruments, I noted that 37 questions were not an adequate 
number for a one-hour interview. I reduced the number of questions by creating one general 
questions that could englobe the information I was looking to collect, for instance, through three 
questions. For example, the request “Please tell me about yourself” replaced several questions 
intended to collect the age, nationality, and marital status. Third, I included in the guide 
questions about parents and school relationship. During the pilot interview, Alejandro made 
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emphasis in the poor relationship that he and his wife had with the school and how this lack of 
participation in their child’s school life stopped him for reading to his child because he did not 
know what books or readings his child needed to read. This finding revealed the need to include 
items in the subsequent interviews that allowed me to explore in depth the relations of power 
between parents and school and its interconnection with language maintenance. A fourth 
decision was regarding data collection procedure. This pilot case interview showed me the need 
to interview parents individually. Even though I directed the questions to both parents, Alejandro 
and Ines, Alejandro responded almost all the questions. There were some occasions when Ines 
made an intent to respond a question, but she was interrupted continuously by Alejandro who 
answered it. Additionally, this pilot interview offered some preliminary findings that were 
crucial for the case study. It was evident the need to modify the initial sampling and recruitment 
criteria for having a more comprehensive panorama of the experiences of Hispanic immigrant 
parents in language maintenance and in relation with some variables such as the stream of 
immigration, education level, and country of origin. Initially, the selection criteria was limited to 
Hispanic immigrant parents who came to Canada as temporary foreign workers and their 
families associated in some way with the recruitment of workers made by Maple Leaf Foods in 
Latin America.     
One-on-one Semistructured Interview 
The interview technique was the most important instrument of data collection in this 
study. This format of individual interview was used with five Colombian, Honduran, and 
Salvadoran immigrant parents. This technique consists in “a conversation that has a structure and 
a purpose” (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015, p.5). The form of interview used in this study was 
person-to-person encounter what it is consistent with the underlying interpretivist paradigm and 
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the qualitative approach in this study. Based on their structure, there are various types of 
research interviews. Merriam (2009) differentiates between “three: highly 
structured/standardized, semistructured, and unstructured/informal interviews” (p. 89). Merriam 
(2009) described semistructured interview as “a mix of more and less structured questions” (p. 
90). The rationale for using the semistructured interview was that these interviews allow the 
researcher “to understand the world from the subjects’ points of view, to unfold the meaning of 
peoples’ experiences, to uncover their lived world prior to scientific explanations” (Kvale, 1996, 
p. 1). Therefore, semistructured interviews allowed me “to enter into the other person’s 
perspective” (Patton, 1990, p. 196), which was one the main goals of this study. Besides, 
semistructured interviewing was chosen for this study because it facilitates in-depth knowledge 
of respondents’ thoughts and provides the flexibility to present new questions when needed 
(Cohen & Crabtree, 2006). I elaborate a guide with 11 questions for these one-on-one interviews 
that I also used for the focus group interviews (Appendix C).   
Focus Group Interview 
Based on the number of respondents, there is a distinction between “one-on-one 
interviews”, with individuals as participants, and “focus group interviews”, with groups as 
participants (Creswell, 2008, p. 226). As it was described before, both instruments were used in 
the present study, the individual approach was used with five participants: Colombian, 
Salvadoran, and Honduran immigrant parents, while the group approach was used with both, 
some Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran parents and first-generation non-Colombian, 
Salvadoran, and Honduran Hispanic immigrant parents that came to the city for multiple reasons 
not associated with the Maple Leaf Foods company. The focus group interview is a useful 
strategy “when the interaction among interviewees will like to yield the best information, when 
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interviewees are similar and cooperative with each other, when time to collect information is 
limited, and when individuals interviewed one-on-one may be hesitant to provide information.” 
(Creswell & Poth, 2017, p. 164). While for some methodologists the terms focus group and 
group interview are interchangeable (Creswell, 2008) Thomas (2016) made the distinction 
between these two concepts. He argued that:  
In group interviews the emphasis is on the researcher taking a lead role, asking questions 
and being in control of the discussion −rather in the way that an interviewer is leading the 
discussion in a structured or semistructured interview. So the researcher asks questions 
and respondents answer. But in focus group your aim is to facilitate or moderate 
discussion among participants, not between yourself and the participants. The idea is that 
you take a marginal rather than a pivotal role. In the focus group, participants, usually 
eight or so, who have a relevant characteristic or feature or their lives in common will be 
brought together in an informal setting to discuss the topic in question. As in an 
unstructured interview with an individual, the idea is to get at the understandings, beliefs 
and values of the participants. And in the same way that in an individual unstructured 
interview the aim is to let the individual take the lead in setting the direction of the 
discussion, so in the focus group the aim is to let the group take the lead. As facilitator, 
your role is to stimulate discussion, and you may do this with your comments or you may 
prepare a range of focus materials for the group to discuss. (p.192)  
Following this distinction, the focus group interview was, in fact, a combination of a 
focus and a group interview. As it will be described more in detail in the following data 
collection procedure section, during the three focus/group interview sessions, I took the role of 
an observer and note taker. There was a facilitator, a member of the Hispanic community, who 
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took a lead role and was in control of the discussion while at other times, this moderator 
facilitates the discussion between the participants. The need of corroborating some of the aspects 
found during the pilot case interview and during the five one-on-one interviews motivated the 
adoption of focus group interviews in this study. There was the need of obtaining and comparing 
information from other immigrant Hispanic parents that are part of minor ethnic Hispanic groups 
in Brandon such as the Cuban, the Chilean, and the Nicaraguan community which arrival to the 
city was not associated with Maple Leaf Foods company. The choice of focus/group interview 
was also motivated by my previous experience working with Hispanic immigrant women in the 
Brandon Women Association Inc, where after meetings, informal conversations with Hispanic 
immigrant mothers showed me that they felt more confident and protected and talked more 
easily in a group setting. In this sense, focus/group interview was a way of offering to the 
participants a safe and permissive non-threatening environment. 
Field Notes 
I took field notes during and immediately/soon after the one-on-one interviews and 
focus/group interviews ended. I wrote descriptive field notes that included a detailed description 
of the event including time, date, and duration of the one-on-one interview and focus/group 
interview, and the physical description of the setting where the one-on-one interview took place. 
I included in my notes reactions and non-verbal behavior of the Hispanic immigrant parents and 
their interactions with their children when it happened during the one-on-one interviews as well 
as any other related activity. Reflective field notes included my own reflections on and 
interpretation of each interview and focus/group interviews. Using a word processing program, I 
typed my descriptive and reflective notes and then, based on emerging themes, I organized the 
notes in separate files on my personal computer. In so doing, I was able to keep an accurate 
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record of each interview and focus/group interview, what facilitated the interpretation of the 
results and the analysis of the emerging themes. 
Data Collection Procedure 
The collection of data took place between April 2016 and June 2017. After being granted 
approval from the Brandon University Ethics Committee (BUREC), I conducted the pilot case 
study interview. Two weeks after, I started the data collection for the case study. The process of 
collecting data was divided into two phases. In the first phase, from the second week to the end 
of April, I conducted five one-on-one semistructured interviews with three females, Gabriela, 
Lucy, and Rosa and two males, Juan and Daniel. Consulting the database of the Brandon Latina 
Association, ten names were selected.  
A protocol was established with participants before the interview. I visited the houses of 
these ten parents knowing that in the Hispanic culture an in-person home visit is valued and has 
typically a better effect than other virtual methods of contact. In this initial contact, I explained 
my project and provided to each parent with the letter of initial contact in Spanish and English 
with a detail description of my research (Appendix D). I asked the parents to read and decide if 
they wanted to be a participant. I received a confirmation call from six parents, but one of them 
did not have children attending the school system in Brandon by the moment of the study. All 
the parents expressed their desire to have the interviews at their house and during weekends as 
preferred time. All the participants agreed to sign the consent forms, and all of them consented to 
record the interviews. Each parent was interviewed once, and each interview was audio recorded. 
During each interview, I took notes to register any observation that could be relevant to this 
study. After each interview ended, I also wrote down my impressions and reflections on the 
encounters with these parents. Finally, in order not to lose any details which could have been 
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potentially useful for the analysis, I transcribed the interviews soon after the interviews ended. 
Then, I translated the transcriptions from Spanish into English. The transcriptions of the 
interview were emailed to each parent to comment and provide feedback on them. Only one 
parent emailed me back with some clarifications and suggestions.   
The second phase consisted in the collection of data through three focus group 
interviews. I invited the five parents who participated in the one-on-one semistructured 
interviews to participated in three focus groups interviews; however, only a Honduran mother, 
Rosa, was able to attend one of the sessions. The initial goal was to recruit these five parents plus 
a similar number of parents from other Hispanic ethnic groups living in Brandon and who have 
settled in the city for other reasons not associated with the recruitment of Maple Leaf Foods 
company. Parents were recruited consecutively over three weeks. An invitation poster was 
distributed in two local Hispanic stores and at Westman Immigration Services (Appendix G). I 
also contacted the president of the Hispanic Association of Manitoba Inc (HAMI), Eliana Osorio 
and asked her help to contact potential participants. With the support of Ms. Osorio as a 
gatekeeper, reputational sampling was used to identify and select participants for the focus group 
among the members of HAMI. A total of 14 potential participants responded to the recruitment 
process. From this list, only 11 individuals meet the eligibility criteria.  
The sessions took place the second Friday of May and the first and second Fridays of 
June, from 6:00 pm to 7:30 pm. The location of these focus group interviews was a conference 
room at Brandon University. At the beginning of each session, the facilitator read aloud in 
Spanish the consent to be a participant in focus group interviews (Appendix E), and the oath of 
confidentiality (Appendix F). All the participants signed both documents. All the sessions were 
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conducted in Spanish. A non-parent Hispanic member of the Cuban community moderated the 
three sessions and introduced herself and the goal of the project before the discussion.  
Data Analysis Procedure 
This section describes the procedures of analysis employed for the data gathered among 
Hispanic immigrant parents in Brandon Manitoba. I used thematic analysis to examine the data 
collected from individual interviews, focus group interviews, and field notes. Braun and Clarke 
(2006) affirmed that thematic analysis specifically relates to the process of identifying, 
examining, and recording patterns in data sets that are related to a specific research question and 
describe a specific phenomenon. After data were obtained from the one-on-one interviews and 
focus group interviews and transcribed in a Word document, the result was a rich description of 
the Hispanic immigrant parents’ experiences and perspectives on heritage language maintenance 
and bilingual education. Data analysis is understood in this study as the process of making sense 
out of the data. This involves “consolidating, reducing, and interpreting what people have said 
and what the researcher have seen and read” (Merriam, 1998, p. 178).  
I started the reading of the data having in mind that the overall process of data analysis 
begins by identifying segments in the data set that are responsive to the research questions (Yin, 
2014). First, I read the transcriptions of the one-on-one interviews and coded the data. For cross-
analysis purposes, each interview question was examined across all five participants to identify 
any opposing views related to the identified themes. As I coded the data, I looked for relations 
and patterns and attempted to fit them into categories.  
After I collected and transcribed all data from the focus group interviews, I reread all the 
transcriptions comparing the responses of all the parents that participated in both, the individual 
interviews and in the focus group interviews. I searched for similarities and differences in key 
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words and phrases, experiences, relationships, feelings, and perspectives. I analyzed data looking 
for themes logically associated with the research questions. I initially searched for some 
conceptualizations about how Hispanic immigrant parents perceive Spanish as home language, 
their relationship with the school, the challenges and difficulties in preserving Spanish as home 
language and ideas or suggestions about how they can be supported in their efforts to preserve 
Spanish. I recoded and categorized as new concepts emerged.  
This transcript based thematic analysis was performed relying on theoretical prepositions 
that guided the research questions. A constant comparison allowed me to identify when 
participants conveyed the same perspectives of their experiences, thus reaching ‘saturation’ or 
“the state in which the researcher makes the subjective determination that new data will not 
provide any new information or insights for the developing categories” (Creswell, 2008, p.433). . 
The Trustworthiness of the Study 
In qualitative research, trustworthiness refers to how accurately it demonstrates the 
participants’ perspectives on the phenomenon under study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In this 
qualitative inquiry, the trustworthiness can be examined through the four aspects of credibility, 
confirmability, dependability, and transferability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).   
Credibility. It refers to the extent to which the results are accurate in reflecting the 
participants’ perspectives (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Lincoln and Guba argued that one of the 
most (important “technique for establishing credibility” is “member checking”, or 
“collaboration” (p. 314). Creswell and Poth (2017) called this strategy “member checking or 
seeking participant feedback” (p. 261). The strategy requires from the participants of the study to 
confirm the credibility of the information by reviewing the data and researcher’s interpretations. 
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In this research, after I recorded and transcribed each one-on-one interview, I emailed the 
transcription to the participants to edit and check for accuracy.  
Confirmability. This concept involves confirming that the data and interpretations of the 
findings reflect the context, not the researcher’s expectations (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
Therefore, steps must be taken to help ensure as far as possible that the work’s findings are the 
result of the experiences and ideas of the participants, rather than the characteristics and 
preferences of who is conducting the investigation. To ensure the credibility of the results in this 
research, I triangulated the data through the collection of information using different sources and 
instruments.  
Dependability. It is referred to the reliability of the findings. This aspect ensures that the 
methods and interpretation process are documented (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Dependability 
requires that the processes within the study be reported in detail, thereby enabling a future 
researcher to repeat the work, if not necessarily to gain the same results. In this research, 
dependability was ensured through an explanation of the researcher’s insider and outsider 
positionality within the investigation, providing a list of research questions, demonstrating 
meaningful parallelism across one-on-one interviews, focus group interviews, and field notes 
and specifying core value theory, critical theory and power relations as the theoretical framework 
guiding this study. Lastly, I described a clear explanation of the study design and data collection 
procedure, instruments, and analyses for a potential external auditor to inspect the process and 
results of the study. 
Transferability. It involves transferring information to other contexts and determining 
whether the findings can be transferred due to similar characteristics (Erlandson, Harris, Skipper 
& Allen, cited in Creswell, 2007, p. 209). Yin (2014) stated that case studies are similar to 
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experiments in the sense that are generalizable to theoretical propositions and not to populations 
or universes. Merriam (2009) affirmed that the investigator needs to provide sufficient 
descriptive data to make transferability possible. A rich description of the case and the embedded 
subunits enables interested readers to compare the findings of this study with others similar and 
determine whether they can be applied to other individuals in similar contexts of immigration. 
Researcher’s Positionality 
This section addresses issues regarding my own positionality in the study as well as 
peculiarities related to my personal and professional background. I have a position in this study 
that it is not neutral. I am a researcher addressing a social issue “within the wider framework of 
self-determination, decolonization, and social justice” (Smith, 2012, p. 4). In this study, my role 
can be described using what Smith labeled as the ‘inside-out/inside-in’ position in the research 
that connects positionality to a framework of social justice. Because my experiences as a 
Hispanic immigrant parent are similar in many ways to the parents that participated in this study 
I could be considered as an insider. However, I was also in some ways an outsider in relation to 
setting because of the privileges as an immigrant who arrived in Canada as an international 
student.  I engage in this study as Costa Rican migrant and academically privileged graduate 
student, who for more of seven years has been involved in different initiatives advocating for 
Hispanic immigrant women’s wellbeing in the City of Brandon. I offer the following information 
about my background and role understanding that the statements of researcher values, biases, 
and past experiences are important for the research, as it was emphasized by CreswellMy father 
was a simple peasant without formal education. My mother, a peasant too, never finished high 
school. Until the age of seven, I lived with my parents in a rural village far from an urban area. 
At this age, my parents decided to send me, together with my sisters, to live in San Jose city, the 
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capital of Costa Rica. My parents took this decision because of the lack of higher educational 
opportunities for my sisters and me in my home town, and because we were women. My mother 
was concerned about our fate in that village where typically women are confined to a traditional 
and subordinated role in a male-dominated family. Despite the adverse economic conditions of 
my parents, they were very committed to our education. My father used to spend his limited 
income on purchasing all kinds of books, especially history and with his low reading skills he 
often used to read to me. When I reflect on these memories, I come to realize how strong I 
believe that parental attitudes are vital aspects that influence literacy and learning.  
In 2008, I arrived in the City of Brandon as an international student from Costa Rica, a 
Spanish speaking Latin America country and six years later my legal status changed to a 
permanent Canadian resident. Two decades ago, in the Costa Rican education system, English 
had a relegated place in the curriculum of public schools until the country experienced a shift in 
its economic model, changing from being known as a “Banana Republic” to becoming a touristic 
based economy. But by the years I took my secondary and postsecondary education, English 
bilingual education was a privilege for the elite and for children attending private schools. As a 
result, the researcher, born inside of a family of poor peasants, came to Canada with complete 
lack of English. 
My heritage culture, experiences, and values influenced the research process from the 
very beginning and became an attached part of the study. The selection of the research problem, 
for example, was influenced by my experience as a Hispanic immigrant and as a member of the 
Hispanic community in Brandon for around nine years. When I proposed the research problem 
and started this research, I was pregnant. My son is now two years old, and my perspective of the 
research problem has changed, as the challenges of raising a bilingual child and preserve our 
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native language become a personal and real struggle every day. The fact that I was becoming a 
mother was not the reason that originates the topic of the study. The identification of the problem 
came as a result of my immersion in the Hispanic community and through my work with the 
community based non-profit organization the Brandon Latina Women Association Inc (BLWA). 
As a part of a networking program that offered support to immigrant Hispanic women, I started 
visiting Hispanic families at their homes in Brandon. During these visits and other events, I 
noticed some episodes that exposed the efforts of the parents in making their children to use their 
native language.  
By the time I started my studies at Brandon University, the community of Brandon 
experienced a significant influx of immigrants from Latin America. These immigrants, in its 
majority males, came to work as skilled workers in the Maple Leaf Foods pork processing plant. 
Most of these workers were selected from low-income communities in Latin American countries 
facing armed conflicts, such the case of Colombia, or from countries suffering the consequences 
of wars or wars on drugs, such as El Salvador, Honduras, and Mexico. These workers came 
leaving their families in their home country. By the time they arrived in the city, English was a 
barrier for most of them. In this context, some of the Hispanic international students at Brandon 
University at that time (five or six, including myself) played an active role in the city as 
advocates, interpreters, and translators. We interpreted for these immigrants in their medical 
appointments, in courts, in schools and in other many institutions that were new to them such as 
Family Services or the Women Resource Center, and the Brandon YWCA Westman Women’s 
Shelter to mention some. These experiences interpreting and advocating for newcomers helped 
me to see the difficult reality of these workers. 
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After a period of two to four years, the workers were allowed to bring their families. 
Among this new population that came with the reunification process, a considerable number 
were women who arrived with a low level or no English skills. Aware of their problems and their 
increasing dependence from males, I lead a group of twenty women to start the Brandon Latina 
Women’s Association Inc. Throughout this organization, and in collaboration with Brandon 
University, these women and their families received English lessons for a two-year period in a 
program called English for Spanish Speakers. In this program, working as a coordinator, I 
became more aware of the challenges faced by this population in their efforts to learn English. 
These individuals were forced to develop bilingual abilities, but many of them were illiterate or 
had low literacy levels in their native language. Many parents attending this program expressed 
that their motivations to learn English not only responded to their need to have access to labour 
and educational opportunities but also to improve the communication with their children who 
were making of English their language of most common use. After few conversations with these 
parents, their struggle to maintain the language and the limited bilingual and heritage language 
instruction opportunities in the City of Brandon became evident to me.   
Six years ago, I started to work as an examiner for the Special Language Credit Option 
program with Hispanic high school students from grade 9 to 12. The Special Language Credit 
Option is a credit granting mechanism that permits students in high school to gain credits for 
proficiency in languages other than English or French (Education and Training, 2014). As a 
requirement to achieve the credits, students must demonstrate their Spanish proficiency in a test 
that evaluates the four language skills. The 90% of the students who have taken the examination 
corresponds to immigrant children who arrived in Brandon no more than ten years ago. As an 
examiner and as a marker, the information from these examinations has allowed me to see the 
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erosion of the L1 faced by most of these students. In these examinations, these students have 
expressed their frustrations about losing the ability to express their thoughts in their native 
language. At the same time, many of them have expressed the desire to receive courses where 
they could have the opportunity to continue their educational development in Spanish. 
In 2009, I started to work as a Spanish instructor for the Department of Languages of 
Brandon University teaching the courses 58SPAN151 Introductory Spanish I, 58SPAN151 
Introductory Spanish II, and 58SPAN201 Intermediate Spanish. These courses follow the 
approach of Spanish as a foreign language (SFL), and they are intended for non-native speakers. 
During these years, many Hispanic students have registered these courses looking for an 
opportunity to maintain their language and, in some way, keep their bond with their culture. The 
needs of these heritage students, who often have an advanced level of proficiency in Spanish, are 
so far away from those who are non-native speakers.  
The situation of these students proves the lack of support that these students experience 
on maintaining their language and the need of developing and implementing heritage courses in 
the City of Brandon not only in elementary and secondary education, but also at the level of 
postsecondary institutions.   
Ethical Considerations 
Qualitative research involving human participants demands from researchers to follow 
ethical guidelines. There are some basic ethical principles described in the methodological 
research literature and by internal institutional policies. According to the Brandon University 
(2017) Research Ethics Committee (BUREC) Policies and Procedures, the researcher is 
responsible for informing about the voluntary nature of the participation, having participants 
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understand the nature of the research and possible risks and obligation involved. Also, the 
researcher should let the participants know about the dangers that they could be exposed.  
Procedures to maintain confidentiality should be followed and communicated to the 
participants. Finally, the time and manner of disseminating the results to the participant(s) and/or 
any other parties should be clearly pointed out (Brandon University Research Ethics Committee 
(BUREC) Policies and Procedures, 2017). The participants of this study were informed of the 
nature of the study and participation requirements through the consent letter they received. This 
document establishes that participation in the research is voluntary, and that participants can 
withdraw from the study, or choose not to answer any interview question at any point with no 
penalty. To protect the parents, all participants, the facilitator, and I signed an oath of 
confidentiality at the beginning of the focus group interviews. I explained to all the participants 
their contribution to the field of heritage language maintenance and bilingual education as well 
as other benefits of the study. 
Summary 
In the methodology chapter, I provided an overview of the rationale for this qualitative 
case study. I also discussed the instruments, data collection, participants, and data organization. 
This descriptive qualitative embedded case study approach investigated the experiences and 
perspectives on heritage language maintenance and bilingual education of sixteen Hispanic 
immigrant parents in the City of Brandon Manitoba. Five individual face-to-face semistructured 
interviews were conducted, followed by three focus group interviews where eleven Hispanic 
immigrant parents participated. The next chapter contains the findings and discussion of the 
results obtained from the collected data. 
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Chapter Four 
Results and Discussion 
Chapter Overview 
The findings reported in this chapter are based on the one-on-one interviews and focus 
group interviews that I conducted with the Hispanic immigrant parents who shared their 
perceptions and experiences relevant to the five research questions addressed in the study. The 
participants were able to express their perspectives and describe their experiences on heritage 
language maintenance and bilingual education in the City of Brandon, Manitoba. All participants 
considered Spanish to be their home language and, except for one, all parents had children 
enrolled in schools administered by the Brandon School Division at the moment of the study. 
The following research questions were addressed using a qualitative embedded case study 
approach to gain a deep understanding of how Hispanic immigrant parents in the City of 
Brandon view their experiences with the issue of heritage language maintenance and bilingual 
education: 
1. How do Hispanic immigrant parents perceive the maintenance of Spanish as 
heritage language? 
2. What Hispanic immigrant parents view as challenges and difficulties in their 
effort to preserve Spanish as heritage language? 
3. How do Hispanic immigrant parents perceive their relationship with their 
children’s school and how the nature of this relationship impacts the home 
language maintenance among Hispanic immigrant children? 
4. What are some strategies that Hispanic immigrant parents are using in their 
homes to help their children to preserve Spanish as their native language? 
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5. What are parents’ perspectives of how the school’s authorities, teachers, and the 
community can support them in preserving the native language of their children 
and in making informed decisions regarding heritage language maintenance and 
bilingual education? 
I answered these research questions based on a rigorous inductive thematic analysis of 
semistructured one-on-one interviews with five parents from Colombia, El Salvador, and 
Honduras who immigrated to Brandon in connection to the recruitment of foreign workers made 
by Maple Leaf Foods company. I also gave answers to these questions based on the information 
collected in three semistructured focus group interviews with eleven parents, nine from these 
three mentioned nationalities (Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran) plus three non-
Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran parents.   
While pseudonyms were used to identify the five parents who participated in the 
semistructured one-on-one interviews, Colombian (Gabriela, Lucy, and Juan), Salvadoran 
(Daniel), and Honduran (Rosa), other participants in the focus group interviews from these 
nationalities are only identified in this chapter by their nationalities. The non-Colombian, 
Salvadoran, and Honduran parents who also took part in the focus group interviews and who 
were not interviewed individually, Sofía, from Chile, and Mayela and Dunia, from Cuba, are 
identified by pseudonyms.  
The Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran immigrant parents who participated in both 
(one-on-one interviews and focus group interviews) formed a primary embedded subunit and the 
findings from the data collected from this group are presented in the first section of the answer to 
each research question under the headline The Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran 
Participants. The findings from the data collected through the focus group interviews from 
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participants who do not belong to this group are presented in a separate section under the 
headline The non- Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran Participants. It is important to 
highlight that my main interest in this research were the experiences of immigrant parents 
associated with the recruitment process started by Maple Leaf Foods in the City of Brandon, 
therefore, the method of data collection used with these participants (one-on-one interviews) 
allowed the gather of a good quantity of data that is reflected in the extensive analysis of their 
experiences and perceptions presented in this chapter. In contrast, the decision to include in the 
study parents non-associated to the recruitment process started by this company responded to the 
purpose of having a point of comparison concerning their immigration experience. As a result, 
this chapter includes an analysis of their contributions during the focus group interviews without 
an extensive description of their experiences in heritage language maintenance and bilingual 
education, what can be the focus for future investigations.   
While the previous chapter described and discussed the research design, the instruments 
of data collection, analysis procedure, and the participants and their profiles, this chapter 
provides encompassing descriptions of the findings for each research question. For each, 
generative themes and subthemes, I presented a detailed analysis of the evidence and included a 
selection of exemplary quotes from the transcriptions of the interviews in Spanish and English so 
that each participant’s unique perception and voice can be shared as faithfully and accurately as 
possible.  
An Overview of the Parents’ Profile  
The Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran Participants   
Gabriela is a Colombian mother of three children with one child attending high school. 
She came to Canada with her children in 2010 to reunite with her husband who arrived in 2007 
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to work at Maple Leaf Foods. Gabriela does not speak English, and she does not work outside 
home. She lives with her husband and her children. The highest level of education that she 
completed was her high school degree. 
Lucy is a Colombian divorced mother of three children, two of them are attending 
elementary school while the third one attends high school. Lucy is 33 years old. She arrived in 
Canada with her three children in 2010 to reunite with a Colombian Maple Leaf Foods’s worker 
who came to Canada in 2007 and who was at that moment her husband. She described her 
English as very basic. She uses Spanish with her children. The highest level of education that she 
completed was her high school degree, but she received training as a paramedic in Colombia. 
Rosa is a single mother from Honduras with a child attending high school. She is from a 
rural town in Honduras. Maple Leaf Foods recruited her, and she arrived in Canada in 2009. She 
was separated from his son for four years. Her level of English is in her words “very little”. Rosa 
speaks Spanish with her son. By the moment of the interview, this mother was not working due 
to complications in her migration status. Rosa did not complete her high school diploma.  
Juan came from Colombia in 2007 to work at Maple Leaf Foods. He is the father of 
three children, two of which are high school students. Describing his level of English Juan said 
that he feels that he does not have enough English for a basic conversation. The higher level of 
education that he achieved in his home country was the elementary school.  
Daniel is a Salvadoran father of two children. His youngest son is attending elementary 
school, and the older graduated a year ago from high school. Daniel arrived in 2004 as a foreign 
temporary worker at Maple Leaf Foods. He completed grade 12 in Canada and finished a Health 
Assistant program at the Assiniboine Community College. He is currently working at the 
Brandon Hospital. His wife and his two children arrived in Canada in 2008. 
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Experiences and perceptions of heritage language maintenance and bilingual education 
are unique to each individual, and they are related to their personal history, social conditions, 
cultural background, education, family dynamics, and priorities. The in-deep understating of the 
experiences and views of these Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran immigrant parents about 
home language preservation and bilingual instruction can be only achieved by looking into their 
contexts and by considering collective aspects or what they have in common or share as a group.   
The way all these Hispanic parents view their life experiences in their home country 
reflects the paradoxical reality of many immigrants. On one side, they talk with emotional 
nostalgia about the beautiful landscapes, the good food, the celebrations, the family traditions 
that they used to enjoy in their countries and their love for the land that they left behind. On the 
other hand, their faces reflect sadness when they think about their living conditions and about the 
reasons that made them to immigrate. The following paragraph offers a general view of some 
pre-immigration conditions that this group of parents described during the interview about the 
factors that forced them to come to Canada.    
Unemployment and poverty were certainly push factors that motivated all these parents 
to come to Canada but also an increase in organized crime, gang violence, and institutional 
corruption. Parents from this group, particularly those from El Salvador and Honduras, 
emphatically commented that one of the main reasons that moved them to come to Canada was 
the presence of the organized crime and the danger that these groups represented for their 
children. This reason to immigrate expressed by all the parents is explained by studies that 
showed how youth participation in gangs and other organized forms of urban violence has 
undoubtedly increased as a direct consequence of marginalization; these offer an alternative form 
of social inclusion. As Soto and Trucco affirmed “when poverty is widespread, employment 
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options are limited, and the state and institutions are near absent, then many young people turn to 
their peer group in the barrio for a sense of inclusion. (Soto & Trucco, 2015). The lack of 
employment and low wages were also recurrent factors among all the members. In the case of 
Colombian parents, some of them commented that the armed conflict in their country was a main 
reason to leave their country.  
The Non-Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran Participants   
Sofia has been living in Brandon for four years. She is originally from Concepción, one 
of the largest urban conurbations of Chile considered as being part of the most heavily 
industrialized region in the country. In her home country, she was a dentist, and her husband was 
an engineer. She came to Brandon because the company where her husband worked in Chile 
offered him the opportunity to relocate him to a position in Virden, Manitoba. Sofia came with 
her husband through the Federal Skilled Worker program, and after two years they became 
Canadian permanent residents. She took the program English for Academic Purposes at Brandon 
University. Sofía currently works as an Educational Assistant for the Brandon School Division. 
She has two children attending elementary school at Brandon.  
Dunia is a Cuban mother of two children. She is originally from the province of Pinar 
Del Rio. In her country, she worked as English teacher. In 1997, she was part of an exchange to 
Canada where she spent a couple of months immersing herself in a temporary home in Neepawa. 
She was accepted into Manitoba’s Provincial Nominee Program, sponsored by the family she 
stayed with while on exchange in 1997. She was granted the permanent resident status before 
coming to Canada. Once Dunia settled, she pursued her teaching credentials in Canada while 
working as an Educational Assistant for the Brandon School Division. She went to Brandon 
University last year, where she majored in history and finished a Spanish test to obtain a minor 
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in her native language. After that, Dunia earned her teaching license and soon became a 
substitute teacher. 
Mayela is a mother who came from Pinar Del Rio, Cuba. She was a university professor 
in the field of Education in her country. She shares a similar experience of immigration with 
Dunia who is one of her best friends in the city. Mayela also arrived in Canada on exchange in 
1997. She returned to her country. Five years ago, she came to Canada through the Manitoba’s 
Provincial Nominee Program, sponsored by the family she stayed with in 1997. Mayela and her 
family received the permanent resident status before arriving in Canada. Once Mayela arrived in 
the city, she became very involved with the Hispanic community. She worked as a Spanish 
instructor for a program organized by the Brandon Latina Women’s Association. After that, she 
pursued her teaching credentials in Canada while working as an EA for the Brandon School 
Division. Mayela currently works as a substitute teacher for the Brandon School Division, and 
she is enrolled in the master program in Education at Brandon University.  
I. Parents’ Perceptions on Maintenance of their Children’s Heritage Language 
The Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran Participants. Hispanic immigrant parents 
from Colombia, El Salvador, and Honduras showed a shared favourable attitude towards the 
maintenance of Spanish. All of them declared to use Spanish as the only language they use to 
communicate with their children inside and outside of the home.  
These group of parents had similar perceptions about their native language. Only one 
parent from this group feel that his children are not experiencing the loss of their native 
language. They perceived Spanish as a) a fundamental value inside the Hispanic culture, b) as a 
way of maintaining family connections and unity, c) as a marker of identity, d) as a door opener, 
and e) as a means for academic achievement.  
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Spanish as a Fundamental Value for the Hispanic Culture. When asked about the role 
of their native language in their lives, some parents expressed that they do not seem Spanish just 
as a means of communication, but also as an aspect that represents their identification as 
Hispanos and as an element that establishes their difference from the majority culture. These 
findings suggested that for these Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran parents Spanish is an 
emblematic indicator of their perceived ethnicity. An emblematic indicator according to 
Kochman (1987) “are those racial and cultural features that serve an identity function 
or otherwise mark and maintain social boundaries between the in-group and the out-
group” (p. 220).     
The perceptions of Spanish by these parents seem to support the core value notion 
proposed by Smolicz (1999) who claimed that whenever the element of a group’s culture is 
directly associated with their identity as a group, the element concerned becomes a core value for 
the group. All participant parents perceived that their ethnic identity and their language are 
closely linked. Evidence of this connection and of the important role that Spanish has among 
these parents is reflected in the words of Rosa who commented: 
Que mis hijos hablen español me hace sentir que son parte de mí, que así vivan en 
Canadá son parte de mí porque nacieron de una mujer que habla español, así que siento 
que el día que mis hijos no hablen mi lengua no van a hacer mis hijos porque eso para 
mí es importantísimo, es una de las cosas más importantes en mi vida, saber que por 
nada del mundo, por más logros que obtengan en Canadá que siempre tengan en mente 
de dónde vienen ellos. 
The fact that my children talk to me in Spanish makes me feel that they are part of me, 
that even though they live in Canada, they are part of me because they were born from a 
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woman that speaks Spanish, so I feel that the day my children do not speak my language 
they are not going to be my children anymore because for me that is very important, it is 
one of the most important things in my life, knowing that for anything in the world, even 
though their many achievements in Canada, they will always have in mind where they 
come from.     
These parents believe that the maintenance of the Hispanic community’s identity in the 
City of Brandon was dependent on the Spanish language preservation. Thus, all these parents 
recognized Spanish as a central value to maintaining the Hispanic community in the city. They 
fear that if the future generations do not maintain the language, the Hispanic culture and the 
traditions will be not preserved.  
The anxiety experienced by these parents is understood given that core values are 
fundamentally crucial for the group’s continued viability and integrity. In this sense, Smolicz 
indicated that core values serve as pivots around which the whole social and identificational 
system of the group is organized. Thus, he claimed that removal of such pivots, through enforced 
modernization or assimilation to the dominant group, would cause the entire structure of the 
group to collapse (Smolicz, 1999). Despite the attachment that these parents affirmed to have for 
the Hispanic culture and the importance that they placed in the preservation of the home 
language, four of the five interviewed parents, Lucy, Rosa, Gabriela, and Juan, commented that 
their children were already losing their Spanish while only Daniel affirmed that his children were 
growing up bilingual.  
Home Language and Family. Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran parents perceived 
crucial the maintenance of Spanish for achieving family cohesion and unity. All the participants 
agreed they want their children to preserve their native language because Spanish is a way that 
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enables them to communicate better and stay connected with immediate and extended families. 
These parents are aware of what many studies highlight about the fact that once the home 
language is no longer spoken or understood by children with monolingual parents, it can be 
disruptive on family relations since most immigrant parents are only confident in their language 
(Pacini-Ketchabaw et al., 2001). When parents are unable to talk to their children, they may find 
difficult to solve conflicts and cannot convey to children their beliefs, values or wisdom about 
how to cope with their experiences. The perceptions of a Colombian mother who participated in 
the focus group interviews about the home language as a mean to maintain a functional family 
are in line with Fillmore (1991) who suggested that when parents lose the means for socializing 
and influencing their children, rifts develop, and families lose the intimacy that comes from 
shared beliefs and understanding. This mother believes that: 
Es importante mantener el español en nuestros hijos para comunicarnos mejor con ellos 
y solucionar conflictos en nuestra propia lengua porque es difícil comunicarse con ellos 
cuando no tenemos un buen inglés, si mi hija me discute en inglés y yo en español, la 
familia funcional que tenemos se va a acabar pronto. 
It is important to maintain the Spanish in our children to have a better communication 
with them and to solve conflicts in our own language because it is difficult to 
communicate with them when we do not have good English, if my daughter argues me in 
English and I do it in Spanish, the functional family that we have will end soon.   
There is a clear consensus about the critical role that the family and the home 
environment play in the process of preserving a heritage language (Pauwels, 2016). This 
observation was also made by Fishman (1965) who stressed the importance of the family and 
home as the alpha and omega for language maintenance, as he said: 
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In many studies of multilingual behavior, the family domain has proved to be very crucial 
one. Multilingualism often begins in the family and depends upon it for encouragement if 
not for protection. In other cases, multilingualism withdraws into the family domain after 
it has been displaced from other domains in which was previously encountered. (p.76)  
The perceptions of parents suggest that there is a strong connection between home 
language maintenance and familism. In the words of Guardado (2008) familism refers: 
to core values that emphasize loyalty to the nuclear and extended family as a unit and 
relying mainly on this family support. It can be described as strong feelings of 
identification and attachment of individuals with both their nuclear and extended 
families. (p. 210)  
Perceptions about familism have been also included studies on Hispanic/Latino ethnic 
identity in contexts of immigration (Umaña-Taylor, & Updegraff, 2007). Hispanic families are 
known for a high degree of familism, giving more emphasis to the importance of the family’s 
well-being instead of individual members. This collective family notion distinguishes Hispanic 
family from their non-Hispanic white counterparts who tend to endorse values of individualism 
(Arraiz, 2010). Values are important indicators of proximity with one’s ethnic group. However, 
it is necessary to be aware that there is not always a group’s consensus about what values and 
beliefs are typical of that ethnic group.    
Familism as a core value among Hispanic families has been documented in a wide body of 
studies especially in the field of psychology (Bacallao & Smokowski, 2007; Updegraff, Killoren, 
& Thayer, 2007). These studies have suggested that Hispanics exhibit a higher level of familism 
in comparison with other groups (Bacallao & Smokowski, 2007). For instance, in the United 
States, familism among Hispanic immigrant families has been described as a common feature as 
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these families often display more cohesion, intergenerational exchange, and family support than 
Anglo families (Reibman, 2002). Parents in this study perceived Spanish as necessary for 
promoting family unit and for maintaining long-term family relationships with other relatives in 
the home country. Parents also recognized that the communication with relatives in the home 
country was enriched when their children could understand and speak their native language. These 
findings are in line with Guardado (2008) who suggested that “families that participated in 
grassroots groups created spaces where they promoted values such as familism and saw aspects of 
family attachment, including family solidarity and family involvement, as a key in the maintenance 
of their home language” (p. 211). This family attachment and the desire to preserve the language 
to make stronger the ties with relatives is reflected in the words of Gabriela, a Colombian mother 
of three children, when she said:  
Yo creo que para todo ser humano es un gran beneficio tener uno o más idiomas dentro 
de su educación. Mis hijos tienen esta oportunidad aquí sin que les cueste mucho. Yo 
pienso que ellos deben conservar y mantener el español como debe ser, aprendiendo a 
escribir bien con su ortografía. Yo no espero que ellos escriban español perfectamente 
pero sí que lo hablen porque nosotros nos vinimos para acá y nos vinimos cinco, pero en 
Colombia tenemos todo el resto de familia y no es solamente para que se comuniquen 
con la familia también está la posibilidad de que mis hijos tengan que regresar a su país 
entonces para ellos va a ser muy importante porque van a necesitar un empleo porque 
necesitan simplemente comunicarse con otras personas. Para mí sí es muy importante 
que ellos no pierdan su español. 
I think that for any human being is a great benefit to speak one or more languages in his 
education. My children have that opportunity here without it being too difficult. I think 
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they should preserve and maintain the Spanish as it should be, by learning how to write 
with good orthography. I do not want them to write Spanish perfectly, but I want them to 
speak it because we came here as a group of five but we have the rest of the family in 
Colombia, and it’s not only for them to communicate with their family but there is the 
possibility that my children might have to return to their country, so it will be important, 
so they can have employment, so they can communicate with other people. To me, it is 
really important that they do not lose their Spanish. 
All these parents perceive the bilingual ability of their children as a benefit for the well-
being of the whole family as children adopt the roles of interpreters, translators, and English 
teachers for the rest of the members of the family who do not speak the mainstream language. 
Parents recognized the importance of language maintenance for the role that their children have 
as “language brokers” were children, in Baker’s words, “act as information and communication 
brokers, often ensuring the messages are socially and culturally translated” (Baker, 2011, p. 
110). Gabriela articulated the fear that their children were forgetting their native language and 
they were unable to help monolingual members of the family by providing this transfer of 
messages anymore.  
Yo siento que ellos han perdido muchísimo su español porque cuando nosotros llegamos, 
nosotros cogíamos a la niña y la llevabamos a una cita médica y la niña perfectamente le 
decía al doctor lo que nosotros queríamos que le transmitiera y luego la niña nos 
transmitía a nosotros lo que el doctor le decía. Ahora la niña ya no puede hacer eso. 
Entonces ahora la niña ya no sabe cómo decirnos en español lo que el doctor le dice, ya 
le cuesta mucho. Y hay muchas palabras que ella dice “mami, mami como se dice esto” y 
yo trato de preguntarle y de hacer que me diga lo que quiere interpretar. Esto afecta a la 
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familia y es muy triste para nosotros porque casi que dependemos de ellos para todo 
porque no hablamos mucho inglés.  
I feel they had lost a lot of their Spanish because when we first arrived we could take our 
daughter to a medical appointment and she would perfectly tell the doctor what we wanted 
to tell him and then she would tell us what the doctor said. Now she can’t do that. Now she 
doesn’t know how to tell us in Spanish what the doctor tells her, it’s very difficult for her. 
And there are many words that she asks: “Mom, mom, how do you say that?” And I try to 
ask her and to make her explain to me what she is trying to interpret. This affects the family, 
and it is very sad for us because we almost depend on them for everything because we 
don’t speak a lot of English.  
Rosa, a Honduran mother, explained that her son could no longer understand when 
members of her extended family use Spanish in Honduras. The same mother explained that her 
son was losing his ability and desire to speak Spanish. She associated this withdraw from the 
home language with the fact that his child was tired to be charged with the responsibility to 
interpret for her in her many medical appointments, having to miss a lot of school time. Some 
other parents complained about the attitude of their children toward Spanish as they refuse to 
interpreter or use their native language in public places. The perceptions of these parents support 
what some studies have evidenced about the pressure that immigrant children must face being in 
the middle of two cultures. These children might be experiencing what Baker described as the 
negative side of brokering (Baker, 2011). He affirmed that:  
Pressure is placed on children in language brokering: linguistic, emotional, social and 
attitudinal pressure. First, children may find an exact translation difficult to achieve as 
their language is still developing. Words often have multiple meanings making 
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interpretation far from a simple or straightforward process. Second, children may be 
hearing information (e.g. medical troubles, financial problems, arguments, and conflicts) 
that is the preserve of adults rather than children. Third, children may be expected to be 
adult-like when interpreting and child-like at all other times; to mix with adults when 
interpreting and ‘be seen and not heard’ with adults on other occasions. Four, there can 
be stress, fear and uncertainty for the child in providing an accurate and diplomatic 
interpretation (…). Fifth, seeing their parents in an inferior position may lead to children 
despising their minority language. Children may quickly realize when language brokering 
that the language of power, prestige and purse is the majority language. Negative 
attitudes to the minority language may result. (p.111)      
Some of the participants declared that they were aware of the stress and anxiety that their 
English limitations have caused in their children. Some of them also manifested that they noted 
in their children an attitude of disassociation from Hispanic cultural practices and rejection or 
reluctance to speak in Spanish after facing intrafamily conflicts, family disruption or after living 
a traumatic experience. There is a body of literature derived from clinical reports, which points 
to a pattern of family conflict during the family reunification phase (Glasgow & Gouse-Shees, 
1995; Sciarra, 1999; Suárez-Orozco, Bang & Kim, 2011). While several scholars have 
enumerated social, demographic, cultural, linguistic, and political factors as potential causes of 
language attrition among the younger generations from immigrant communities (Baker 2011; 
Fillmore 2009; Caldas & Caldas 2002), no references were found about a possible link between 
L1 attrition or negative sequalae in home language maintenance and experiences of separation, 
reunification and family disruption faced by several immigrant families in the Canadian context.  
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While empirical observations and the data collected among the Colombian, Salvadoran, and 
Honduran parents suggest a possible connexion between family disruption and a reluctant 
attitude among children toward the home language and culture, the small sample does not allow 
me to make interpretations of direct causality.  
What is evident not only from the data provided by the Colombian, Honduran, and 
Salvadoran participants in this study but also from what I have witnessed as a member of the 
Hispanic community in Brandon for around nine years and as a member of the Brandon Latina 
Women’ Association, working with women who were victims of violence and intrafamilial 
conflicts, is the high level of disruption among Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran families 
in the city. As an example, three of the five parents interviewed individually (Lucy, Rosa, and 
Juan) went through divorce or separation from their partners during the immigration process. 
These observations are in keeping with research on experiences of separation and reunification 
of immigrant families (Boti & Bautista, 1999; Simpao, 1999; Suárez-Orozco, Todorova, & 
Louie, 2002; Suárez-Orozco, Bang & Kim, 2011). The analysis that these academics have made 
of the complex phenomenon of separation and reunification in other contexts of immigration aid 
to understand ruptures of families that the immigration process has caused in the City of 
Brandon. As Suárez-Orozco, Todorova, & Louie, (2001) affirmed: 
The concurrent demise of marital relationship may occur in tandem with migration. The 
anticipation of the immigration may cause relationships to rupture prior to immigration 
and, in other cases, a break in the marital relationship may precipitate a parent journey 
abroad in search of stable income (Simpao, 1999). At times, following protracted 
separations, once the families reunite, the links in the marital dyad may be so weakened 
that the relationship comes apart in the new context; women may become significantly 
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more independent, affairs may have occurred, or the more recently arrived parent may find 
the adjustment difficult (Boti & Bautista, 1999). Hence it is a challenge to sort through 
which are the problems that arise out of the immigration-related separation and those that 
develop because of the marital separation. (p. 14) 
Parents recognized that for them the preservation of Spanish by their children represents 
a big benefit for themselves because they feel dependent on their children for language 
brokering. Some of them perceived that, by refusing to use their native language, children use 
this as a strategy to put pressure in their parents and force them to learn English by themselves. 
The feelings of these parents agree with what Baker describes as a positive outcome of language 
brokering affirming that “when parents become dependent on their children for language 
brokering, it may take the family more close, trusting and integrated. Such language brokering is 
a lifetime for the many parents who have to hand over much power to their children (Baker, p. 
111)”. However, some parents view this strategy as a sign of a diminished parental authority 
confirming Baker words “Yet it may make parents aware of their own language inadequacies, 
resulting in feeling of frustration and resentment, particularly in language minorities cultures 
where children are expected to stay in a subordinate position for a long time (Baker, p. 111)”. 
Lucy articulates this strategy used by her children in saying:  
A pesar de que aquí se nos brinda la oportunidad de estudiar, hasta que logre hablar en 
inglés uno puede hacer de todo, pero hasta que eso no pase sigo dependiendo de la persona 
que habla por uno. En mi caso antes era mi exesposo hasta que nos separamos. Mis hijos 
ya casi no me ayudan a hablar afuera. Ellos dicen que no saben cómo decirme tal cosa en 
español. Ellos me dicen: “No, tú tienes que hacerlo”. Antes mi exesposo le enojaba que yo 
no pudiera y entonces él me corría y se ponía a hablar él mientras que mis hijos no hacen 
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eso. De hecho, hay veces que me dejan hablando sola y ellos se dan la vuelta y se van y 
entonces me ha tocado por obligación o aprender o aprender. 
Although here we have the opportunity of studying, not until we can fully speak English 
one can do everything. Until that happens I will still depend on the person that speaks on 
my behalf. In my case that was my ex-husband until we separated. My children do not help 
me much now to speak out there. They say that they don´t know how to say some things in 
Spanish. They tell me: “No, you have to do it” Before my ex-husband would get mad when 
I could not speak, and then he would run and speak. My children do not do that. Actually, 
sometimes, they just leave me speaking by myself. They just turn away and go, so then I 
have had to learn by obligation.   
The connection between family and language preservation was certainly and important 
matter to each participant, but it was an emotional an sensitive topic as well. The following 
testimony of Lucy, a Colombian mother, provides evidence of the tensions at home that many of 
these children must witness, and of the connection that this mother does between intrafamilial 
conflicts and the changes in the attitudes of her children toward the home language. As Lucy 
reflected on my question about if she has notes any changes in the home language skills of her 
children, she unveiled a dramatic sequence of events:    
Yo siento que a mis hijos los afectó mucho todo lo que pasó entre mi esposo y yo, hasta 
su deseo de hablar en español cambió. Se volvieron más reservados y solo queriendo 
hablar inglés entre ellos. Mi esposo y yo duramos juntos un año y dos meses después de 
que yo llegué aquí. Yo creo que él cambió porque nosotros nos casamos muy jóvenes. Yo 
iba cumplir 18 años y yo ya estaba embarazada y él tenía 22 años. Yo creo que fue un 
choque para él la noticia de mi embarazo. Él apenas estaba disfrutando de haber salido 
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de los 18 años y yo llegué y le dije que estaba embarazada. Él llegó aquí y estuvo dos 
años solo. Aquí tenía plata, tenía soledad, tenía amigos, tenía todo lo que él podía 
adquirir. Mientras que cuando estaba en Colombia él tenía que trabajar y estar con la 
familia. Allá también había sido mujeriego, pero no al grado que llegó aquí. Cuando yo 
llegué, él se sintió como frustrado. Cuando nosotros estábamos en Colombia y él aquí, él 
nos decía que nos extrañaba mucho y que amaba muchísimo a los niños, pero cuando yo 
llegué, yo creo que sintió la frustración de saber que se le había terminado su libertad. Si 
él iba salir yo le preguntaba ¿Para dónde vas si estás con tu familia? Si él iba hacer algo 
y me decía “me voy con mis amigos”, yo le decía ¡y qué hay de tu familia nosotros 
estamos acá! Él trabajaba toda la semana y el viernes me decía “yo llego tarde” pero el 
sábado yo quería que me sacara, yo quería conocer y él quería estar con los amigos. Yo 
le reclamaba “usted decidió tener una vida y ahora llegamos nosotros y le frustramos 
esa vida.” Él ya tenía otra mujer aquí con la que tuvo que romper cuando nosotros 
llegamos. Él duró un mes comportándose sensatamente, entonces yo pensaba que no era 
cierto lo que la otra gente a mí me decía, pero con el pasar del tiempo ya me empezaron 
a llegar los rumores. Si él salía con nosotros él se asustaba y me decía que no hablara 
con ciertas personas. Prácticamente me decía que no hablara con nadie. Entonces yo 
empecé a darme cuenta de que las cosas sí eran como la otra gente decía y él ya no lo 
podía ocultar. Él empezó a cambiar. Los sábados estaba con nosotros por el día, pero en 
la noche se perdía. Las discusiones comenzaron después de un mes. Yo en Colombia no 
era celosa pero aquí sí. Si él llegaba tarde de trabajar yo le preguntaba dónde estaba. 
Tal vez en Colombia yo tenía mi mente ocupada y yo estaba en mi trabajo, tenía mis 
cosas y el poco tiempo que tenía era para mis hijos y a él le dedicaba el tiempo que le 
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podía dedicar. Yo no tenía tiempo para estar pensando que él estaba con otra mujer. 
Mientras que aquí yo tenía demasiado tiempo libre. Entonces la cabeza me empezó a dar 
vueltas y más que no llegaba y las personas hablaban. La relación se volvió demasiado 
agobiante. Él llegó a golpearme muchas veces. Yo le reclamaba y él reaccionaba 
horrible. Antes la plata le alcanzaba para pasar tomando un fin de semana pero ya con 
familia aquí, la plata no alcanza y entonces me decía “¡Por qué no me ayudas!” “¡Por 
qué no te pones a trabajar!”. Cuando empecé a trabajar me reclamaba que yo no le 
ayudaba, pero sí separábamos los gastos y aun así a él no le alcanzaba. Eso fue mucho 
para él. Yo fui la que tomé la decisión. Yo me dije a mi misma “si yo no me separo, me va 
a matar” por qué se ponía muy violento cada vez que yo le decía que algo hacía falta en 
la casa. Nosotros teníamos que enviar dinero a nuestros papás y si él se emborrachaba 
un fin de semana ya no alcanzaba. Yo quería salir con los niños y él decía que no había 
plata para eso. Entonces yo le decía que yo lo invitaba, pero entonces él siempre quería 
que lo invitara y que pagara yo y si yo decía que no, él se ponía furioso. Al principio a él 
le importaba que los niños escucharan las discusiones y tratábamos de salir a discutir 
afuera pero después ya no le importó. Cuando los niños no estaban él se ponía más 
violento, me empujaba y me pegaba. A lo último, ya los niños escuchaban todo. La última 
vez cuando yo decidí llamar a la policía e irme para el refugio fue porque el casi me 
mata. Me cogió en el piso y me golpeaba y los niños gritaban. Ellos le pedían que 
parara, que estaba matando a su mamá. Él me dio una patada y me reventó el ojo y me 
salió demasiada sangre y los niños tuvieron que ver todo eso. Mientras me golpeaba yo 
sólo pensaba que ya no iba permitir más eso, que no quería que mi niño pequeño 
continuara viendo eso. Mientras me pegaba yo volteé a mirar a mi hijo, mi ex esposo 
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comenzó a apretarme el cuello y yo perdí el conocimiento. Cuando desperté lo primero 
que vi fue a mi hijo con la cabeza entre sus piernas y gritando. La niña tenía el teléfono 
en la mano y le gritaba a mi esposo que iba llamar a la policía, que se fuera. Cuando 
llegaron los policías mi hija les contó lo que pasaba. Yo le pedí que les dijera que yo me 
quería devolver para mi país y que no quería estar más acá y yo le repetía eso los 
policías. Yo ya no aguantaba más. Yo salía del trabajo a la casa y llegaba y escondía los 
niños. Los ponía cerca de mí. Ya yo no podía estar al lado de él. Yo sentía que en 
cualquier momento me iba matar.   
I feel that my children were greatly affected by everything that happened between my 
husband and I, even their desire to speak in Spanish had changed. They became more 
reserved and just wanting to speak English among themselves. My husband and I lasted 
together a year and two months after I arrived here. I think he changed because we got 
married very young. I was going to turn 18 and was already pregnant, and he was 22 
years old. I think it was a shock to him the news of my pregnancy. He was just enjoying 
being over 18 years old, and I got over there and told him I was pregnant. He came here 
and was two years alone. Here he had money, he had solitude, he had friends, he had 
everything he could want. When he was in Colombia, he had to work and be with the 
family. There he had also been a womanizer, but not to the extent as when he came here. 
When I came, he felt frustrated. When we were in Colombia and he was here, he told us 
that he missed us a lot and that he loved the children very much, but when I came, I think 
he felt the frustration of knowing that his freedom had ended. If he was going out, I 
would ask him: Where are you going if your family is here? If he was going to do 
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something he would say “I’m going with my friends”, I would tell him “and what about 
your family? we are here!” 
He worked all week, and on Fridays, he would say, “I’ll be back late” but on Saturdays, I 
wanted him to take me out, I wanted to get to know the place, and he wanted to be with 
his friends. I would tell him “you decided to have a life and now that we came we 
frustrated your life.” He already had another woman here with whom he had to break up 
when we got here. He lasted a month behaving sensibly, so I thought what other people 
told me was not true, but with the passing of time the rumors began to come. If he went 
out with us he would freak out and tell me not to talk to certain people. He practically 
told me not to talk to anyone. Then I began to realize that things were like how other 
people said they were and he could no longer hide it. He began to change. On Saturdays 
he was with us during the day, but at night he would disappear. The discussions began 
after one month. I was not jealous in Colombia but here I was. If he came late from work, 
I would ask him where he was. Maybe in Colombia, I had my mind occupied with my 
job, I had my things and the little time I had was for my children and the time I dedicated 
to my husband was the time I could dedicate to him. I did not have time to be thinking 
that he was with another woman. While here I had so much free time. Then my head 
started spinning more and more. The relationship became too overwhelming. He came to 
hit me many times. I would argue with him and he reacted horribly. Before, the money 
was enough to spend on a weekend but with family here, the money was not enough and 
then he would say “Why don’t you help me!” “Why don’t you go and work!”. When I 
started working, he complained that I did not help him, but when we separated the 
expenses and even then, he did not have enough. That was a lot for him. I was the one 
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who made the decision. I said to myself “if I do not separate from him, he will kill me” 
because he would get very violent every time I would tell him that something was needed 
in the house. We had to send money to our parents and if he got drunk one weekend it 
was not enough anymore. I wanted to go out with the kids and he said there was no 
money for that. Then I told him that I would invite him, but then he always wanted me to 
invite him and to pay for him and if I said no, he would get angry. At first, he did not 
want the children listening to the discussions, so he tried to go outside to discuss but 
after, he did not care anymore. When the children were not around he got even more 
violent, he pushed and hit me. At the end, the children listened to everything. The last 
time I decided to call the police and go to the shelter was because he almost killed me. He 
got me on the floor and beat me up and the children screamed. The children cried and 
asked him to stop, that he was killing their mother. He kicked me, and he hurt my eye and 
there was so much blood and the kids saw all of that. While he was hitting me, I just 
thought that I would not allow this anymore, that I did not want my little boy to continue 
seeing that. While he was hitting me, I turned to look at my son, my ex-husband began to 
squeeze my neck and I lost consciousness. When I woke up the first thing I saw was my 
son with his head between his legs and screaming. The girl had the phone in her hand and 
exclaimed to my husband that she was going to call the police, that he had to leave. When 
the police came, my daughter told them what was happening. I asked her to tell them that 
I wanted to return to my country and that I did not want to be here anymore, and I 
repeated that to the police. I could not stand it anymore. I would leave work to go to the 
house and hide the children. I had them close to me. I could not be next to him anymore. I 
felt that he would kill me at any moment. 
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The case of Lucy highlights several social, economic, and emotional elements and 
illustrates the complexity of the experiences of separation and reunification of immigrant 
families in the city. The withdraw of the children from the Hispanic language and culture and the 
experience of intrafamily violence and disruption as a result of the immigration process 
described by Lucy is reflective of other similar experiences shared by the other participants. 
While attrition studies in North America, such as the Schmid’s (2002) investigation of 
Holocaust survivors, have demonstrated that a language system changes with traumatic changing 
life circumstances and that a ‘negative attitude’ towards native language probably results in a 
more rapid loss of L1, this study found that further research is needed to establish the extent to 
what factors such as family disruption, intrafamilial conflicts, and traumatic experiences 
negatively affect home language maintenance among Hispanic immigrant children in the 
Canadian context. Another issue related family and language use reported by these parents was 
the fear of being excluded from participating in family activities and celebrations due the lack of 
Spanish. This idea of the language as a boundary between those who speak Spanish and those 
who do not is perhaps better articulated by Daniel: 
Muchas veces como padres cometemos el error de que vienen acá y solo inglés se les habla 
a los niños. En muchos casos está bien porque esa es la lengua de aquí pero no cuando se 
pierde la lengua natal. Nosotros también tenemos familia aquí en Canadá en Alberta y la 
mayoría hablamos español, pero hay como tres hijos de mi hermana que no hablan español 
y se quedan sin saber nada o entender nada cuando nos reunimos. Se sientan aparte y 
nadie de la familia les habla. Ellos crecieron aquí y viendo lo que pasó con ellos no 
queremos que esto les pase a nuestros hijos también entonces nosotros pusimos una regla 
en casa, en la casa español, de las puertas para fuera inglés.  
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Often, as parents, we do the mistake of teaching talking to our children in English only, 
when they come here. In many cases it is ok because it is the language here but not when 
you are losing your mother tongue. We also have family here in Canada in Alberta, and 
most of them speak Spanish. There are like three of my sister’s children who do not speak 
Spanish, and they are left without understanding anything when we get together. They sit 
apart and nobody in the family talks to them. They grew up here and seeing what happened 
to them, we do not want that this happens to our children too, so we made a rule at home: 
“outdoors we speak English, indoors we speak Spanish.” 
These parents also perceived that the ability of their children to communicate in Spanish 
is strongly affected by the absence of other relatives and older members such as grandparents. In 
a context of immigration, several studies have demonstrated the relationship that exists between 
heritage language preservation and the presence of grandparents and other members of the 
extended family (Guardado, 2002). Anne Pauwels (2016) pointed out that “Grandparents, in 
particular, have played and continue to play a major role in heritage or minority language 
maintenance. In many cultures, they play a significant role in child rearing by having daily 
contact with their grandchildren” (p.124). According to this scholar, this connection is explained 
because in such contexts many younger and older children tend to make an effort to use the 
native language with the older generation, especially when these older members of the family do 
not have proficiency in the majority language (Pauwels, 2016).    
Language as a Marker of Identity. Parents from the Colombian, Salvadoran, and 
Honduran immigrant community perceive the home language as an important boundary marker 
with their ethnic Hispanic identity. They believe that speaking Spanish is a significant part of 
what makes them feel Hispanic or Latino in the context of immigration where they live, together 
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with other elements such as traditions, food, celebrations, among others. The views of these 
parents are in consonance with Baker’s (Baker, 2011) observation of language as one of 
strongest symbols of identity and as “one feature or marker amongst many that makes up our 
constructed, shifting and hybrid identity” (p.398). Furthermore, Baker (2000), argued that 
“Having ‘ethnic identity’, seeing oneself as Cuban, Chinese, Latino or Latvian, is essentially a 
self-perception. It depends on people attributing to themselves a group identity that collectively 
expresses historical roots and cultural continuity. It is a belief in belonging” (p. 58). 
Scholars have demonstrated that ethnic minorities who acquired ethnic group 
membership are also likely to have positive feelings about their ethnic identity and native 
language, which leads to the preservation of the home language (Tse, 1998). Park (2013) 
affirmed that “with regard to ethnic group membership, language is often referred as one of the 
most important factors for the maintenance of ethnic group membership in multilingual 
situations” (p.38). 
Participants commented that they feel the need to encourage their children to maintain 
their native language because they believe that Spanish is a marker for their Hispanic ethnic 
identity. These findings supported previous studies that found a correlation between language 
maintenance and a strong attachment to Hispanic ethnic identity in the Canadian context (Abdi, 
2009; Baergen, 2007; Guardado, 2002, 2008; Pacini-Ketchabaw et al.). For instance, Guardado 
(2002) in his study with parents of four Hispanic families about their children’s loss and 
maintenance in Vancouver revealed that Hispanic parents have a strong commitment to the 
transmission of Spanish to their children and the promotion of a strong ethnolinguistic identity.  
In line with Guardado’s findings, the Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran parents 
commented that having Spanish allows their children to keep ties with other members of the 
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Hispanic community and participate in activities where the Hispanic identity is celebrated. 
Besides, these parents are aware that knowing Spanish could facilitate the expansion of 
immigrant children’s ranges of identities and their access to a broader world (Norton, 2000). By 
imagining their children connected to people and relatives in Colombia, El Salvador, and 
Honduras, these parents affirmed that they feel a sense of community with individuals their 
children do not know.  
All the interviewed parents expressed their wiliness to maintain the mother tongue as a 
way to preserve and show their cultural heritage. These parents felt that there is a strong 
connection between language, culture and identity and that by preserving their native language 
children honor their culture and their roots. As Juan said: “A mí me gustaría que el español no se 
perdiera, es muy bonito hablar español y creo que mis hijos deben de mantenerlo, no perderlo, 
porque es parte de nuestra identidad como hispanos.”: “I would like that Spanish doesn’t get 
lost and I think my children should keep it. They shouldn’t lose it because it is part of our 
identity as Hispanics.” 
Language Maintenance as a Door Opener. Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran 
parents perceived home language preservation as fundamental because, according to them, they 
are aware of the many advantages that bilingualism has for their children, especially those that 
are associated with labor opportunities and socioeconomic growing. A plethora of studies that 
has confirmed the benefits of maintenance and development of heritage languages and 
bilingualism agree with these parents’ views. Research in bilingualism and language learning 
highlights the cognitive and social advantages of speaking more than one language (Garcia, 
2009). The perspectives of the parents reinforce what many studies in the Canadian context have 
found about the understanding that Hispanic immigrant parents have of the myriad advantages of 
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bilingualism (Abdi, 2009; Arraiz, 2010; Baergen, 2007; Guardado, 2008; Pacini-Ketchabaw et 
al., 2001). All the parents expressed the belief that bilingualism would provide future economic 
opportunities for their children.  
All the Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran participants interviewed individually 
recognized that they were not very aware or informed about the cognitive advantages of 
bilingualism and language maintenance. In contrast, all of them affirmed to be conscious about 
the socioeconomic advantages that speaking more than one language represents in the future of 
their children. They view the preservation of the mother tongue as an asset, especially, regarding 
jobs opportunities without perceiving the preservation of the home language as a threat to the 
economic growth of their children. The parents’ perceptions disagree with in-favor 
assimilationist perspectives that view the native language as a problem or as a barrier for 
immigrants to succeed in the mainstream culture. These parents do not share the same 
perspectives that have been reported on other immigrant parents in the Canadian context. For 
instance, Chow (2001) found that parents in his study were in line with the idea that because new 
immigrants seek out their ethnic communities in the new society, and since opportunities for 
mobility and economic success are fewer and farther between within smaller ethnic enclaves, 
social mobility, and success are put even further out of reach because newcomers immerse 
themselves in the community, culture, and language. In contrast, Colombian, Honduran, and 
Salvadoran parents expressed how economically and socially valuable will be the privilege to be 
bilingual in a country where the Spanish language is becoming more spoken, and where the 
Hispanic community is continuously growing. As this Colombian father commented: 
Para mí que ellos mantengan el español es muy importante porque uno nunca sabe si 
tenemos que regresar a Colombia y que tal olvidar todo el idioma y la otra gente no nos 
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va a entender. Es importante tenerlo. Mis hijos entre ellos hablan una mezcla de inglés y 
español. Yo sé que el español les va a servir en el futuro como segunda lengua para 
desenvolverse mejor en el trabajo y donde quiera que vayan tener los dos idiomas va a 
ser algo muy bueno. Eso abre puertas.  
To me, it is very important that they keep the Spanish because you never know. We might 
have to return to Colombia and how about forgetting the language and people not 
understanding us? It’s important to have it. My children speak a mix of Spanish and 
English. I know the Spanish will help them in the future as their second language to 
perform better at work and wherever they go they will have the two languages and it’s 
going to be a very good thing. That opens doors.  
All the participants agree about the advantages of bilingual ability as a strength for 
achieving success in the Canadian society. The participants’ comments in this study demonstrate 
that they understand the value of bilingualism as a form of capital used to “negotiate social 
goods and benefits” (Garcia, 2009, p.97).  
The comments of some parents reflect that in some way they perceive the bilingualism in 
their children as obligatory. They are aware that their children need to manage the mainstream 
and the native language because, in the parents’ own words, “we are immigrants and we need to 
communicate with them.” This perception is consonance with the arguments of Garcia (2009) 
who distinguish between optional and obligatory bilingualism, saying: 
As far as educating their children, bilingually, dominant groups often have a choice. 
Their bilingualism is optional. And their children are bilingually educated in bilingual 
schools where children acquired a second language not to replace, but to add to their own 
linguistic repertoire. These students can then become fully bilingual and biliterate. In 
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contrast, non-dominant groups have not choice but to become bilingual in order to 
interact with the powerful group. Thus, their bilingualism is obligatory, but their children 
are most often educated in monolingual schools that cater to the dominant group. Thus, 
their bilingualism is subtractive, and eventually leads to sift to the dominant language. 
Sometimes, if they are fortunate, these children receive some kind of bilingual education. 
But […] this education is most often transitional and temporary. (p.103)    
These parents viewed their children’s future through the lens of their own lives, which 
included limited education, strenuous work, and economic limitations. Their commitment toward 
language preservation comes from their desire of having a better life for their children. 
Reflecting on their own struggles for not speaking English, Juan, a Colombian father who works 
at Maple Leaf Foods expressed that he does not wish to have his children experience the same 
situations that he encountered when he came to Canada. He said: 
Yo quiero que mis hijos sean bilingües. Es importante para ellos ser bilingües en esta 
ciudad. Aquí hay muchos hispanos que no hablan inglés y muchos puestos de trabajo donde 
se necesitan personas bilingües. Yo no quiero que mis hijos sufran lo mismo que yo sufrí 
por no saber inglés. Si yo manejara los dos idiomas podría tener un trabajo diferente al 
de Maple Leaf. Yo no quiero ese futuro para mis niños. 
I want my children to be bilingual. It is important for them to be bilingual in this city.  
There is a lot of Hispanic people in this city. Many of them do not speak English and there 
are many jobs in need of bilingual people. I don’t want my children to suffer the same I 
suffered for not knowing English. If I would speak both languages I could have a job 
different than Maple Leaf. I do not want that future for my children.  
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These parents were also concerned about the possibility of having to return to their home 
country without mastering the language. Rosa, for example, recognized the value of Spanish in 
this sense. For her, the knowledge of Spanish is vital for the security of her son when returning 
to the home country. Thinking in the violent context of Honduras, she envisioned the 
maintenance of Spanish as a protection for her son when visiting her home country someday: 
Si claro que es importante porque pienso en cuando vayamos a Honduras, si él comienza 
a hablar en inglés va a hacer grave el problema porque si la gente mala lo oye hablando 
inglés hasta lo pueden matar o lo pueden secuestrar creyendo que es algún rico o hijo de 
algún rico. La verdad que no me gustaría que perdiera su español. Me gustaría que 
dominara a los dos idiomas. Yo sé que si mi hijo no mantiene su español, a él lo podrían 
matar o secuestrar cuando visitemos a nuestra familia en Honduras. Él va a sonar como 
extranjero y las pandillas pensarán que nosotros tenemos dinero.  
Yes, of course that is important for me because I think that if we go to Honduras, if he 
starts to talk in English that is going to be a big problem because if bad people hear him 
talking in English, they can kill or kidnap him believing that he is someone rich or the son 
of some rich person. The truth is that I would not like that he would lose his Spanish. I 
would like that he would master the two languages. If my child does not maintain his 
Spanish, he could get killed or kidnaped when he visits family in Honduras. He will sound 
like a foreign and gangs will think we have money. 
Home Language Preservation as a Means for Academic Achievement. All participants 
were unanimous in their view that the bilingual ability of their children and the L1 retention 
could be a positive factor in their academic performance. All of these parents agreed with the 
idea that the inclusion of Spanish in the school’ curriculum fosters academic success for their 
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children. In this sense, these parents view home language as a resource (Ruiz 1998). Their views 
are also in accordance with a big corpus of studies indicating that the maintenance of primary 
language can support the acquisition of English and enhance academic achievement (Cummins, 
2001; Schecter & Bayley, 2002; Hudson & Smith, 2001; Lindholm & Aclan, 1991). When asked 
if they believe that instruction in the native language of their children could reinforce the 
learning of English as an additional language or the understanding of other school subjects, 
parents expressed that children would benefit from the ability of the teachers to give them 
instruction in Spanish, especially in subjects such as mathematics and sciences.  
There was no data found evidencing that these Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran 
parents could view the preservation of the home language as a threat or interference to the 
English learning and academic achievement of their children as it has been reported in other 
studies on language maintenance (Becker, 2013). Several parents expressed the belief that a 
bilingual class and bilingual teacher is needed for supporting children’ instruction in schools. 
Lucy’ statement ilustrates this belief: 
Sería muy útil que hubiera un programa que les refuerce la parte académica mediante el 
español. Especialmente cuando ellos llegan aquí. Por ejemplo, en materias como 
literatura si el niño dice que no entiende algo en literatura me parece que si se lo 
explican en español van a ayudarle mucho con eso. Sería muy útil porque recién llegan 
es muy difícil para ellos. Al principio lo que más se les oye decir es “no entiendo” y ellos 
tienen que coger el ritmo muy rápido. Al principio fue muy difícil a nivel académico con 
mi hija. Ella era el número uno y estaba entre los mejores alumnos en Colombia y acá 
bajo sus notas mucho por el inglés y eso fue muy difícil para mí porque yo era la que 
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estaba pendiente de las notas de ella. En lo único que mantuvo sus buenas notas fue en 
matemáticas porque una compañera que hablaba español le ayudaba.  
It would be useful if there were a program that reinforce the academic part using Spanish. 
Especially when they get here. For example, in subjects such as literature if the child says 
he does not understand, I think if they explain it in Spanish they would help him a lot. It 
would be very useful because when they first come it is very difficult for them. At the 
beginning, you hear them saying “I do not understand”, and they have to get the beat of 
things very fast. At the beginning, it was very hard in terms of the academic level with 
my daughter. She was number one, and she was among the best students in Colombia, 
and here she went down on her marks because of the English, and that was very hard for 
me because it was me who was looking after her marks. The only subject she had good 
marks was mathematics because a classmate who knew Spanish would help her.  
As some parents stated, children who recently have arrived in the country or those 
immigrant students with low English proficiency are the most in need of Spanish instruction and 
bilingual teachers. Some parents remarked how meaningful was for them and for their children 
the support of teachers who in some way used Spanish to reinforce the learning process, as Juan 
said: 
El choque cultural ha sido una de las cosas más difíciles para ellos. Cuando ellos vinieron 
se encontraron con un idioma diferente y yo trataba de que ellos no se sintieran mal. Yo sí 
sé que la escuela les ayudó mucho en ese tiempo y hasta hoy les ha ayudado bastante. 
Había un profesor que era muy bueno, era excelente porque les hablaba un poco de 
español cuando ellos no entendían. Él también es profesor de inglés y él siempre me decía 
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en español cosas buenas de Valeria como que le había ido muy bien tal día y que iba 
mejorando en el inglés.  
The cultural shock has been one of the most difficult things for them. When they came they 
found a different language, and I tried for them not to feel bad. I know that the school 
helped them a lot and until today it has helped them a lot. There was a teacher that was 
really good. He was excellent because he would talk to them in Spanish when they did not 
understand. He is also an English teacher, and he always told me in Spanish those good 
things about Valeria and how she had done better and how she was improving her English.  
The thoughts of the interviewed Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran participants 
illustrate the parents’ positive perception toward the maintenance of Spanish and their 
expectations seeing their children become capable of communicating in their mother tongue and 
the mainstream language. In general, these parents perceived Spanish as part of their cultural 
capital and wish for their children to maintain their heritage language to secure their ethnic 
identity and family ties, as well as to obtain better opportunities in the future. If it is true that the 
opinions of parents reflect their concern about the need of their children to learn English, any of 
the parents interviewed was opposed to the idea of her/his children receiving instruction in 
Spanish at school.   
The Non-Colombian, Honduran and Salvadoran Participants. Mayela, Dunia, and 
Sofia were unanimous in the importance of maintaining the home language of their children. 
Two of them commented that they use Spanish to communicate with their children in daily basis. 
Mayela and Sofia reported high level of success maintaining Spanish in their children, while 
Dunia’s mentioned that her children communicate with her mainly in English. These three 
mothers view the maintenance of Spanish as a fundamental aspect of the Hispanic identity of 
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their children. Mayela explained how she perceives the relationship between the definition of 
Hispano and the Spanish language:  
Soy cubana y vine a Canadá hace cinco años. Desde que llegué he tratado de preservar 
mi lengua que es el español todo lo que podido. Aquí hay dos elementos que son 
cruciales desde mi punto de vista para entender la importancia del mantenimiento de 
nuestra lengua. El primer elemento es la definición de hispano y el otro, el elemento 
lingüístico que es en este caso en español. Cuando yo digo que me siento orgullosa de 
ser hispana, en mi caso, pienso en esa definición cómo grupo étnico, como un grupo o 
grupos de herencia localizados una región del mundo, y que además se distinguen por 
ser diferentes de otros grupos de otros lugares del mundo. Pienso en un grupo 
obviamente con una historia que nos ha marcado, una historia de conquista, de 
desarrollo como naciones, como países. La lengua es parte de esa historia, así que hay 
una relación estrecha entre una cosa y la otra. Por tal razón el hablar español nos hace 
sentir diferentes, incluso a veces hasta sentirnos superiores con respecto a otras culturas. 
Nuestra historia nos hace sentir orgullosos y también el idioma que hablamos. Nosotros 
usamos el español como vehículo de comunicación, pero también lo usamos como 
vehículo de preservación de nuestra cultura, tanto dentro como fuera de nuestros países 
y eso es lo que estamos haciendo algunos, como lo hecho en mi caso, con mi familia 
preservar el español el que estoy muy orgullosa porque es un idioma bien complicado 
con estructuras desde el punto de vista lingüístico muy complejas. Cuando nos hemos 
expuesto a un tiempo prolongado sin el uso correcto de esas estructuras lingüísticas, 
como ha sido el caso de muchos aquí, lo que pasa es que comenzamos a perder la 
lengua. 
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I am Cuban, and I came to Canada five years ago. Since I arrived, I have tried to preserve 
my language, which is Spanish, as much as I could. Here are two elements, from my 
point of view, that are crucial to understand the importance of the maintenance of our 
language. The first element is the definition of Hispanic and the second one is the 
linguistic element that is in this case in Spanish. When I say that I am proud of being 
Hispanic, in my case, I think of that definition as an ethnic group, as a group or heritage 
groups located in a region of the world, and that also distinguish themselves by being 
different from other groups from other places in the world. I think in a group, obviously, 
with a history that has marked us, a history of conquest, of development as nations, as 
countries. Language is part of that history, so there is a close relationship between one 
thing and the other. For this reason, speaking Spanish makes us feel different, sometimes 
even feeling superior to other cultures. Our history makes us feel proud and also the 
language we speak. We use Spanish as a way of communication, but we also use it as a 
way to preserve our culture, both inside and outside of our countries and that is what 
some of us are doing, as in my case, with my family to preserve Spanish which I am very 
proud of because it is a very complicated language with very complex structures from the 
linguistic point of view. When we have been exposed to a prolonged time without the 
correct use of these linguistic structures, as has been the case of many here, what happens 
next is that we begin to lose the language. 
Mayela views her language and culture as something to be proud. She believes that the 
Spanish language and Hispanic identity are interrelated. This belief in “proudness” is significant 
because as Wurm (2002) affirmed “one of the most important factors for the maintenance and 
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reinvigoration of a threated language is the attitude of the speakers towards their own language 
and the importance which they attach to it as mayor symbol of their identity” (p. 11).  
As other parents in this study, Denia is making efforts to maintain the home language, 
however, she perceived that the age of her children was a factor that affects language 
preservation. It has been found that the age of the immigrants influences in the attrition or 
maintenance of the native language (Pauwels, 2016) and that, in context of immigration, oldest 
age groups within the first generation displays the lowest level of language attrition. Dunia 
expressed her perception by saying: 
Yo llegué aquí con mis dos hijos. Uno de mis hijos llego aquí a los once años con buen 
español y lo ha mantenido, aunque ha sido a veces un poco difícil y mi otro hijo llegó 
cuando tenía cuatro años. Él tenía una discapacidad en el lenguaje. Él no tenía mucho 
desarrollo en el idioma en español y cuando llegamos aquí no hablaba español aunque 
lo entendía. Cuando aprendió hablar él habló en inglés. Eso es uno de los retos que 
estamos pasando pero estamos tratando de que él hable español. Para mí sería muy 
importante. Estaría muy orgullosa si algún día pudiera yo hablar con él en español. 
Aunque ahora él me entiende todo, no es lo mismo. Yo si cada día trato de mantener el 
español por lo menos en mi hijo mayor y hacer que él lo use bastante y que lo practique 
para que no lo pierda. 
I arrived here with my two children. One of my children arrived here at eleven years old 
with good Spanish and has maintained it although it has been a bit difficult at times, and 
my other son arrived when he was four years old. He had a language disability. He did 
not have much development in the language in Spanish, and when we arrived here, he did 
not speak Spanish although he understood it. When he learned to speak, he spoke in 
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English. That is one of the challenges we are facing, but we are trying to make him speak 
Spanish. For me, it would be very important. I would be very proud if someday I could 
talk to him in Spanish. Although now he understands everything, it is not the same. Every 
day I try to keep Spanish at least in my oldest son and make him use it a lot and practice 
it, so he does not lose it. 
Sofia has positive impressions of the language maintenance in their children. She has not 
noted a significative change or loss in her two children. She commented that her children like to 
speak in Spanish, and they show a preference for the home language over English when they talk 
with their Hispanic friends in Brandon.  
Sofia also mentioned the significant role of Spanish for family connection. For her, 
Spanish is the means that makes possible the communication with the members of the extended 
family in her home country.  
Para mí es importante que mis hijos mantengan el idioma español porque es el idioma de 
sus familiares que están en Chile. Es la forma que ellos se pueden comunicar con sus 
abuelos, con sus primos, con sus tíos y por eso es importante. Yo no noto que mis hijos 
hayan perdido mucho su español por qué es el idioma que conversamos en la casa. 
For me, it is important that my children maintain the Spanish language because it is the 
language of their relatives who are in Chile. It is the way they can communicate with 
their grandparents, with their cousins, with their uncles and that is why it is important. I 
do not notice that my children have lost a lot of Spanish because it is the language we talk 
at home. 
Sofia does not feel that the language is a determinant element of identity in the Hispanic 
culture. Sofia’s view opposes to the general perception found among the rest of the participants 
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about the idea that home language preservation is necessary for the maintaining of the Hispanic 
culture.  
Sofia’s perception validates critical views of the problematic definition of ‘group’ used 
by Smolicz in its core value theory as “it builds upon an assumption of the linguistic 
homogeneity of an ethnic group on or the ethnic homogeneity of a language group” (Pauwels, 
2016, p. 107). As Sofia commented: 
Para mí si un niño hijo de padres hispanos no habla español, él siempre es hispano. La 
identidad hispana va a permanecer, aunque la lengua ya no esté. Ellos siempre van a 
estar expuestos a la cultura hispana a través de cosas como tradiciones, comida o 
creencias. 
For me if a child of Hispanic parents does not speak Spanish, he is always Hispanic. The 
Hispanic identity will remain, even if the language is no longer there. They will always 
be exposed to the Hispanic culture through things like traditions, food or beliefs. 
This ambivalence in perceptions about the native language as core value requires further 
investigation among Hispanic community members in the Canadian context. Pauwels (2016) 
pointed out that elements of an ethnic group or the ethnic homogeneity are often critical in 
understanding language preservation variances between ethnolinguistics groups. According to 
Pauwels:  
If language is seen by a specific group as relatively peripheral for it to maintain its 
identity as a group, then that group is unlikely to expend much effort on keeping the 
language going. If, on the other hand, there is a very strong link between, language, 
religious practices and group’s identity, then efforts to maintain the language, at least for 
religious purposes, will be much stronger. (p.103)    
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II. Hispanic Immigrant Parents’ Challenges in their Efforts to Preserve Heritage Language 
The Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran Participants. The collected data showed 
that all parents in this study are facing problems and difficulties in their efforts to preserve 
Spanish as the home language. Some shared challenges include a) assimilative pressures from 
school, b) parents’ heavy workload, c) an increasing disengagement of children from the 
Hispanic culture, and (d) lack of bilingual and heritage language instructional opportunities and 
literacy resources in the city.  
Assimilative Pressures from School. The assimilation ideology, described by Baker as “a 
belief that cultural groups should give up their heritage cultures and take on the host society’s 
way of life” (Baker, 2011, p.391), is one of the big challenges that Hispanic immigrant parents 
face in the Canadian context. This challenge is reflected in the fact that all the parents, except for 
one, mentioned the messages that they have received from the schools about the use of English 
only in both school and home settings. Parents do not attribute these assimilative pressures to the 
concerns of the teachers about the need that Hispanic children have of learning English. On the 
contrary, they perceive these comments as messages devaluating bilingualism. Gabriela 
described her feelings regarding the school of her daughter and its role in L1 preservation: 
Yo siento que el colegio no les ayuda a mantener su español. A los profesores no les gusta 
que ellos hablen español, no les dan un incentivo para que ellos conserven la lengua, por 
el contrario, a ellos les dicen a toda hora “no hablen español hablen en inglés”. A pesar 
de que mis hijos cogieron rápido su inglés en el colegio la visión es que no hablen en 
español.  
I feel that the school does not help them to keep their Spanish. Teachers don’t like them to 
speak in Spanish, they don’t give them an incentive to keep the language. Actually, they 
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tell them at all times to not speak Spanish but to speak English. Although my children got 
the English really quick in high school, the vision is that they do not speak Spanish.  
This challenge of assimilative pressures faced by these parents has been also documented 
in studies conducted among Hispanic immigrant families living in major cities in Canada. For 
instance, in their study with immigrant Hispanic families in Toronto Pacini-Ketchabaw et al. 
found that the strong assimilative pressures experienced by parents often resulted in their 
doubting the desirability of openly speaking Spanish at home, what negatively affected the L1 
maintenance in their children. In a similar experience to the parents in Toronto, Daniel, a strong 
advocate of using Spanish at home, also recognized the existence of strong assimilative pressures 
from the school, but he places the responsibility of preserving the language on the parents. He 
recounted his experiences with this assimilative discourse:  
Depende de los padres también de cómo los padres les ayuden a mantener su lengua eso 
hace la diferencia, aunque hay mucha presión de parte de la escuela para que a ellos 
sólo se les hable inglés. Los maestros todo el tiempo me decían háblenles en inglés 
porque eso les va a ayudar a ustedes también, sus hijos les van a ayudar a ustedes a 
aprender inglés. Sí, sería difícil si los papás se dejaran llevar por la presión. Yo no 
entiendo como hay padres que permiten que sus hijos pierdan el español cuando ellos 
mismos hablan los dos idiomas y saben los beneficios. 
It also depends on the parents to help their children keep the language. That makes a 
difference, but there is a lot of pressure from school for them to speak only English. The 
teachers would tell me all the time to speak to them only in English because that was 
going to help us too. They used to say that our children were going to help us learn 
English too. Yes, it would be difficult if parents would give into the pressure. I do not 
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understand how some parents allow their children to lose the Spanish when they 
themselves speak the two languages and they know the benefits.   
Parents’ Heavy Workload and Socioeconomic Limitations. Colombian, Salvadoran, and 
Honduran parents expressed that two difficult barriers that stop them from helping their children 
to maintain Spanish are the impossibility of finding time due to the nature of their work. They 
also commented that for them it is difficult to spend money in activities that could enhance the 
L1 of their children such as sending them to summer camps or travel to their home country. Two 
of these parents, Rosa and Juan have full-time jobs at Maple Leaf Foods. Juan described his job 
as cutting flesh from the hogs after they have been slaughtered all day, Rosa works in the 
packing floor. Lucy works doing diverse casual jobs, sometimes she works for a cleaning 
company and when she is not working there, she babysits or prepare meals for selling to the 
workers at Maple Leaf Foods, as a single mother of three, she commented that she needs to do 
whatever is needed to support her children and her parents in her home country. A similar 
situation was described by Gabriela. Even though Gabriela’s husband works full-time at Maple 
Leaf Foods, the income that he receives is not enough to sustain a six members’ family; thus, 
Gabriela works at home cooking and selling meals to her husband’s coworkers. She also cleans 
houses occasionally and babysits for other members of the Hispanic community. In Daniel’s 
case, he, at the time of the interview, was beginning to work as Health assistant at the local 
hospital after almost ten years of work at Maple Leaf Foods as an industrial butcher. 
Additionally, the differences between parents’ work schedule and their children’s school 
schedules make harder for parents to find the time to cultivate practices that promote 
bilingualism and Spanish maintenance. Juan narrated how hard it is for him to communicate with 
their children after having to work at Maple Leaf Foods:   
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Pero también yo soy consciente de que mi tipo de trabajo me dificulta un poco ayudarles 
a que ellos mantengan su español. Tampoco me queda mucho tiempo para ayudar a mis 
hijos en sus tareas académicas porque ya cuando yo llego a la casa a las doce de la noche, 
llego totalmente cansado y ellos ya están durmiendo y yo no tengo la forma de preguntarles 
cómo les fue, y cuando ellos se van yo todavía estoy dormido. El trabajo si afecta, ese 
trabajo de Maple Leaf es muy cansado. 
I am also aware that my job makes it difficult to help them keep the Spanish. I do not have 
time to help my children with their academic homework because when I get home at 
midnight I am completely exhausted, and they are already sleeping. I do not have a way to 
ask them how they did, and when they leave next day I am still sleeping. The job does 
affect. The work at Maple Leaf is very exhausting.   
The experiences of these parents reflect how socioeconomic intervening factors affect 
negatively the bilingual development of Hispanic immigrant children (Garcia, 2009). Several 
studies in Canada about the experiences of immigrants that came to Canada as temporary foreign 
workers have demonstrated the social, economic, and political “exclusionary inclusion” that 
these immigrants face, even after gaining the status of Canadian permanent residents or citizens 
(Jowett, 2014). The hard conditions of their jobs, the low wages, and the debts that they acquired 
through all the process of immigration for themselves and their families represent less human 
and financial capital invested in the education, and in this case, in the development of 
bilingualism in their children. As Garcia (2009) pointed out:  
When poor children are bilingual, their bilingualism is often subtractive because it is 
almost never supported and developed in schools. Often, they are immigrants. And 
because their home language is not in any way supported in school or majority society, 
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poor children can rarely enjoy the full range of cognitive and social benefits afforded to 
middle-class bilingual children (p. 102).  
Some studies have also evidenced a relation between home language preservation and a 
higher educational background and better socioeconomic status in immigrant parents (Guardado, 
2002). Although I did not collect numerical data or used socioeconomic scales, the fact that 
Daniel, the parent with the higher educational background, was the only parent who perceived 
not language loss in his children, may suggests a positive correlation between L1 maintenance 
and higher education in immigrant parents. 
Increasing Disengagement of Children from the Hispanic Language and Culture. 
Parents commented that one of the main challenges that they were facing in their efforts to 
preserve the home language was the resist attitude of their children toward the language and to 
some aspects of the Hispanic culture. These parents attributed these changes to peer pressure and 
to the desire of their children to belong and behave in a “Canadian way”, and this sometimes 
goes in opposition to the traditions and moral values of the Hispanic culture. Although all the 
interviewed parents expressed that they have noted this behavior in their children in some 
degree, the rejection of the language and practices associated with the language and culture was 
more predominantly in the model of single-parent represented by Lucy and Rosa. This conduct 
of disassociation of children is illustrated in Lucy’s words:     
Todo lo que ven lo ven en inglés. A ellos no les gusta ver nada en español a veces yo intento 
ponerles una película en español y ellos me piden que la cambie, que la ponga en inglés. 
Como que ellos rechazan todo lo que tiene que ver con español. Con el papá ellos también 
hablan inglés. A veces la mayor cuando habla en español tiende a invertir el orden de las 
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palabras. Yo le digo que así no se dice. A veces yo los pongo escribir en español y me doy 
cuenta que ellos no están bien en escritura.  
Everything they watch would be in English. They do not like to watch anything in 
Spanish. Sometimes, I try to put a movie in Spanish, and they ask me to change it, to put 
it in English. They reject everything that has to do with Spanish. They also speak English 
with their dad. Sometimes the oldest one, when speaking in Spanish tends to reverse the 
order of words. I tell her that it is not the right way. Sometimes I put them to write in 
Spanish, and I realized that they are not good at writing either.  
The conduct that Lucy’s children reflect has been associated with the acculturation 
process, the searching of their own identity and with the socioeconomic and sociocultural 
difficulties that the process of immigration has in youth. This variety of challenges faced by 
immigrant youth have consistently acknowledged by researchers (e.g., Chuang, 2010; Ngo, 
2009; Phinney, Jacoby, & Silva, 2007). These challenges include family separations and 
disrupted social relations (Suarez-Orozco, Bang, & Kim, 2011), educational challenges (Arraiz, 
2010) acculturation related- generational conflicts (Marks, Patton, & Coyne, 2011), acculturative 
stress (Berry, Phinney, Kwak, & Sam, 2006), and language barriers (Cummins, 2009). These 
studies and the perceptions of the parents in this study confirm that immigrant children and youth 
face several acculturative, linguistic, socioeconomic, and physiological challenges in their daily 
lives. According to Berry (2005), in their cultural adjustment, children and youth immigrants often 
experience cognitive and emotional changes due to cultural shock, unfamiliarity with the new 
practices, values, and norms. Many of them grief as they are forced to leave not only their 
language, culture, and community but also family members who have taken care of them while 
their parents were working in the host country. This was the case of Juan’s children who came to 
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Canada to live with their father, his second wife, and a newborn step-brother, leaving their mother 
in Colombia who was murdered a year later.  
The parents commented that they find a challenge to change some linguistic practice 
adopted by their children in their new context. All the parents noted an increase in the mixing of 
Spanish and English or “Spanglish” as they call it. For instance, Lucy, Juan, and Rosa noted in 
their children an increased use of linguistic practices such codeswitching and codemixing, what 
they parents perceive as a sign in their children of home language loss and cultural 
disengagement. Baker (2011) affirmed that codeswitching can be influenced by economic, 
political, and symbolic factors and serve different purposes. According to Baker, the exclusion of 
people from a conversation can be one of the purposes of codeswitching, among many others. 
These language practices of the children, that some parents see as a deficiency in the L1, can 
also be examined from the concept of translanguaging described by Garcia (2009) as “multiple 
discursive practices in which bilinguals engage in order to make sense of their bilingual words” 
(p.45).  
From the five parents interviewed, only Daniel felt confident with his English 
proficiency. There were several comments among the rest of the parents who have low English 
proficiency or who do not speak English at all, reflecting on how they feel excluded from their 
children’s conversations. They also expressed that they feel their parental authority constantly 
diminished when they scold their children and they use English to reply their parent’s reprimand. 
Parents also expressed their frustration of being unable to understand conversations that their 
children have with siblings or with school’s friends that visit their homes. The frustration and the 
lowering morale feeling expressed by these parents were also articulated by the Hispanic 
mothers who were the subjects of Baergen’ study (2007).    
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 Lack of Bilingual and Heritage Language Instructional Resources. Colombian, 
Honduran, and Salvadoran parents perceived the lack of bilingual and heritage instructional 
opportunities as a barrier to the home language maintenance of their children. Only Rosa 
reported having her son receiving academic support in Spanish through an after-school class 
with an educational assistant from El Salvador. In the following quote, she recognized the 
positive impact that these after-school classes have had for improving the academic achievement 
of her son: 
Después de la clase, dos días a la semana no me acuerdo cómo se llama el programa pero 
es un programa que tiene una mujer hispana y pueden hacer sus tareas con ella y ella les 
habla en español y si el párrafo está en inglés, ella se los traduce y les dice que es lo que 
les están preguntando. Eso es una gran ayuda para él. La primera vez que fui a recibir 
notas él había bajado pero el estar yendo a ese programa a esa hora de clase le ha servido 
porque ahorita que fui a ver sus notas subió en matemáticas y me gusta porque ese 
programa no sólo le ayuda con sus matemáticas sino también con las diferentes clases. 
After school, two days per week. I do not remember the name of the program, but it is a 
program that a Hispanic woman has, and they can do their homework with her. She speaks 
Spanish to them, and if the paragraph is in English, she translates it for them and tells them 
what the question means. That is of great help to him. The first time I went to see his report 
card he had gone down but after going to that program, that hour of class has helped him 
because right now I went to see his report card and he went up in Math. I like it because 
that program helps him with his math and also with other subjects.  
The rest of the parents expressed that they did not know about Spanish courses being 
taught in their children’ schools or the community. What they were sure of was the fact that 
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their children did not have instruction in Spanish in previous years or at the time of the 
interview. Any of these parents have children attending the École Secondaire Neelin High 
School which is the only school in the city that offers Spanish language courses. The limited 
experiences of these parents −or the complete lack in most of them− reflects the reality of 
immigrant groups in rural communities in the Canadian context in terms of insufficient access 
to home language and bilingual education. Their limited opportunities in accessing bilingual 
and heritage language instruction validates the words of many academics and critical theorists 
who have advocated for multilingual language policies (Cummins 2001; Garcia, 2009b) and 
who have argued about the need of bringing bilingual education “out of the basement” (Nieto, 
2009). 
Despite the current support expressed by the Manitoba Education and Training toward 
bilingualism through its Policy for Heritage Language Instruction (1993) in the province of 
Manitoba, the experiences of these Hispanic immigrant parents show that they are not 
obtaining the benefits described in such legislation. All the parents, particularly those with 
little children, Daniel and Juan, saw as an obstacle of L1 preservation the fact that the city 
does not offer any opportunity for little children of receiving early bilingual instruction, not 
even in daycares. Bilingual early literacy is crucial. Skutnabb-Kangas (2009) argued that 
effective heritage language medium instruction must exist at least in the first eight years of 
education. However, studies indicate that in many bilingual programs in Canadian public 
schools, the transition to the second language medium instruction occurs before grade eight 
(for example, Winnipeg School Division, n.d.). (Babaee, 2014).  
A second aspect that parents perceived as a barrier to the Spanish preservation was the 
scarce printed and audiovisual resources in this language in schools, in the local public library, 
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and bookstores. Parents found that their children do not have a lot of opportunities to read in 
Spanish due to the scarce number of children’s books and literature appropriated for teenagers 
in Spanish. These parents also regretted that the public library offers to the public a small 
collection of Spanish book for adults. As this Colombian mother affirmed:  
Es muy difícil conseguir libros en español en la ciudad. No hay tampoco materiales en la 
biblioteca pública, nosotros necesitamos libros para leer cuando estamos tristes o 
deprimidos o contentos y con ganas de aprender más. Yo creo que no tienen ni ochenta 
libros en español en realidad.  
It is very difficult to get books in Spanish in the city. There are no materials in the public 
library either. We need books to read when we are sad, depressed or happy and wanting 
to learn more. I believe that they do not even have eighty Spanish books in total. 
The parents’ concerns confirm the argument of Cummins who has demonstrated the need 
of having available printed resources for immigrant parents for them to be able to literate their 
children in their home language. Cummins affirmed that academic language is present in books, 
and therefore minority children need to have access to printed resources to facilitate the 
achievement of bilingual academic proficiency (Cummins, 2005). Home language literacy 
requires the access to materials that most of these parents cannot afford. Also, they mentioned 
the difficulties that they have for printing resources in Spanish. Only one parent reported to have 
a printer machine at his home.   
The Non-Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran Participants. Absence of Heritage 
and Bilingual Instruction. The two Cuban mothers, Mayela and Dunia, and the Chilean mother, 
Sofia, saw the lack of bilingual and heritage language instructional opportunities as one mayor 
challenge faced by Hispanic parents for maintaining Spanish in their homes. Mayela stated that 
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despite there are some options available for learning Spanish in the Brandon community, these 
options do not respond to the reality of what Hispanic parents need to support the home language 
of their children. She commented: 
No creo que haya suficiente ayuda de parte de las instituciones para ayudar a los padres 
a mantener el español de sus hijos. Se han hecho intentos, yo creo que los programas de 
español que se han ofrecido en la universidad de alguna manera han ayudado para 
intentar atraer a las familias y practicar también el español entre los hispanos y los 
canadienses. En la ciudad ha habido algunos cursos para enseñarles a los canadienses y 
de otras nacionalidades que no son hispanohablantes a hablar español, pero solo se ha 
quedado ahí. Yo sé que hay cursos de español básico e intermedio que se enseñan a los 
estudiantes canadienses. La escuela secundaria Neelin enseña como parte de los 
programas o cursos el español como lengua adicional y que van desde los niveles 
básicos hasta grado doce y también el programa internacional que es un programa 
específico que ayuda a desarrollar la comunicación en español a todos los niveles para 
poder ayudar a estos estudiantes a acceder a las universidades que forman parte de ese 
programa. Está también los cursos básicos del Assiniboine Community College y los que 
ofrece Brandon University pero ninguno de estos es un curso de español como lengua de 
herencia o pensado para hispanos que quieran aprender español.  
I do not think there is enough help from the institutions to support parents to maintain 
their children’ Spanish. Attempts have been made, I believe that the Spanish programs 
that have been offered at the university have somehow helped to attract families and also 
practice Spanish among Hispanics and Canadians. In the city there have been some 
courses to teach Canadians and other nationalities who are not Spanish speakers to speak 
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Spanish but have just stayed there. I know that there are basic and intermediate Spanish 
courses that are taught to Canadian students. The secondary school Neelin teaches as part 
of the programs or courses the Spanish as an additional language and that goes from the 
basic levels to grade twelve and also the international program that is a specific program 
that helps to develop communication in Spanish at all levels to be able to help these 
students access the universities that are part of that program. There are also the basic 
courses of Assiniboine Community College and those offered by Brandon University but 
none of these is a Spanish course as a heritage language or designed for Hispanics who 
want to learn Spanish. 
The words of Mayela reflects the contradiction that exists between what the Policy for 
Heritage Language Instruction offers to the parents in the province, what they a receiving, and 
what they really need in the rural community of Brandon. Mayela described courses that fit more 
with what has been labeled in literature on language teaching as Spanish as a foreign language. 
This instruction is intended mainly for mainstream students who want to learn Spanish as an 
additional language, and it lacks of the emotional and social dimensions that Spanish as the 
heritage language has for immigrant parents. Regarding heritage and bilingual education in the 
province of Manitoba, the Policy for Heritage and Language Instruction (1993) establishes that: 
In basic heritage language courses, also known as “language of study” courses, the target 
language is taught as a subject, in the same manner as other school subjects. The 
emphasis is on the acquisition of the four language skills (listening, speaking, reading, 
and writing) within the recommended time allotment. (para. 4) 
The above extract reflects the dissonance between policy and reality. What are described 
in this policy are courses disconnected with fundamental aspects of culture and identity and with 
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struggles for social justice and equality that are needed to the empowerment of the minority 
linguistic populations such as the Hispanic immigrant children in Brandon. The concern 
reflected in Mayela’s views are supported by an extended literature that has advocated about the 
need to rethinking the conceptualization and terminology used in the official educational and 
language policy discourse in Canada regarding heritage language instruction. As Gounari (2014) 
affirmed: 
‘Heritage language’, if this is the term we will be using, must be reinvented to include a 
more fluid understanding of bilingualism/multilingualism, one that includes not just 
home languages and translanguaging but also the ways in which this translanguaging 
breaks the continuity and tradition of existing cultural norms. HLs are not tightly closed 
within ethnic communities. They are also the bridges between these communities and the 
dominant language and culture. The current challenge for critical language educators and 
progressive policymakers is to reinvent ‘heritage’ as a living a relevant category that 
includes multiple histories and experiences that reflect the lives, struggles, aspirations 
and dreams of both dominant and subjugated groups. (p.266)  
These parents also encountered that they do not have the resources needed to support the 
learning of Spanish in preschool and elementary ages. In her work as an educational assistant, 
Dunia also encountered that the lack of literacy resources affected her efforts to support the 
Spanish literacy of Hispanic immigrant students. The following quote reveals her frustration 
about the lack of resources in her workplace: 
Hay muy pocos recursos. Yo trabajo en la división escolar y en el colegio donde trabajo 
hay muchos latinos. A mí me toca evaluar el nivel de lectura de los estudiantes hispanos 
que llegan nuevos a la escuela. Ellos tienen muy bajo nivel de lectura o algunos no saben 
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leer y a veces me piden que les ayude a nivelarse en la lectura, pero es que ni siquiera 
hay textos que yo pueda usar. Solo hay dos o tres libros que yo he donado. No hay textos 
en el lenguaje de ellos que puedan dar un criterio certero de qué nivel ellos tienen de 
lectura porque estos tres libritos son muy básicos. 
There are very few resources. I work in the school division and in the school where I 
work there are many Latinos. It is up to me to evaluate the reading level of the Hispanic 
students who arrive at the school. They have a very low reading level, or some do not 
know how to read, and sometimes they ask me to help them to read, but there are not 
even texts that I can use. There are only two or three books that I have donated. There are 
no texts in their language that can give an accurate criterion of what level of reading they 
have because these three books are very basic. 
Another challenge reported by these group of parents in the maintenance of the home 
language was the lack of early literacy programs and resources in the city for little children. All 
of them commented about how the absence of early Spanish/English biliteracy has affected the 
capacity of their children in developing their home language skills, especially writing and 
reading. As Dunia commented:  
Yo creo que hay una parte importante que no tenemos. Mi hijo por ejemplo empezó la 
escuela aquí y él no sabe escribir en español. Yo creo que para que los niños hablen 
español necesitan estar expuestos desde pequeños a una asignatura en la escuela que les 
enseñe hablar y escribir en inglés y en español y aun en Frances. Yo creo que ellos 
necesitan acceso a unas clases donde ellos pueden redactar y leer en español y que sea 
algo que vaya a la par del inglés porque cuando se junta la enseñanza de las dos lenguas 
es mucho mejor. 
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I think there is an important part that we do not have. My son, for example, started school 
here and he does not know how to write in Spanish. I believe that for children to speak 
Spanish, they need to be exposed from a young age to a subject at school that teaches 
them to speak English and Spanish and even French. I believe that they need access to 
some classes where they can write and read in Spanish and that it is something that goes 
hand in hand with English because when the teaching of the two languages is combined, 
it is much better. 
The words of this Cuban mother reflect the awareness that she has about the importance 
of biliteracy instruction. The concern for the home language literacy of children from early years 
was a constant in the comments of these parents. As Cummins suggested, the L1 as a medium of 
instruction should be maintained for as long as possible during the elementary school years with 
the dominant languages also being taught during this period. It is not a case of forgetting about 
the official languages. English and French are crucial in the Canadian context, but, as this mother 
expressed, there is a need to provide Hispanic immigrant children with literacy foundation 
whereby these children can gain access to the languages of their community and develop them to 
a high level.   
III. Parents’ Perceptions of their Relationship with School: Implications for L1 
Maintenance   
The Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran Participants. Distance between School 
and Parents. Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran parents perceived that their relationship 
with the school is not as close and collaborative as they wish it would be. These parents 
coincided in their perception that there is not encouragement from schools to participate in their 
children’s education. Some of these parents recognized the collaborative efforts that some local 
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school authorities, teachers, and other school personnel have doing to integrate and keep 
immigrant parents informed about the academic performance of their children through, for 
instance, having interpreters. However, all the parents commented that they feel that they do not 
have an effective partnership with the school.   
Parents complained about the few opportunities that they have to collaborate with the 
school. All of them reflected in this disengagement by contrasting and comparing the 
relationship that they have now with the Canadian school with the one they used to have with 
their children’s school in their home country. This is evident in the words of Juan who said: 
Mi relación con la escuela es muy poca, las únicas veces que voy es cuando voy a recibir 
las notas cada semestre. Yo hablo con la escuela cuando llaman a la casa para decir que 
los niños llegan tarde. Siempre están llamando para eso, pero mi comunicación con la 
escuela no es frecuente. Yo siempre veo a un solo profesor. En reuniones siempre 
hablamos inglés. No es como en Colombia. Mi relación como papá con la escuela en 
Colombia era diferente. Había una relación más estrecha tal vez por el idioma. Era más 
fácil hablar con los profesores. Ellos siempre mandaban notas diciendo cómo iban ellos 
y cuando yo iba recoger a los niños yo siempre les preguntaba a los profesores cómo se 
habían portado los niños ese día. Definitivamente la relación era más unida. Había 
muchas actividades donde los papás teníamos que ayudar en la escuela. Aquí nunca me 
ha tocado asistir a esta clase de actividades. 
My relationship with the school is very low, the only time I go there is when I receive the 
marks each semester. I talk with the school when they call home to say that my kids are 
late. They are always calling for that reason, but my communication with the school is 
rare. I always see only one teacher. In meetings, we always speak English. It's not like in 
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Colombia. My relationship as a father with the school in Colombia was different. There 
was perhaps a closer relationship maybe because of the language. It was easier to talk to 
teachers. They always sent notes saying how children were doing and when I was there to 
pick up the kids, I always asked teachers how the children had behaved that day. The 
relationship was definitely closer. There were many activities where parents had to help 
at school. Here, I have never attended this kind of activities. 
The arguments of these parents reflect a melancholic feeling that contrasts the power that 
they enjoyed in their home countries in relation to their children’s education and the powerless 
frustration of feeling excluded. The poverty and the limited socioeconomic conditions of schools 
in poor nations such El Salvador and Honduras obligate parents to be active protagonists of the 
education of their children. Through parents’ committees, parents are sometimes responsible for 
taking and implementing main decisions in all educational areas including curriculum, funding, 
and infrastructure. School are spaces for social cohesion, interaction, and communitarian 
activism. As a Salvadoran parent commented, “we (parents) build our schools with our own 
hands, and we make then run and grow.”    
Parents saw their lack of involvement in the Canadian schools as a barrier to support the 
maintenance of Spanish because according to them, they do not know what children are learning. 
They feel that the weak connection with the school is a factor that has stopped them to be more 
involved in the children’s academic life and to negotiate classes or programs that can reinforce 
the L1 and the culture of their children. Most of the participants attributed this lack of 
communication to their inability to speak English. As a Salvadoran father commented: 
Yo no siento que la escuela me tome cuenta aquí o que valore mi conocimiento como papá. 
Yo pienso que nos tienen olvidados, me imagino que será por el idioma. Creo que eso sería 
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la única razón porque en cualquier momento que me digan que necesitan un voluntario yo 
estoy dispuesto hacer cualquier cosa por la escuela. 
I do not feel that the school take into consideration or that it values my knowledge as a 
father. I think the school has forgotten about us, I imagine it is because of the language. I 
think that would be the only reason because at any moment they tell me they need a 
volunteer, I am willing to do anything for the school. 
The challenges of these parents in engaging in the education of their children and 
decisions regarding bilingual provisions can be understood in terms of power relations in the 
Canadian society from a social justice perspective. Cummins (2000) argued that schools tend to 
reflect the societal power structure and reproduce coercive relations of power. Therefore, the 
unequal power relations in educational settings represent unequal power relations in the broader 
society. In this regard, Cummins (1986) affirmed that:  
Students from dominate communities will be empowered in the school context in the 
extent that the communities themselves are empowered through their interactions with 
the school. When educators involve minority parents as partners in their children’s 
education, parents appear to develop a sense of efficacy that communicates itself with 
children, with positive academic consequences. (p. 26)    
Besides the perception of detachment in their relationship with the school, parents 
commented that they feel that the home language and culture of their children are excluded from 
the school curriculum. They perceive this exclusion through the absence of bilingual 
programming and through coercive practices such the use of English only policy in classrooms 
and other subtle messages devaluing bilingualism. Gabriela’s quote reflects this perception when 
she said:   
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Yo a veces pienso que ellos le piden que no hablen es en español para que los hispanos no 
tengan cómo comunicarse entre sí y así los canadienses entonces no se sientan excluidos 
al no entender de qué están hablando los hispanos, pero no porque los canadienses se 
preocupen de que los hispanos no aprendan el inglés. Yo pienso que es más como la 
preocupación de que ellos no entienden lo que los hispanos hablan entre sí. 
 Sometimes I think that they ask them not to speak Spanish, so the Hispanic people would 
not have a way of communicate among them so Canadian students would not feel excluded 
because they do not understand what Hispanic students are saying, but not necessarily 
because Canadians worry about Hispanic people learning their English. I think that is more 
the worry that they do not understand what Hispanics are saying to each other.   
The assimilationist pressures on these parents are similar to the ones experienced by 
Hispanic immigrant parents reported in previous studies in larger Canadian cities (Pacini-
Ketchabaw et al., 2001). About this coercive practices Cummins (2001) argued that while 
children from linguistic minorities nowadays may not be physically punished for speaking their 
native langue in the schools as previously were in the past, educational institutions still 
communicate them that if they want to be accepted by the teacher and the society, they have to 
renounce any alliance to their culture and language. 
While all parents emphasized in their disengagement with the schools, some parents 
acknowledged the value of some collaborative micro-interactions that some teachers have made 
to support their children’s bilingualism. These efforts that can be interpreted as what Cummins 
described as “collaborative relations of power” (Cummins, 2009). A Salvadoran mother 
described one of these collaborative experience: 
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Mi esposo no estaba contento con lo poco que nuestra hija tenía que leer en la escuela. 
Él estudio en un colegio jesuita en el Salvador y ahí la educación es muy estricta. 
Cuando uno viene acá encuentra que en las escuelas tienen otras bases totalmente 
diferentes, entonces hubo un momento en que estando yo en el Salvador a él le tocó ir a 
una entrevista con un profesor y estaba la interprete, entonces mi esposo le dijo que a él 
no le parecía que nuestra hija no leyera muchos libros. A él lo escuchó el maestro y le 
dijo que, si él quería que su hija leyera en español y después en inglés, eso iba a ser 
doble esfuerzo para la niña pero que si eso era lo que él quería eso era lo que la niña iba 
a hacer. Al final la pusieron a leer en los dos idiomas. El problema es que en la escuela 
les dicen “lean libros” pero no les dicen qué libros específicamente leer, entonces bien 
fácilmente los niños pueden leer dos o tres páginas y decir que ya leyeron. Ellos le 
pueden mentir al profesor. Entonces nosotros nos quedamos sin saber si es cierto que 
leyeron. Si el aula tiene 23 niños y cada uno lee lo que quiere, como va a verificar el 
profesor si de verdad leyeron lo que dice. En nuestro país es diferente, el profesor nos 
decía: “tienen que leer tal libro esta semana” y todos teníamos que leerlo y en clase se 
comprobaba que habíamos leído porque el profesor hacia preguntas específicas. 
Entonces mi esposo le pidió al profesor de mi hija que pusiera a la niña a leer libros que 
él ya había leído por ejemplo Romeo y Julieta. Y el profesor si lo escuchó. 
My husband was not happy with how little our daughter had to read at school. He studied 
at a Jesuit school in El Salvador, and the education was very strict. Then you come here 
and find that in the schools they have completely different structures. There was a time 
when I was in El Salvador and he had to go to a meeting with a teacher and there was an 
interpreter, so my husband told him that he was not agree that our daughter was not 
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reading enough books. The teacher listened to him and told him that if he wanted his 
daughter to read in Spanish and then in English, that it would be a double effort for the 
girl but if that was what he wanted, then that was what the girl was going to do. In the 
end, they got her to read in both languages. The problem was that at school they are told 
to “read books” but they are not told what books to read specifically, so children can 
easily read two or three pages and say they have already read. They can lie to the teacher. 
Then we are left without knowing if it is true that they read. If the classroom has 23 
children and if each one reads what they want, how will the teacher know if they really 
read what they say they read? In our country it is different, the teacher used to tell us: 
“We have to read a certain book this week” and we all had to read it, and in class, it was 
proven that we had read it because the teacher asked specific questions. Then my 
husband asked my daughter’s teacher to get the girl to read books that he had already 
read for example Romeo and Juliet, and the professor heard him. 
The Non-Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran Participants. Sofia, Dunia, and 
Mayela perceived that they have a good relationship with the school of their children. It is 
important to note that these three parents have labour relation with the Brandon School Division. 
Sofia and Dunia were working as educational assistants and Mayela was a substitute teacher. All 
of them felt that this positive relationship with the school has contributed with their efforts to 
preserve the home language because they have been able to express their concerns, discuss 
educational plans with teachers, and ask for advice regarding better ways to support the 
biliteracy of their children. All of them agreed that this positive partnership between them as 
parents and the school has been possible thanks mainly to their English proficiency. They 
expressed this perception by comparing their experiences with other immigrant parents in the 
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community who lack or have low formal education, English language proficiency, and 
knowledge of the mainstream Canadian school system.  
En mi caso la relación con la escuela es buena. Siempre que he ido por alguna inquietud 
siempre me responden, pero en realidad porque yo me he esforzado bastante para 
mejorar mi inglés y poder tener todas las conversaciones en inglés, pero siento que sí, 
los profesores son muy preocupados, te tratan de ayudar y si uno tuviera algún 
problema, ellos tratan de solucionarlo, pero claro es muy bueno todo pero tú tienes que 
tener el nivel de inglés para lograr tener esa relación con los profesores.  
In my case, the relationship with the school is good. Whenever I have gone for any 
concern they always answer me, but really because I have tried hard to improve my 
English and be able to have all the conversations in English, but I feel that the teachers 
are very concerned, they try to help you and if one had a problem, they try to solve it, but 
of course it is very good but you have to have the level of English to achieve that 
relationship with the teachers. 
Dunia expressed a similar opinion. This Cuban mother recognized the collaborative 
attitude of the school. She placed the responsibility of a dysfunctional communication in the fact 
that many Hispanic parents do not have the languages skills necessary to communicate with their 
children’s teachers. In this regard, she commented that: 
Yo también siento que tengo muy buena relación con la escuela, pero yo veo tantas 
familias que tienen la necesidad de expresar cosas y la barrera del idioma se los impide. 
Yo como madre puedo sentarme a conversar con la maestra. Yo voy a las sesiones 
informativas sobre los planes individuales que a mi hijo le proponen y yo puedo decir si 
estoy de acuerdo o no con lo que la escuela va a hacer, pero hay familias que quisieran 
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hacer esto y no pueden porque la barrera del idioma no se los permite, entonces 
necesitan de alguien que los ayude a lidiar con esa situación. Las escuelas aquí 
pareciera que tienen la voluntad de escuchar a los padres pero si ellos no tienen la 
capacidad de expresarse en inglés, los maestros no hablan español entonces la 
comunicación es difícil. En la escuela no se siente una necesidad de que los maestros 
aprendan español para hablar con los padres porque estamos en Canadá. Nosotros 
somos los que tenemos que aprender inglés.  
I also feel that I have a good relationship with the school, but I see so many families that 
have the need to express things and the language barrier prevents them. As a mother, I 
can sit down to talk with the teacher. I go to the information sessions about the individual 
plans proposed for my son and I can say if I agree or disagree with what the school will 
do, but there are families who would like to do this and cannot because the language 
barrier does not allow it, so they need someone to help them deal with that situation. The 
schools here seem to have the will to listen to the parents, but if they do not have the 
ability to express themselves in English, and the teachers do not speak Spanish, so 
communication is difficult. At school, there is no need for teachers to learn Spanish to 
speak with parents because we are in Canada. We are the ones who must learn English. 
IV. Parents’ Strategies to Preserve Spanish as Native Language 
The Colombian, Honduran and Salvadoran Participants. Despite the challenges that 
these parents face in their efforts to preserve the home language, all of them recognized the 
crucial role that they play in helping their children to maintain Spanish. They believe that the use 
of Spanish at home is one of the most important strategies for helping their children to maintain 
their native language. All the parents, irrespective of their current degree of success, responded 
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that they try to communicate with their children in Spanish. These parents described several 
strategies they believe help their children to maintain and increase the knowledge in their home 
language. These strategies are a) encouragement of the use of Spanish at home, b) reading and 
writing in Spanish, and c) listening Hispanic music and watching Spanish TV programs in 
family.  
Spanish at Home. All participants considered necessary to use Spanish at home to 
maintain the language, however, they had varying degrees of success. Only two parents, Daniel 
and Lucy, mentioned to implement a Spanish only policy in their house, while Gabriela, Juan, 
and Rosa expressed to be more flexible with the use of both languages at home. Lucy, who has 
three children, explained why she requires the use of Spanish only rule in her home:  
Mis hijos hablan spanglish. Mientras ellos están conmigo yo no permito que hablen inglés. 
Ellos se ponen bravos pero llego un momento que el niño pequeño ya no hablaba español. 
Mi mamá le decía alguna cosa y ella no entendía. Yo me extrañaba porque yo pensaba que 
eso no podía suceder si el español era su lengua. Uno de mis hijos tiene 11 años, el otro 
tiene 13 y la otra 15. Cuando ellos vinieron aquí ellos estaban en la escuela de Colombia. 
El pequeño estaba en primero. El segundo estaba en grado tres y la mayor estaba en grado 
cinco. Ellos sí pudieron recibir clases en español, por supuesto, aunque el más pequeño 
fue el que menos español recibió como materia. A los pocos meses de estar aquí ya él ya 
olvidaba muchas palabras en español. Mi hijo menor ya no entiende tampoco palabras 
que nosotros usamos en Colombia. Eso hace que sea difícil para él hablar con mi mamá. 
Los otros dos aunque todavía entienden español casi no lo hablan afuera sólo lo hablan 
conmigo. Cuando salimos ellos siempre hablan inglés entre ellos mismos. En la casa ellos 
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siempre hablan inglés entre ellos también y yo tengo que estarles diciendo que por favor 
hablen español porque no les entiendo.  
My children speak “Spanglish”. While they are with me, I do not allow them to speak 
English. They get angry but then a moment came when the youngest boy no longer spoke 
Spanish. My mother would say something to him and he would not understand. I was 
surprised because I thought that this could not happen if Spanish was his native language. 
The youngest of my children is 11 years old, the other is 13, and the oldest 15. When they 
came here they were in school in Colombia. The youngest one was in first grade, the 
second was in grade three, and the oldest was in grade five. They were able to receive 
classes in Spanish, of course, although the youngest was the one that received the least 
Spanish classes as a subject. After a few months of being here, he already had forgotten 
many words in Spanish. My youngest son does not understand either the words that we 
use in Colombia. That makes it difficult for him to talk to my mom. The other two, 
although they still understand Spanish, they do not speak it outside, only when they talk 
to me. When we go out, they always speak English to each other. In the house, they 
always speak English among them too, and I have to be telling them to please speak 
Spanish because I cannot understand them. 
While the use of the Spanish only strategy has been reported in other studies has a factor 
associated with language loss (Guardado, 2002), this connection was not evident in the collected 
data since one of the two parents, Daniel, that reported the use of this Spanish policy also 
reported a high level of language maintenance in their children. Daniel provided an example of 
how he promotes the use of Spanish at home: 
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Nosotros en la casa hablamos en español con nuestros hijos entre nosotros. Nuestros 
hijos hablan inglés. Ellos hablan fluidamente el inglés. El más pequeño habla un inglés 
perfecto. Entre ellos hablan los dos idiomas. Cuando ellos están solos en sus cuartos, 
ellos hablan inglés y yo los oigo y no entiendo lo que dicen. Yo siento que no habido 
ningún cambio con respecto su español porque nosotros aquí les decimos que hablen 
español y afuera pueden hablar inglés, porque ni modo, tienen que hacerlo pero en la 
casa la regla es que tienen que hablar español con nosotros. Nosotros no les prohibimos 
que se junten con otros latinos sólo se les hace ver que es importante preservar el 
español. Nosotros aprovechamos momentos de familia como cuando comemos para 
corregirlos en el español y les decimos “esta palabra no se dice así si no esta manera” y 
ellos se ríen.   
At home, we speak in Spanish with our children among us. Our children speak English. 
They speak fluent English. The youngest speaks perfect English. Between them, they 
speak both languages. When they are alone in their rooms, they speak English and I hear 
them, and I do not understand what they say. I feel there has not been any change 
regarding their Spanish because we here tell them to speak Spanish and outside they can 
speak English, because they have to do it anyways, but at home the rule is that they have 
to speak Spanish with us. We do not forbid them to get alone with other Latinos, we 
only make them to see that it is important to preserve Spanish. We take advantage of 
family moments like when we eat to correct them in Spanish, and we say “this word is 
not said like that but this way” and they laugh. 
Other parents reinforce an additive bilingualism in their house, often motivated by their 
own desire or need to learn English from their children. These parents feel that they benefit from 
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the knowledge that their children have of English, as they learn from them. Some parents 
expressed that their children are the main support they have in learning English. The following 
quote in Rosa’s voice illustrates this: 
A él yo le hablo en español, pero le digo a él ayúdame hablar inglés entonces si le digo a 
él que me hable en inglés. Pero si por ejemplo estamos en la sala que me hablen inglés Y 
si estamos en el cuarto en la cocina ahí español rotundamente como que ya tenemos 
nuestra área, pero como son pocas las veces prácticamente terminamos hablando en 
español, pero cuando él se confunde me habla en inglés y yo le acepto, no le exijo. No le 
impongo tiene que hablar este idioma exactamente. 
I speak to him in Spanish but when I tell him to help me then I tell him to speak in English. 
If, for example, we are in the living room, we can speak English but if we are in the 
bedroom or in the kitchen then it is strictly Spanish. Is like if we had areas, but there are 
only a few times we practically end up speaking in Spanish. When he gets confused, he 
speaks English, and I accept it. I do not demand it from him. I do not impose on him to 
speak this language exactly.   
Reading and Writing in Spanish. Four of the five participants mentioned that they often 
ask their children to read or write in Spanish. For some of them, these strategies are somewhat 
difficult to implement as they realize how much the erosion of Spanish is affecting their children 
for applying both skills. Rosa provided an example of this situation:     
Yo a veces lo pongo a leer en español o escribir en español, pero escribir en español no 
puede ya. Él estuvo en la escuela en Honduras en español y aprendió mucho pero 
prácticamente ya escribir en español no puede, pero hablar todavía sí. Él estuvo hasta 
tercer grado y leía bien en español. 
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I sometimes make him read in Spanish, but he cannot write in Spanish anymore. He was 
in school in Honduras, and he learned a lot, but he practically cannot write in Spanish 
anymore. He still speaks it. He did up to third grade, and he used to read well in Spanish.  
All the parents agreed that writing and reading were the areas where they 
perceived a high level of language loss. Gabriela described her struggle when she 
encourages her daughter to write in Spanish:   
Yo le dicho a ella “tú tienes que practicar porque un día de estos ya no vas a saber 
escribir nada en español”, pero ella no escucha, todo lo escribe en inglés. Bueno, lo 
único si es, por ejemplo, los mensajes por celular que ella escribe a los amigos y 
familiares en Colombia. La gran mayoría les escriben español, pero tienen familia allá 
que está interesada en aprender inglés entonces les piden a mis niños que escriban en 
inglés. Ellos les dicen “escribámonos en inglés y corrígenos”. 
I have said to her “you have to practice because one day of these you are not going to know 
anything in Spanish”, but she does not listen, she writes everything in English. Well, the 
only thing, for instance, the text messages in her cell phone that she writes to friends and 
family in Colombia. Most of them write in Spanish, but they have family over there that 
are interested in learning English, so they ask my children to write in English. They tell 
them “write to us in English and correct us”  
Even though many parents mentioned the importance of reading in Spanish to their 
children, none of the participants in this study mentioned practicing this strategy with them. When 
asked if they read in Spanish at home for their children, some of them replied that it was difficult 
for them to have the time to do so. Besides, other responded that they do not have enough Spanish 
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resources at their homes because it is very difficult to find appropriate print books and reading 
material in Spanish in local stores and bookstores.  
Music, Television, and Video in Spanish. The use of technology and family time were 
common practices that parents mentioned for encouraging home language maintenance. A strategy 
practiced for most of the parents was having a time for watching Spanish TV and movies. Daniel, 
Juan, Gabriela, and Rosa described how these activities were enjoyed by their children who 
perceive this time as a special moment in the day where all the members in the family can 
communicate with each other.  
Lucy, in contrast, complained about the negative reactions of her children when she 
encourages them to watch a TV show in Spanish from her home country, Colombia, or watch a 
Spanish movie. She commented that “Yo trato de animarlos a que escuchen música en español o 
que vean programas de televisión en español, pero ellos dicen que se escucha muy feo y vienen y 
me cambien el canal o la estación.” “I try to encourage them to listen to music in Spanish or to 
watch TV shows in Spanish, but they say it sounds very ugly and they come and change the 
channel or the station.” 
The Non-Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran Participants. For these parents, 
strategies to maintain Spanish in the home included the following a) promoting bilingual 
literacy, b) consistently use of Spanish at home, c) use positive reinforcement; d) visit the home 
country when is possible, e) provide access to music, television and print in Spanish, f) find a 
time with the child to read in Spanish, and g) create awareness by explaining their children the 
value of bilingualism and biculturalism before and upon entering school.  
Mayela commented that she believes that the success in making her son to preserve 
Spanish as the home language rests on promoting literacy in both languages, Spanish and 
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English. She believes that parents can influence the native language preservation by offering to 
their children a provision of a rich and robust home literacy environment. This Cuban mother 
described having bilingual and Spanish books at home as very successful strategy implemented 
with her son. She also mentioned that she daily read children’s books with her son in both 
languages. Besides that, strategy, Mayela, like Sofia and Dunia, believe that consistent use of 
Spanish at home is an essential mean to preserve the language. Moreover, she offers her child 
opportunities to listen to music and watch TV in both languages.  
Dunia practices with her two children positive reinforcement when they try to use 
Spanish. She does not use an authoritarian discourse or put pressure in her children to use only 
Spanish at home, in part because her youngest son had a delay in the development of the 
language and, even though he understands Spanish, he speaks mainly English. However, Dunia 
commented that she constantly encourages her oldest child to use Spanish with his little brother.  
Sofia described some home literacy activities that, together with her husband, she 
uses with her two boys. She emphasized in the importance of having a family time for 
fostering communication in the home language. Sofia also commented that as a strategy, she 
sets aside time every afternoon for their children to read English and Spanish books and she 
helps each child with homework while talking in Spanish.  
Yo pienso que mis hijos no han perdido el español porque lo hablamos en la casa. 
Leemos juntos y lo comentamos. Dejamos un tiempo en familia para comunicarnos y 
ayudarlos con sus tareas y todo esto lo hacemos en español.  
I think that my children have not lost Spanish because we speak it at home. We read 
together and discuss it. We have a family time to communicate and help them with their 
homework, and we do all this in Spanish. 
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V. Parents’ Perspectives of How the School’s Authorities, Teachers, and Community can 
Support them in Preserving the Native Language  
The Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran Participants. Colombian, Salvadoran, 
and Honduran parents agreed that the offering of Spanish courses in the city are needed to 
support their efforts in helping their children preserving the home language. All of them affirmed 
that if heritage or bilingual instruction is offered in the city, they will motive their children to 
attend these classes.  
Parents also made emphasis in the need of having courses that help children to develop 
their literacy in both languages, English and Spanish, and at the same time their knowledge of 
historical, cultural, and social aspects of the Hispanic culture. They also suggested that a course 
in Spanish for their children covering what they consider controversial issues such as discipline 
and sexual education in the Canadian context would benefit not only their children but also the 
parental knowledge about these topics while creating a space for reading and discussing these 
issues with all the members of the family. 
Expectations on Heritage and Bilingual Instruction. As was previously discussed, there 
was among these five parents a sense of resentment related to their frustrated desire to access 
bilingual or heritage language programs for their children. They stated that they felt unsupported 
by schools and other community organizations in their struggle to transmit and maintain Spanish 
as home language. The need of L1 literacy programs, bilingual programs or heritage language 
courses in the city was a recurrent topic that emerged during all the interviews. A Salvadoran 
father expressed his perceptions in the following quote: 
Necesitamos ayuda de las instituciones canadienses. Lo único que podemos hacer nosotros 
es motivar a los niños y hablarles en español en la casa, pero creo que eso no es suficiente 
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si todo el día afuera les toca hablar en inglés. Sí, sería muy bueno si hubiera clases donde 
mandarlos porque eso ayudaría mucho a que ellos tengan su lengua, sería bueno. El 
español en Brandon está en crecimiento y en un futuro creo que la escuela tiene que 
incorporarlo. La población latina está creciendo y se va reproduciendo. 
We need help from Canadian institutions. The only thing we can do is to motivate children 
and talk to them in Spanish at home, but I think that is not enough if they have to speak 
English outside all day. Yes, it would be really good if there were classes where we could 
send them because that would help them a lot to keep their language. It would be good. 
The Spanish in Brandon is growing, and in the future, I think the school has to include it. 
Latin population is growing, and it is developing. 
All the participants mentioned their desire of having their children attending some kind 
of instruction where they are able to acquire more knowledge not only about the Spanish 
language, but also about the Hispanic culture. For some parents, the support from the schools is 
fundamental. Lucy felt that by herself alone is difficult to convince her children to preserve their 
home language: 
A mí me gustaría que la división escolar tuviera algo en especial programa para ayudarles 
a entender el español. Yo trato aquí en la casa pero es muy difícil. La disciplina aquí es 
muy diferente que en Colombia. Allá en Colombia uno no los castigaba de la forma que 
los castiga aquí, uno puede quitarles las cosas que ellos tienen por ejemplo los castigo 
diciéndoles que no pueden tener internet o no puede jugar juegos de vídeo o no pueden 
salir el fin de semana. Yo tuve un problema con mi hijo menor yo lo castigué y tenía una 
semana que no podía salir no puede jugar sólo podía venir hacer tareas por qué estaba 
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muy bajo con las notas y entonces él me dijo que la profesora le había dicho que eso era 
abuso infantil y que él podía llamar a la policía. 
I would have liked that the school division had a special program to help them understand 
Spanish better. I try to here in the house, but it is very difficult. The discipline here is 
very different than in Colombia. Back in Colombia, I could not punish them the same 
way I could punish them here. Here you can take away the things they have, for example, 
by telling them that they cannot have internet, or they cannot play video games, or they 
cannot go out on the weekend. I had a problem with my youngest son, I punished him 
and had for a week that he could not go out, he could not play and that he could only 
come to do homework because he had very low grades and then he told me that the 
teacher had told him that it was child abuse and that he could call the police. 
Parents also mentioned the need of receiving more information about bilingual initiatives 
in the school and community. None of the participants mentioned to know about bilingual 
programs in the city or recalled have been informed by the school about current bilingual or 
heritage language courses. Only one mother mentioned that in the school where her son is 
registered, he attended an after-school support program that uses Spanish to help Hispanic 
students with the development of English literacy and school assignments.  
The Non-Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran Participants. Mayela, Dunia, and 
Sofia expressed their ideas and hopes about of how they believe schools’ authorities, teachers, 
and community could support their efforts in developing bilingual literacy and maintaining the 
home language. These parents highlighted three ways of how schools and community can 
support the bilingualism of their children. According to them, this can be made through a) 
having access to formal heritage language and bilingual schooling that enable Hispanic 
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immigrant children to develop and sustain literacy in English and Spanish, b) having more 
printed materials in Spanish and bilingual literacy resources in schools and public libraries, and 
c) promoting bilingual awareness among immigrant children and parents.   
These parents dreamed of schools actively encouraging and promoting the establishment 
of heritage language programs with them as leaders of these initiatives. Mayela, for instance, 
narrated how she has been knocking doors to implement a Spanish bilingual program in Brandon 
and contacting teachers for advice in the Winnipeg School Division, where a Spanish immersion 
program was implemented recently. “The task has been not easy”, she said.  
The expectations that these parents have about having opportunities for bilingual 
development are in accordance with the principles of multilingual education for social justice 
that offers a rationale for including minority children first language in the education system.   
Both Sofia and Dunia believed that Hispanic children will benefit by accessing formal courses 
where they can begin or continue their literacy in Spanish in case they had instruction in their 
home countries. The following quote from Dunia illustrates this perception: 
Yo pienso que lo que nos falta es un programa formal de la misma manera que ofrecen 
matemática y ciencia. Los niños tienen que tener oportunidades de mantener contacto 
con el español. Yo creo que eso es uno de los retos fundamentales no hay una educación 
formal en español en Brandon porque tampoco es además una prioridad para la ciudad 
o para el país que es de habla inglesa. 
I think that what we lack is a formal program in the same way that mathematics and 
science are offered. Children must have opportunities to maintain contact with Spanish. I 
believe that this is one of the fundamental challenges. There is no formal education in 
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Spanish in Brandon because it is not a priority for the city or for the country that is 
English speaking. 
They also mentioned how important is for them that their children have access not only 
to transitional courses where English is the goal but to courses where reading, oral expression, 
and academic writing in Spanish would be a fundamental part of the curriculum. As Dunia 
commented: 
A mí me gustaría que los niños estuviesen expuestos a la lectura en español porque aquí 
que no hay muchos libros en español, aunque ellos quieran leer en escuela. Yo quisiera 
que ellos alcanzaran en español los mismos niveles que ellos tienen de lectura en inglés. 
Yo sé que existen libros traducidos, pero no están aquí por qué seguro la división escolar 
no ve la necesidad de eso. Yo quisiera que también que a los niños les dieran cursos de 
escritura más bien básica no algo que los complique con gramática, o con un sistema 
complejo de composición y redacción. A veces cuando ellos vienen aquí y pasa mucho 
tiempo ellos pueden hablar español, pero no saben leerlo, no conocen los sonidos del 
español y leen con los sonidos del inglés. Sería bueno que ellos tuviesen esa preparación 
en fonética y que se les enseñe cuáles son los sonidos que pertenecen al español, además 
que pudieran leer textos y traducir. Esas clases no las hay y sería bueno que las hubiera 
para fortalecer la lengua materna y eso a la vez les va a enriquecer en su conocimiento 
para escribir en inglés, porque en este curso de español ellos necesitarían estudiar obras 
literarias y escribir ensayos y eso es lo que les toca hacer hasta que lleguen a la 
universidad. 
I would like children to be exposed to read in Spanish because here there are not many 
books in Spanish even if they want to read in school. I would like them to achieve in 
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Spanish the same levels they have in English. I know there are translated books, but they 
are not here because the school division does not see the need for that. I would also like 
children to be given basic writing courses, not something that complicates them with 
grammar, or with a complex system of composition and writing. Sometimes when they 
come here and spend a lot of time, they can speak Spanish, but they cannot read it, they 
do not know the sounds of Spanish and they read with the sounds of English. It would be 
good for them to have that preparation in phonetics and to be taught which sounds belong 
to Spanish, as well as to read texts and translate. These classes do not exist, and it would 
be good if there were to strengthen the mother tongue and that at the same time will 
enrich them in their knowledge to write in English, because in this Spanish course they 
would need to study literary works and write essays and that is what they have to do until 
they reach the university. 
Having more printed materials and access to literacy resources available in community 
and school libraries were two ways parents perceived of how social institutions in the city could 
potentially support their efforts in preserving the home language. The extensive research 
highlining the role of printed material and literacy engagement in student’s academic success 
supports the wish of these parents. Cummins, for instance, has been one of many academics who 
have argued about the need that children from minority linguistic groups have the possibility of 
accessing to print and getting engaged with print if it is expected from them to develop academic 
language skills.  
  These three parents also commented that the role of school is fundamental in promoting 
awareness not only among children, but also among parents about the value of bilingual, heritage 
language and multilingual education. As Dunia pointed out: 
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Yo creo que las escuelas nos pueden ayudar con el principal reto que tenemos que es 
conseguir que nos eduquen primero a los padres hispanos para entender por qué es 
importante que preservemos en los niños nuestra lengua materna. Lo que yo he percibido 
durante el tiempo que llevo en Brandon es que la gran mayoría de padres Hispanos se 
equivocan con respecto a la importancia de que sus hijos hablen inglés y no mantengan 
español y eso es por ignorancia. 
I believe that schools can help us with the main challenge we have to get them to educate 
Hispanic parents first to understand why it is important that we preserve our mother 
tongue in our children. What I have noticed during my time at Brandon is that the vast 
majority of Hispanic parents are wrong about the importance of their children speaking 
English and not maintaining Spanish and that is due to ignorance. 
The hopes, perceptions, and expectations of these three immigrant mothers reflect the 
awareness of these parents about the fact that the development of literacy in two languages 
entails linguistic and broader cognitive advantages in bilingual children (Cummins, 2001). Their 
views are in line with an increasing number of studies in the last decades that have demonstrated 
that a significant positive relationship exists between the development of academic skills in the 
home language and the second language. These studies also affirm that stronger students’ 
foundation in the native language the better their second or third language develops. For 
instance, Cummins has pointed out in several studies that learners from linguistic minorities who 
are doing well in developing reading and writing in their first language also do well in 
developing reading and writing skills in their second and subsequent languages. Therefore, the 
stronger children’s foundation is in their native language the better they like to do in the second 
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language, what has obvious implications for their academic development in a multilingual 
education.   
Chapter Summary: Overview of Key Findings 
Although many questions remain, the guiding question and sub-questions have at least 
helped highlight the complexity of the issues. Some major findings of these study are 
summarized as follows: 
Without exception, all the Hispanic immigrant parents participating in this study viewed 
the preservation of Spanish as fundamental in the development of their children, and they want 
their children to maintain the Spanish language, the Hispanic cultural values, and identity. In 
general, despite the challenges to maintain the home language, few parents were succeeding in 
raising their children bilingually while a majority was not.  
All the parents considered crucial the maintenance of Spanish as the home language 
because they perceive their language as an essential key to fostering a sense of unity, continuity, 
and understanding not only among the members of their nuclear and extended family but also 
among the Hispanic community. In this sense, the parents’ views are in accordance with the 
principles of social justice and additive bilingualism that give value to the first language and the 
cultural capital of the individual. In their narratives about their experiences in promoting home 
language maintenance, these Hispanic immigrant parents validated previous studies in L1 
maintenance and Hispanic communities in Canada that have evidenced the assimilative pressures 
that linguistic minority groups receive from mainstream institutions. Despite these pressures 
most Hispanic immigrant parents resist by implementing practices and strategies at home to 
preserve the native language of their children.   
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Parents in this study also viewed the bilingual ability of their children as a human capital 
that allows children to maintain strong family ties and serves as a door opener and as a valuable 
tool for achieving academic and professional success. Lotherington et al. (2008) citing 
Cummins’ work, reinforced these parents’ views. The authors affirmed that “not only does the 
maintenance of L1 help students to communicate with parents and grandparents in their families, 
and increase the collective competence of the entire society, it enhances the intellectual and 
academic resources of individual bilingual students” (p. 128).    
Hispanic immigrant parents that came from Colombia, Honduras, and El Salvador 
perceived the maintenance of the home language as a fundamental value for their Hispanic 
identity and as a means for the economic success of their children in the mainstream society. The 
study found that the non-Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran participants share a similar view 
about the preservation of the home language by their children; however, these parents placed a 
major emphasis on the value of bilingualism as a medium for academic achievement.   
Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran participants were less aware of the cognitive 
advantages of bilingualism and heritage language preservation in comparison with the non-
Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran participants. This awareness is a fundamental factor in 
the maintenance of their children mother tongue because, as many studies suggest, with their 
attitude toward the mother language and culture, parents influence the way that children 
perceived and valued, or not, cultural manifestations such language and traditions (Pauwels, 
2016).  
The research found that the role of the children as language brokers is a strong factor that 
influences positively the attitude of Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran immigrant parents 
toward the preservation of the home language. However, the pressures that this role has in 
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children and the repercussions of intrafamilial conflicts, separation, and family disruption 
because of the immigration process were perceived as factors that negatively influence the home 
language maintenance.  
Except for one, all the participants considered their native language as a fundamental and 
distinctive component of the Hispanic culture. Both groups of parents recognized the link 
between language maintenance and identity. However, the perception that the Spanish language 
is a determinant aspect of Hispanic identity was stronger in Colombian, Honduran, and 
Salvadoran participants than in the non-Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran participants. As 
immigrants, both groups of parents were aware that the future of their children lays in Canada, 
thus, they perceive the preservation of their children identity as a form of empowerment in their 
new context.   
Both, Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran parents and non-Colombian, Salvadoran, 
and Honduran parents are facing challenges and difficulties in their efforts to help their children 
to maintain Spanish. The findings suggest that, due to socioeconomic conditions, language 
barrier, and low Spanish literacy, parents who came to the city associated with the recruitment 
process started by Maple Leaf Foods are having more difficulties in preserving their home 
language, than those non-Colombian, Honduran, and Salvadoran parents who came to Brandon 
for other reasons. By the time of the interview, two of the five Colombian, Honduran, and 
Salvadoran participants in this study were working at the Maple Leaf Foods company. Findings 
evidenced that the heavy workload is another challenge that affects the parents’ efforts to 
preserve the home language. Besides, these parents feel that they have a very little connection 
with the school of their children. Some of them feel “abandoned” by the school community. In 
other words, they do not feel that their knowledge and human capital is perceived as valuable for 
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the education of their children inside of the school. Both groups saw as barriers the lack of 
bilingual and heritage language programming and the difficulty to have access to printed 
bilingual resources. Also, Colombian, Salvadoran, and Honduran parents reported challenges 
associated with assimilative pressures from the schools, heavy workload, and economic 
limitations as factors affecting the L1 preservation, while non-Colombian, Honduran, and 
Salvadoran parents did not report these aspects.   
Based on parents’ perceptions of the level of L1 maintenance achieved by their children, 
it could be argued that higher educational background and better socioeconomic status of parents 
are factors affecting the home language preservation positively among Hispanic children in 
Brandon. This finding contradicts what other studies on Hispanic immigrant families in North 
America have argued (Schecter & Bayley, 1997), affirming that families who had moved furthest 
up the socioeconomic ladder had been the least successful in maintaining Spanish. 
A significant finding in this study was a possible correlation between the low parent-
school/teacher partnership and the low level of L1 maintenance reported by parents. Parents who 
have a more close and collaborative relationship with teachers and school perceived that the 
chance to discuss instructional plans and the advice from teachers and school personnel aided 
them to make informed decisions that favored the L1 preservation and bilingualism of their 
children. In contrast, parents who perceived a distant relationship with their children’s school 
and experienced more assimilative pressures in detriment of their native language reported a 
higher level of language attrition in their children.   
The study found that most of the participants are consciously using strategies to preserve 
the home language. While few parents practice enforced ways such as Spanish only policy, most 
of them apply more flexible ways to encourage children to maintain the home language. Some 
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common strategies described by these parents were using Spanish at home, having a home 
library with Spanish and bilingual books, reading and writing in Spanish, using positive 
reinforcement, listening to Hispanic music and watching Spanish TV programs in a family time. 
All the participants perceived that schools and community could support their efforts by 
open opportunities of bilingual and heritage language formal instruction in the city and by 
including Hispanic children home language and culture in school curriculums. Parents also 
perceived that schools could help them by leading strategies to promote bilingual and heritage 
language awareness among immigrant parents and children in the city.  
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Chapter Five  
Delimitations, Limitations, Implications, and Conclusions  
The previous section described how the Hispanic parents in this study viewed their 
experiences with the issue of heritage language maintenance and bilingual instruction. The 
purpose of this case study research was to investigate and describe the experiences and 
perspectives of Hispanic immigrant parents on heritage language maintenance and bilingual 
education in the City of Brandon, Manitoba. This chapter provides a description of the 
delimitations and limitations as well as the implications and conclusions of the study.   
The following questions were used to guide this study and understand how Hispanic 
immigrant parents view their experiences with the issues of home language maintenance and 
bilingual education. 
1. How do Hispanic immigrant parents perceive the maintenance of Spanish as the 
heritage language? 
2. What Hispanic immigrant parents view as challenges and difficulties in their 
effort to preserve Spanish as the heritage language? 
3. How do Hispanic immigrant parents perceive their relationship with their 
children’s school and how the nature of this relationship impacts the home 
language maintenance among Hispanic immigrant children? 
4. What are some strategies that Hispanic immigrant parents are using in their 
homes to help their children to preserve Spanish as their native language? 
5. What are parents’ perspectives of how the school’s authorities, teachers, and the 
community can support them in preserving the native language of their children 
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and in making informed decisions regarding heritage language maintenance and 
bilingual education? 
Delimitations  
I delimited this study in several ways. First, the investigation used a sample of first-
generation Hispanic immigrant parents with children attending elementary school and high 
school in the City of Brandon, Manitoba. I selected this group because the socioeconomic 
particularities of its immigration process make Hispanic immigrants in the City of Brandon a 
vulnerable population. The big majority of this first-generation Hispanic immigrant parents 
arrived as “low-skill” workers (Jowett, 2014) with visible linguistic and economic limitations. 
Second, this sample population of Hispanic parents was from Honduras, El Salvador, Cuba, 
Chile, and Colombia. Finally, the study was restricted to work with first-generation immigrant 
Hispanic parents who have settled in Brandon Manitoba for a period no longer than fifteen years.  
Limitations  
There were several limitations inherent to the research. This study aimed to investigate 
and describe the experiences and perspectives of Hispanic immigrant parents on heritage 
language maintenance and bilingual education in the City of Brandon Manitoba. As with any 
study, I understood that there were limitations. Because my interest rested with a concentrated 
group of Hispanic immigrants, this study was a qualitative one. First, the case study approach 
employed in this study was a strength as well as a limitation because even though it made 
possible an in-depth analysis of the experiences and perceptions of the sixteen Hispanic 
immigrant parents, the case represents a small sample in the City of Brandon with a Hispanic 
immigrant population that has more that two thousand members, according to Statistics Canada 
in the Census Profile, 2016. Therefore, the research does not intend to generalize its findings to 
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the larger population and to represent the entire views of the Hispanic immigrant parents in 
Brandon. However, it is hoped that the information from the research will be transferable to 
other cities with similar challenges and characteristics. Secondly, this research studied Hispanic 
immigrant parents from Honduras, El Salvador, Cuba, Chile, and Colombia which excluded 
other members of the Hispanic community in Brandon. Third, the study only investigated first 
generation immigrant Hispanic parents. Fourth, this sample was selected from the Hispanic 
immigrant parents who arrived in Brandon in a period no longer than 15 years ago, excluding 
those who came before this period. Finally, the study excluded the views of children’s 
participants, which may influence the perspectives of parents.  
Implications of the Study 
This study has implications for the implementation and development of heritage and 
bilingual programs in community organizations and school divisions in the rural areas of 
Manitoba. The study showed that Hispanic immigrant parents have positive perceptions toward 
the maintenance of the home language by their children because they consider the native 
language as a fundamental aspect of their cultural identity. A collaborative relationship between 
Hispanic parents and school community suggests a positive impact in the L1 home language 
preservation among Hispanic immigrant children, in contrast, a detached and coercive 
relationship between school and parents has negative repercussions in maintaining the first 
language of Hispanic immigrant children. 
There are many challenges faced by these parents in their efforts to preserve the home 
language as a result of historical patterns of subordination and coercive relations of power. 
Despite the assimilative pressures, these parents are using several strategies to help their children 
to be bilingual literate and keeping the home language.   
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These parents perceived the need that the school’s authorities, teachers, and the 
community support their efforts by facilitating bilingual and heritage language instruction. They 
also perceived that the inclusion of the Hispanic children’s first language and culture in the 
education system is crucial and it should be done in an effective and collaborative way.  
The exploration of these issues exposed causes of difficulties faced by the Hispanic 
community in maintaining Spanish as the home language. The information about the perceptions 
and experiences of Hispanic parents collected and analyzed in this study contains 
psycholinguistic elements, but also sociological elements that need to be considered by 
educators, policymakers and researchers, in answer to how an effective schooling for language 
Hispanic immigrant children in the City of Brandon should be.  
Implications for Immigrant Parents 
In immigrant communities, there are different kinds of parents, those with bilingual 
power who can go through these lines, perhaps with the intention to write their own masters’ 
thesis, and those without the knowledge of a dominant language who perhaps may never have 
the chance to be part of the academia. Those immigrant parents who also are students 
researching issues on language learning and bilingual education should adopt a critical and 
political position that enables them to be actors of a social transformation in their communities.    
Immigrant parents need to be aware of the value of home language not only as a means 
for achieving academic success but also for empowering their children and their community. If 
immigrant parents intend to pass on their native language and culture to next generation, they 
need to make emphasis in a sustained literacy engagement in both, the dominant and the native 
language.  
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Encouraging the children to use the heritage language at home is crucial. Even though the 
native language only policy at home works for several children, parents need to be aware of the 
value of translanguaging practices of their children. Positive reinforcement is also essential. If 
children receive negative emotional reactions when they show a lack of home language 
proficiency, it can result in their rejection to express themselves in that language. 
Community organization and the establishment of collaborative partnerships with 
teachers, schools, and communities are needed to achieve the goal of having more bilingual and 
heritage language opportunities in migration settings. Members of immigrant communities need 
to explore their human capital and building capacity and identify and support those leaders inside 
ethnic communities capable of leading the necessary process to open spaces for learning heritage 
and bilingual programs in the city and promoting multilingual education.     
Implications for Teachers 
Teachers have options, or they reproduce historical patterns of exclusion in their 
classrooms, or they decide to embrace a collaborative relationship of power toward the 
empowerment of marginalize linguistic minorities. In their daily interactions with Hispanic 
immigrant children and other linguistic minorities, teachers need to embrace a pedagogy of 
empowerment (Cummins, 2000) and a pedagogy of multiliteracies (The New London Group, 
1996), taking account of and building on the various forms of vernacular literacy that are 
manifested in the ethnocultural communities of these students.   
Educators must be aware that power relations have an active role in success or failure of 
Hispanic immigrant children that are growing up in the multilingual context of Brandon. These 
children belong to a linguistic, social, and cultural ethnic minority that historically have been 
placed in marginalized and subordinated position within the school system. Therefore, educators 
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in their classrooms must question coercive relations of power reflected in the wider society that 
communicate messages to students diminishing their value, their language and culture, their 
worth as individuals, and their academic potential. Teachers should challenge these negative 
assumptions and communicate a different message by valuing children’s home language and by 
treating immigrant children as linguistically talent individuals from the first day they arrive at the 
school.  
In instructing Hispanic immigrant children, educators need to evaluate what image of the 
child are they sketching in their instruction. These children need to get from their teachers the 
messages that they are capable of becoming bilingual and biliterate, developing higher order 
thinking and intellectual accomplishments, using their creative and imaginative thinking, 
creating literature and art, generating new knowledge and thinking about and finding solutions to 
the social issues that affect their families, their community, and their society. If these Hispanic 
immigrant children are not getting these messages from their interaction with their teachers and 
school, then they are not developing an identity of competence in their new context. 
Educators need to consider the psycholinguistics dimensions of teaching through the 
native language of linguistic minority children and develop literacy through both languages. 
They need to recognise the benefits that the first language has for the academic development, but 
also the sociological dimensions that imply connecting instruction with children’s lives and 
affirming their identities. As research has evidenced, literacy engagement is a powerful 
determinant of the extent which literacy skills are developed in school. To engage Hispanic 
immigrant students with literacy, teachers need to support students getting access to literacy in 
both the native and the mainstream language. 
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Hispanic immigrant children will benefit if teachers include in their classrooms contents 
that are familiar or are relevant to their context. In the City of Brandon, teachers must be aware 
of the social implications that the process of immigration has have for the families and children 
that came to the city linked to the recruitment of workers made by Maple Leaf Foods. For 
instance, educators need to know that many of these immigrant children have the huge 
responsibility to be the voice of their parents as interpreters and translators while sometimes 
witnessing conflicts that have severe emotional repercussions for them.   
The use of dual books in both, Spanish and English will be indeed a powerful teaching 
strategy that will have enormous impact in the lives of these students. The linguistic and 
metalinguistic benefits of dual books have been highlighted in studies in the Canadian context 
(Naqvi et al., 2012a,b). While creating these bilingual books, students are enhancing their 
academic writing, reading, metalinguistic, and sociocultural awareness among many other skills. 
The creation of bilingual or multilingual literature by these students help to solve the problem of 
the absence of bilingual literacy resources in schools and communities. Besides, these dual 
books can become in a repository of a community’s cultural knowledge if for their creation 
immigrant children carry out work or write in the dominant language during their school time 
and then go back and work with their parents to come up with home language versions of what 
they are doing. 
Finally, teachers can change the predominant monolingual appearance of school by 
transforming it in school’s cultures that value the linguistic diversity of its students and 
communities. In this line, teachers can make of their school, places where the first thing students 
see when they walk in would be signs in the multiple languages that prevail in their community 
and where they can see their bilingual or multilingual works showcasing in the corridors. 
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By adopting a collaborative position, teachers can support Hispanic immigrant parents in 
their efforts to preserve the home language by giving students home activities and work that 
require the interaction with their parents through the home language. Besides, teachers can 
encourage Hispanic immigrant parents to take part in classroom activates, fundraising events or 
attending evenings where they come in and read with their children in their home language and 
English.  
Implications for Policy 
Policymakers should be aware that Spanish in Brandon is not a simple code of 
communication, it is also a language that relates to the culture, identity, and the socioeconomic 
struggles of a vulnerable population where most of their members came to this city to work 
under challenging conditions. The way that the concept of ‘heritage language’ is used in policy 
documents, the efficacy of the Policy for Heritage Language Instruction, and the requirements 
for its implementation in rural communities such Brandon need to be reviewed. These policies 
and the curriculum proposed for the Spanish language need to be adapted to the needs of all the 
members of the Hispanic community.  
Implications for Future Research 
The complexity of the phenomenon of language maintenance in the Hispanic immigrant 
population in rural areas of Manitoba offers a huge spectrum of possibilities for future research. 
This study examined the experiences and perceptions of a small sample of sixteen first-
generation Hispanic parents through case study methodology what has multiple limitations. 
There is an opportunity for future researchers to recruit a bigger sample of parents representing 
more Hispanic immigrant groups that were not included in this study such as Mexican, 
Nicaraguan, and Costa Rican parents among others. There is also a need to investigate the 
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perceptions, attitudes, and experiences of first and second generation Hispanic children on 
language maintenance. Also, the phenomenon of language loss among first-generation Hispanic 
immigrants was not the focus of this investigation and it need to be studied. Additionally, the 
perceptions and experiences of Spanish teachers, EAL teachers, and educational assistants about 
first language maintenance offer another possibility for investigation.    
Regarding methodology, a future investigation in the issue of language maintenance in 
Hispanic immigrant population in rural contexts can be done through a participatory approach. 
Participatory action research (PAR) as a methodological approach has been used in several 
studies about language maintenance and language loss among immigrant populations and 
Hispanic immigrants (McCormick, 2012; Torrico, 2000). This research method is suitable for 
further investigations because Hispanic immigrants are part of a vulnerable minority linguistic 
group that will benefit from a methodology that gives them voice. This research approach is 
suitable for research because it combines action for social change, popular education, and 
emancipatory research based in collaborative participation (Williams & Brydon-Miller, 2004). 
These authors affirmed that PAR is a methodology that “makes emphasis on collaboration within 
marginalized or oppressed communities and works to address the underlying causes of inequality 
while at the same time focusing on finding solutions to specific community concerns” (p. 245).   
Conclusions 
The perceptions and experiences of Hispanic immigrant parents in the City of Brandon 
demonstrates the importance that some cultures place in their home language as a fundamental 
aspect of their culture and identity. In their efforts to preserve the home language, Hispanic 
immigrant parents face many challenges that reflect the effects of coercive relations of power in 
the dominant society. The kind of relationship that teachers and school personnel have with 
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minority communities has repercussions in the preservation of the language and culture of 
linguistic minority students. Despite the pressures that Hispanic immigrant parents receive from 
mainstream institutions, they use different strategies to support the language preservation, 
biliteracy and the bilingualism of their children. These parents believe that the inclusion of the 
home language in the education of their children and the promotion of bilingual and multilingual 
awareness among immigrant children and parents are two of the main ways that school and 
community can support their efforts in preserving the home language.  
As educators what we need to do is looking at both the sociological and psycholinguistic 
implications of preserving the home language of immigrant children and its active inclusion in 
the school curriculum. We also need to be aware of the historical patterns of exclusion that have 
led to the school failure of minority linguistic groups in North America and reverse this 
exclusion that these communities have faced in the past and still face in in the present. The 
experiences and the voices of the participants in this study demonstrate the need to reverse the 
dimensions of schooling that have contributed to the school failure of Hispanic immigrant 
children in countries such as Canada and the United States. The devaluation of their identities, 
their language, cultures, and their communities have been inevitably involved in those 
dimensions of schooling. As Cummins suggested, these patterns of devaluation can be reversed 
through challenging coercive relations of power and promoting a collaborative relationship of 
power in schools. The empowerment of children from minority linguistic groups can be done by 
providing them with more opportunities of heritage, bilingual, and multilingual literacy and by 
enabling them to develop a powerful identity through affirming and intellectual work, using their 
home languages, their culture, and their community in school settings.  
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Appendix B−Questions Guide for The Pilot Interview 
 
1. What is your age? 
18 -24 years old          b. 25-34 years old        c. 35-44 years old 
d. 45-54 years old      e. 55-64 years old        f. 65-74 years old 
g. 75 years or older 
2. What is your marital status? 
3. What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? 
4. What do you do? (employment status) 
5. Where were you born? 
6. When did you come to Canada? 
7. Why did you come to Canada? 
8. How many child(ren) do you have? 
9. Where were your child(ren) born? 
10. What schools do your child(ren) attend? 
11. What grade are your child(ren)? 
12. Tell me about your home town. 
14. How long are you planning to live in Brandon? 
15. What is your first language? 
16. What is your proficiency in your first language (in reading, writing, speaking, and 
listening)? 
17. Do you speak any other languages? If yes, please explain in detail including your 
proficiency in each language. (Native like-Very well-Well-Fair-Poor) 
18. What language(s) do you normally speak at home? (Ask for example) 
- to your spouse: 
- to your child(ren): 
- and to other family members: 
19. What are your child(ren)’s first language? 
20. Do they speak any other languages? If yes, please explain in detail including their 
proficiency in each language. 
21. What language(s) do your child(ren) normally speak at home? 
          -  to you: 
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- to your spouse: 
- and to other family members: 
22. Was there any change in their first language use after they started schooling? 
23. Do you encourage your child(ren) to speak Spanish at home? 
24. How is your child(ren) maintaining home language important to you? Please rate in the 
following manner: Extremely important-important-somewhat important-not important at all. 
Please tell me why you think so. 
25. What benefits do you see for your child in maintaining Spanish? 
26. What proficiency do you wish for your child(ren) to achieve in Spanish? 
27. Do you think if first language can help second language learning? 
28. Let’s say your child is an English language learner attending Canadian 
school. At this school, subjects are taught also in your child’s first language. In 
this case, do you think your child can academically benefit (do better) from the 
class taught in his/her first/home language? Is this formal instruction important 
for you? 
29. How do you think your child(ren) feel about maintaining Spanish? 
30. If participant says their child(ren) speaks Spanish) How did your children learn Spanish?  
31. Do they know how to read and write in Spanish? 
32. What are other Spanish maintaining activities that your children do at home to maintain 
Spanish? 
33. Do you participate in these activities with your child(ren)? 
34. Do you know if there are any opportunities available in the community for maintaining 
Spanish? 
35. Has your child(ren)’s school provided any Spanish heritage language related experiences? 
36. Do you feel that it is easy or difficult for your children to maintain Spanish? Please explain? 
37. Is there anything else you want to share about Spanish language maintenance in the city of 
Brandon? 
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Appendix B− Questions Guide for The Pilot Interview (Spanish Version) 
 
Preguntas para la entrevista piloto 
 
1. ¿Cuál es su edad? 
a) 18 -24 años de edad.    b) 25-34 años de edad.      c) 35-44 años de edad. 
d) 45-54 años de edad.      e) F 55-64 años de edad.  f) 65-74 años de edad. 
g) 75 años o más 
2. ¿Cuál es su estado civil? 
3. ¿Cuál es el nivel escolar más alto que ha logrado? 
4. ¿A qué se dedica? (situación laboral) 
5. ¿Dónde nació usted? 
6. ¿Cuándo vino usted a Canadá? 
7. ¿Por qué ha venido usted a Canadá? 
8. ¿Cuántos hijo/a(s) tiene usted? 
9. ¿Dónde nació o nacieron su/s hijo/a(s) ? 
10. ¿A cuál escuela asiste o asisten su/sus hijo/a (s)? 
11. ¿En qué grado está o están su/sus hijo/a (s)? 
12. Hábleme de su ciudad natal. 
14. ¿Cuánto tiempo piensa vivir en Brandon? 
15. ¿Cuál es su lengua materna? 
16. ¿Cuál es su competencia en su lengua materna (en lectura, escritura, habla y escucha)? 
17. ¿Habla otros idiomas? En caso afirmativo, por favor explique en detalle, incluyendo su 
habilidad en cada idioma. (Nativo-Muy bien -Bien-Regular- Malo) 
18. ¿Qué idioma (s) normalmente hablan en casa? (por ejemplo) 
- con su cónyuge: 
- con su/s hijo/a(s)   
- con otros miembros de la familia: 
19. ¿Cuál es la lengua nativa de su/s hijo/a(s)? 
20. ¿Hablan ellos/as cualquier otro idioma? En caso afirmativo, por favor explique en detalle, 
incluyendo su habilidad en cada idioma. 
21. ¿Qué idioma (s) su/s hijo/a(s) normalmente hablan en casa? 
           - con usted: 
           - con su cónyuge: 
           - con otros miembros de la familia: 
22. ¿Hubo algún cambio en el uso de la lengua nativa después de que su/s hijo/a(s) comenzaron 
la escuela en Canadá? 
23. ¿Anima usted a su/s hijo/a(s) hablar español en casa? 
24. ¿Es el mantenimiento de la lengua materna por parte de su/s hijo/a(s) importante para usted? 
Por favor calificar de la siguiente manera: 
a) extremadamente importante 
b) importante 
c) algo importante 
d) no es importante en absoluto.  
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Por favor, explique por qué piensa de esta manera. 
25. ¿Qué ventajas ve usted para su hijo en el mantenimiento del español? 
26. ¿Qué nivel de español desea que su/s hijo/a(s) alcancen? 
27. ¿Cree usted que la primera lengua puede ayudar en el aprendizaje de un segundo idioma? 
28. Digamos que su hijo es un estudiante de inglés en la escuela canadiense. En esta escuela, las 
materias se les enseña también en la lengua materna de su/s hijo/a(s). En este caso, ¿cree que 
su/s hijo/a(s) pueda beneficiarse académicamente de la clase impartida en su / su primer idioma? 
¿Es importante para usted esta instrucción formal? 
29. ¿Cómo cree que su/s hijo/a(s) se sienten sobre el mantenimiento de español? 
30. (Si el participante dice que su/s hijo/a(s) hablan español) ¿Cómo sus niños aprendieron 
español? 
31. ¿Saben ellos leer y escribir en español? 
32. ¿Cuáles son algunas actividades que hacen su/s hijo/a(s) en casa para mantener español? 
33. ¿Participa usted en estas actividades con su/s hijo/a(s)? 
34. ¿Sabe si hay oportunidades disponibles en la comunidad de Brandon para el mantenimiento 
de español? 
35. ¿Sabe usted si la escuela de su/s hijo/a(s) proporciona clases de español para estudiantes 
nativos o brinda experiencias relacionadas con este idioma? 
36. ¿Cree usted que es fácil o difícil para sus hijos mantener el español? Por favor, explique. 
37. ¿Hay algo más que quiera usted compartir sobre mantenimiento del español en la ciudad de 
Brandon? 
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Appendix C− Interview Guide 
Questions for the Semistructured One-On-One Interviews and Focus Group Interviews 
1. Please tell me about yourself. 
a. How long have you been in Canada 
b. What do you do? 
c. Please tell me about your education background. 
d. How many children do you have? 
2. How important is Spanish for your Hispanic identity?  
3. Do you have to speak Spanish to be considered a member of the Hispanic community? Please 
explain.  
4. Can you describe what you feel has happened to the Spanish in your family 
since coming to Canada? 
5.What language(s) do you use with each family member most often at home? 
6. How do you try to facilitate learning Spanish for your child in and out of home? 
7. Have you ever faced any challenges in helping your child learn or use Spanish at home? 
Please explain.  
8. How you describe your relationship with the school? Do you feel supported by the school in 
your effort to preserve Spanish as home language? 
9. Do you think Canadian school has overall helped your child learn or use Spanish? Please 
explain. 
10. What else do you think should be done for your child at home and outside to help him/her 
learn or use Spanish? How do you think the school and the community can help you to maintain 
Spanish in your children? 
11. Would you like to add anything else? 
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APPENDIX C− INTERVIEW GUIDE 
Questions for The Semistructured One-On-One Interviews and Focus Group Interviews 
(Spanish Version) 
1. Por favor hábleme sobre usted. 
a. ¿Cuánto tiempo ha estado en Canadá? 
b. ¿Qué hace? 
c. Por favor, cuénteme sobre su formación académica. 
d. ¿Cuántos hijos tiene? 
 
2. ¿Qué tan importante es el español para su identidad Hispana? 
3. ¿Tiene que hablar español una persona para ser considerada un miembro de la comunidad 
hispana? Por favor explique. 
4. ¿Puede describir lo que siente que ha sucedido con el español en tu familia? 
desde que vino a Canadá? 
5. ¿Qué idioma (s) usa usted con cada miembro de la familia más frecuentemente en casa? 
6. ¿Cómo trata de facilitar el aprendizaje del español para su hijo dentro y fuera del hogar? 
7. ¿Alguna vez enfrentó algún desafío para ayudar a su hijo a aprender o usar español en casa? 
Por favor explique. 
8. ¿Cómo describe su relación con la escuela? ¿Siente que la escuela le apoya en tu esfuerzo por 
preservar el español como lengua materna? 
9. ¿Cree que la escuela canadiense en general ha ayudado a su hijo a aprender o usar el español? 
Por favor explique. 
10. ¿Qué otra cosa cree que debería hacerse para su hijo en casa y afuera para ayudarlo a 
aprender o usar el español? ¿Cómo cree usted que la escuela y la comunidad le puede ayudar a 
mantener el español en sus hijos? 
11. ¿Te gustaría agregar algo más? 
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Appendix D− Initial Contact Letters 
Letter of Initial Contact for a Personal Interview with 
Hispanic Parents 
 
 
Dear Parent, 
 
My name is Erika Serrano and I am a master’s student in the Department of Education at 
Brandon University (BU). I am currently in the process of looking for Hispanic parents to 
participate in the research part of my thesis, supervised by Dr. Burcu Ntelioglou. 
 
The purpose of my study is to examine the experiences and perspectives of Hispanic parents on 
heritage language maintenance and bilingual instruction. The study also explores what 
challenges and/or difficulties these Hispanic immigrant parents are experiencing in their effort to 
preserve Spanish as heritage language and strategies that parents are using to support their 
children’s bilingualism. By identifying these issues, it is hoped to shed some light on the 
possible causes for the difficulties currently experienced by these groups. It is expected that the 
results and information obtained in this study could be used by policy makers, school authorities, 
and teachers to address the needs of Hispanic parents regarding bilingual and heritage language 
education and to determine what models of bilingual education programs are the best suitable for 
supporting the bilingual development of Hispanic children in Brandon Manitoba. 
 
As part of the study, I would like to know your experiences and opinion and about the 
maintenance of Spanish by your children and how do you feel about the school helping your 
children to maintain Spanish as their heritage language. I also would like to know from your 
perspective what the school system might do to support the Spanish heritage language 
maintenance into this new culture and life. 
 
I have signed an oath of confidentiality. Although I will be writing a report about what is said, 
you will not be identified by name or description. I will use pseudonymous in my report.  The 
interview should take approximately one hour. It will take place at Clark Hall Building at 
Brandon University, and child care is available. During the interview you may speak as much or 
as little as you choose.  
If you have any questions or desire further information with respect to this study, please contact 
Ms. Ericka Serrano at 204-573-5360 or by email at serranoe@brandonu.ca, or Dr. Burcu 
Ntelioglou at 204-727-9676 or by email at nteliogloub@brandonu.ca 
 
I truly appreciate your assistance with this research effort. 
 
Sincerely yours, 
 
Erika Serrano
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Appendix D− Initial Contact Letters 
Letter of Initial Contact for Parents (Spanish Version) 
 
Estimado padre de familia, 
 
Mi nombre es Erika Serrano y soy estudiante de maestría en el Departamento de Educación de la 
Universidad de Brandon (BU). Actualmente estoy en el proceso de buscar a padres hispanos que 
deseen participar en el proyecto de investigación de mi tesis, dirigida por la Dra. Burcu 
Ntelioglou. 
 
El propósito de mi estudio es examinar las experiencias y perspectivas de los padres hispanos 
sobre mantenimiento de la lengua y la instrucción formal de la lengua nativa, sobre prácticas y 
estrategias utilizadas por padres y madres para nutrir mantenimiento de la lengua y el 
bilingüismo entre los niños hispanos. El estudio además explora los desafíos y /o las dificultades 
de estos padres y madres inmigrantes hispanos en su esfuerzo por preservar el español como 
lengua de herencia. Mediante la identificación de estos temas, se espera obtener información 
sobre las posibles causas de las dificultades que actualmente son experimentadas por estos 
grupos. Se espera que los resultados y la información obtenida en este estudio puedan ser 
utilizados tanto por las autoridades escolares como por maestros y profesores para hacer frente a 
las necesidades de los profesores de español y los padres hispanos con respecto a la educación 
bilingüe y determinar qué modelos de programas de educación bilingüe serían los más adecuados 
para apoyar el desarrollo bilingüe de los niños hispanos en Brandon Manitoba. 
 
Como parte del estudio, me gustaría conocer su experiencia y opinión sobre el mantenimiento 
del idioma español en sus hijos y su perspectiva sobre cómo las escuelas y secundarias podrían 
ayudar a sus hijos a mantener el español como lengua de herencia.  
He firmado un juramento de confidencialidad. Aunque voy a escribir un informe sobre lo que se 
dice durante la entrevista, usted no será identificado por nombre o descripción. Voy a utilizar 
seudónimos en mi informe. La entrevista debería tomar aproximadamente una hora. Tendrá lugar 
en el edificio Clark Hall de Brandon University y el cuidado de niños estará disponible. Durante 
la entrevista usted puede hablar tanto o tan poco como desee. 
Si usted tiene alguna pregunta o desea más información con respecto a este estudio, por favor 
póngase en contacto con Erika Serrano al 204-573-5360 o por correo electrónico a 
serranoe@brandonu.ca, o con la Dra. Burcu Ntelioglou al 204-727-9676 o por correo electrónico 
a nteliogloub@brandonu.ca 
 
Realmente aprecio su ayuda en esta investigación. 
Sinceramente, 
Erika Serrano 
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Appendix E−Invitation and Conditions of Informed Consent  
 
Consent to be Participant in Focus Groups 
 
A. PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND 
Erika Serrano, a graduate student at Brandon University in the Faculty of Education, is 
conducting a study on perspectives and attitudes on Heritage language maintenance and bilingual 
education among immigrant Hispanic parents, which I am being invited to participate in. The 
purpose of this research project is to examine the attitudes, experiences and perspectives of 
Hispanic parents on heritage language maintenance and bilingual instruction. The study also 
explores what challenges and/or difficulties we as Hispanic immigrant parents are experiencing 
in our effort to preserve Spanish as heritage language.  
 
B. PROCEDURES 
If I agree to be in the research project, the following will occur: 
 
1. I will be asked to respond to questions regarding my perspectives and attitudes about the 
maintenance of the native language of my children, about how I think they could achieve 
bilingualism, and regarding my experiences in their bilingual education. 
2. I will actively participate in 3 sessions in which I will collaborate with the researcher on the 
themes and ideas addressed. 
3. I will clarify and reflect through the dialogue sessions. 
4. If I agree, audiotapes will be made of these conversations. 
These procedures will take place at a mutually agreed location, and it will take a total time of 
approximately 6 hours. 
 
C. RISKS/DISCOMFORTS 
1. Some of the questions and reflections may cause feelings that are emotionally difficult or 
saddening, but I will be able to stop the dialogue any time I feel uncomfortable. 
2. Some of the questions and reflections may make me feel self-conscious of my past 
experiences, but I am free to decline to answer any questions, or stop the interview at any time. 
3. Confidentiality: all conversations will be kept confidential. No individual identities will be 
used in any report or publications resulting from the research project, unless I agree to it. Study 
information will be coded, and kept in locked files at all times for a period of seven years. Only 
Erika Serrano will have access to the files and audiotapes. After the research project has been 
completed and all data have been transcribed, the tapes will be destroyed. 
D. BENEFITS 
Through this research project I may learn about the participatory research process. 
The anticipated benefit of these procedures is the opportunity to have my voice heard, verbalized 
on issues affecting the Hispanic community in Brandon, Manitoba. 
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E. COSTS 
There will be no cost for my participation in this research project. 
G. REIMBURSEMENT 
I will not be reimbursed for my participation in this research project. 
F. QUESTIONS 
I have talked to Erika Serrano about this study and I have had my questions answered. If I have 
any further questions or comments about participation, I may contact her thesis advisor, Dr. 
Burcu Ntelioglou at 204-727-9676 or by email at nteliogloub@brandonu.ca 
 
I. CONSENT 
I have been given a copy of this consent form to keep. 
PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH IS VOLUNTARY. I am free to decline to be in this 
research project, or to withdraw from it at any time. 
Participant's Signature:____________________________________ 
Date:____________________________ 
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Appendix E−Invitation and Conditions of Informed Consent  
Consent to Be a Participant in Focus Groups (Spanish Version) 
Carta de Consentimiento para ser un participante en grupos de enfoque 
A. PROPÓSITO Y ANTECEDENTES 
Erika Serrano, una estudiante de maestría en Brandon University en la Facultad de Educación, 
está llevando a cabo un estudio sobre perspectivas y actitudes entre los padres hispanos 
inmigrantes sobre la conservación de la lengua nativa y la educación bilingüe, donde he sido 
invitado/a a participar. El objetivo de este proyecto de investigación es examinar las actitudes, 
experiencias y perspectivas de los padres hispanos sobre mantenimiento de la lengua nativa y 
sobre la enseñanza bilingüe. El estudio explora además cuáles son los retos y / o dificultades que 
nosotros como padres inmigrantes hispanos estamos viviendo en nuestro esfuerzo por preservar 
el español como lengua de herencia. 
 
B. PROCEDIMIENTOS 
Si estoy de acuerdo que en el proyecto de investigación, ocurrirá lo siguiente: 
 
1. Voy a responder a preguntas sobre mis perspectivas y actitudes sobre el mantenimiento de la 
lengua nativa de mis hijos, sobre cómo creo que se podría lograr el bilingüismo, y sobre cuáles 
han sido mis experiencias con respecto la educación bilingüe de mis hijos/as. 
2. Voy a participar activamente en 3 sesiones en las que voy a colaborar con el investigador 
reflexionado sobre los temas y las ideas abordadas. 
3. Voy a aportar mis ideas y reflexionar a través de las sesiones de diálogo. 
4. Si estoy de acuerdo, se podrá grabar en cintas de audio mi participación en estas 
conversaciones. 
Estos procedimientos se llevarán a cabo en un lugar de mutuo acuerdo, y tomará un tiempo total 
de 6 horas aproximadamente. 
 
C. RIESGOS  
1. Algunas de las preguntas y reflexiones pueden causar sentimientos que son emocionalmente 
difíciles o tristes para mí, pero voy a ser capaz de detener el diálogo en cualquier momento que 
me sienta incómodo. 
2. Algunas de las preguntas y reflexiones pueden hacerme sentir autoconsciente de mis 
experiencias pasadas, pero tengo la libertad de negarme a responder a cualquier pregunta, o 
detener la entrevista en cualquier momento. 
3. Confidencialidad: todas las conversaciones se mantendrán confidenciales. Mi nombre no se 
utilizará en ningún informe o publicación resultantes del proyecto de investigación, a menos que 
yo estoy de acuerdo en ello. La información del estudio se codificará, y se mantendrá en archivos 
seguros en todo momento por un período de siete años. Sólo Erika Serrano tendrá acceso a los 
archivos y cintas de audio. Después de que el proyecto de investigación se haya completado y 
todos los datos hayan sido transcritos, se destruirán las grabaciones. 
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D. BENEFICIOS 
Este proyecto de investigación me permite aprender sobre el proceso de investigación 
participativa. 
El beneficio previsto de estos procedimientos es la oportunidad de que mi voz sea escuchada, 
verbalizado las cuestiones que afectan a la comunidad hispana en Brandon, Manitoba. 
 
E. COSTOS 
No habrá ningún costo para mi participación en este proyecto de investigación. 
 
G. REEMBOLSO 
No voy a ser reembolsado por mi participación en este proyecto de investigación. 
 
F. PREGUNTAS 
He hablado con Erika Serrano acerca de este estudio, y he tenido respuestas a mis preguntas. Si 
tengo alguna duda o comentario acerca de la participación, puedo comunicarme con su directora 
de tesis, Dra. Burcu Ntelioglou al 204-727-9676 o por correo electrónico a 
nteliogloub@brandonu.ca 
 
 
I. CONSENTIMIENTO 
Me han dado una copia de este formulario de consentimiento. 
Mi participación en esta investigación es voluntaria. Soy libre de negarme a participar en este 
proyecto de investigación, o de retirarme del mismo en cualquier momento. 
Firma del participante: ____________________________________ 
Fecha: ____________________________ 
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Appendix F− Oath of Confidentiality 
 
 
Brandon University Oath of Confidentiality 
 
 
 
 
I________________________________________________________ affirm that I will not 
disclose or make known any matter or thing related to the participants in the research study 
entitled, Spanish Heritage Language Maintenance and Education in Western Manitoba that 
comes to my knowledge during this research project. 
 
 
 
 
Signature of the Researcher                                  Date 
_____________________                             _____________________ 
 
 
Signature of Witness                                           Date 
_____________________                              _____________________ 
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Appendix G− Focus Group Interviews Poster  
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Appendix− G Focus Group Interview Spanish Version 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
